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Introduction. The object of this paper is to provide a local theory for

the intersection multiplicities of algebraic varieties.

The notion of intersection multiplicity of two ajgebraic varieties has been

for the first time put on a solid base by van der Waerden. We consider the

present step as an improvement on the van der Waerden theory for the fol-

lowing reasons:

(1) Esthetically, it seems natural to connect the multiplicity of a com-

ponent M of the intersection of two varieties U and V with the local proper-

ties of V and V in the neighbourhood of M.

'(2) Our theory includes an intersection theory for algebroid varieties.

(3) The theory of van der Waerden fails to attribute a multiplicity to a

component M of the intersection of U and V in the case where, although M

has the suitable dimension, some other components have too high dimensions.

The starting point of our considerations has been the observation that the

multiplicity of the origin 0 in the intersection of two curves/(X, F)=0,

g(X, Y)=0 may be defined to be the degree of the field extension

K{(X, Y))/K((f, g)), where K((X, Y)) is the field of quotients of the ring of

power series in X, Y with coefficients in the basic field K, and where K((j, g))

is the field of quotients of the ring of those power series in X, Y which can be

expressed as power series in / and g. From there, I was led to the definition

of multiplicity of a local ring with respect to a system of parameters, and then

to the general notion of intersection multiplicity. In order to achieve this

generalization, I have made extensive use of the notion of local ring, intro-

duced by Krull.

This paper is divided into three parts. Part I contains some algebraic prep-

arations. It is concerned with the study of the properties of a certain class of

local rings, which I have called geometric local rings. The most important

results in this first part are:

(1) what I have called the theorem of transition (§4, p. 22), because it

is the tool by the use of which we can reduce questions of intersection multi-

plicities for algebraic varieties to similar questions for algebroid varieties;

(2) the associativity formula for multiplicities in local rings which is the

source not only of the associativity formula for intersections, but of most

other properties of intersection multiplicities as well.
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Parts II and III are concerned with the intersection theory of algebroid

and algebraic varieties respectively. Each of these parts begins with a short re-

minder of the main definitions. These are not meant to provide a first intro-

duction to the notions with which algebraic geometry deals; their object is

rather to determine unequivocally which one of the various possible points

of view we adopt. In order to be able to reduce the theory for algebraic varie-

ties to the corresponding theory for algebroid varieties, we show that an

algebraic variety U splits up in the neighbourhood of one of its points into a

certain number of algebroid varieties, which we call the sheets of U at the

point.

Another intersection theory of algebraic varieties will be published

shortly by A. Weil. I have been in constant communication with A. Weil

during the writing of this paper; many of the ideas involved can be traced

back to discussions of the subject between him and myself. It is therefore im-

possible for me to acknowledge with precision the extent of my indebtedness

to him. Nevertheless, it can be said definitely that the statement of the

"projection formula" and the knowledge of the fact that all properties of

intersections can be derived from three basic theorems (namely, the theorem

on intersection of product varieties, the projection formula and the formula

of associativity) are both due specifically to A. Weil.

Terminology, references, and so on. Numerous references will be made

to my paper On the theory of local rings, Ann. of Math. vol. 44 (1943) p. 690.

This paper will be denoted by the abbreviation L.R.

We adopt the conventions of terminology which were explained in the

beginning of L.R., and we introduce some new ones, which we now proceed

to explain.

In parts II and III, the letter K will consistently represent a fixed alge-

braically closed field. We shall often make use of certain symbols (such as

Xi, ■ • • , Xn, • • ■ , Yj, ■ ■ ■ ) which we call letters. These letters are meant to

represent arguments of polynomials or power series. It follows that letters

which are represented by different symbols are automatically assumed to be

different and to be analytically independent over K. If X\, • • ■ , Xn are

letters, JT[[X1, • • • , X„]] represents the ring of power series in X\, • • • , Xn

with coefficients in K; K((Xi, • ■ ■ , Xn)) represents the field of quotients of

K[[Xlt ■ ■ -,Xn]].

More generally, if o is a complete semi-local ring and contains a field Ko,

and if Xi, • • • , xn are in the intersection of the maximal prime ideals of o,

then JTo[[*i, • • • , xn]] represents the set of elements of o which can be ex-

pressed as power series in Xi, ■ • ■ , xn with coefficients in K<>. If this ring

has no zero divisor not equal to 0, its field of quotients is denoted by

R~o((xi, • • ■ , *„))•

If f) is a prime ideal in a Noetherian ring o, we denote by o» the ring of

quotients of p with respect to o in the sense which was dpfinpH in my paper
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On the notion of the ring of quotients of a prime ideal, Bull. Amer. Math. Soc.

vol. 50 (1944) p. 93. If to is the intersection of all primary ideals of o which

are contained in p, Op contains o/h) as a subring and is the ring of quotients

(in the ordinary sense) of p/ro with respect to o/tt). The homomorphism which

assigns to every element of o its residue class modulo ro is called the natural

homomorphism of o into Op.

Throughout this paper we reserve the name of "varieties" to the irreducible

varieties over an algebraically closed field.

The cross references in the present paper are made according to the follow-

ing principle: if no indication of section is given, the reference refers to some

statement or formula contained in the same section; a similar convention

holds if no indication of part is given. The propositions, lemmas, formulas

and definitions are numbered starting with 1 in each section; the theorems

are numbered starting with 1 in each part.

Part I

1. Geometric local rings. The local rings which occur in algebraic ge-

ometry are of a somewhat special type and have a certain number of proper-

ties of their own which we propose now to investigate.

We shall say that a ring r is of type r(w; K) if the following conditions

are satisfied: K is a field with infinitely many elements which is contained

in r; if the characteristic p of K is not equal to 0, then [/£:.?£>] is finite;

r contains n elements x\, ■ • ■ , xn which are algebraically independent over K;

r is the ring of quotients with respect to K[xi, • ■ • , xn] of the prime ideal

generated in this ring by X\, • • ■ , xn. These conditions imply that r is a regu-

lar local ring of dimension n and that Xu • • • , xn form a regular system of

parameters in r (cf. Definition 3, L.R., §111, p. 704). We shall say that

• ♦ • , *» } is a special system of parameters in r. Every special system of

parameters is regular, but not conversely.

Now, we introduce the smallest class(1) & of rings which satisfies the

following conditions:

(1) Every ring of type r(n; K) belongs to ©.

(2) If o(E® and if p is a prime ideal in o, then o/p and Op belong to @.

(3) If a local ring o belongs to ®, then any completion of o belongs to ®.

Our object is to investigate the common properties of all rings of ©. In

particular, we shall prove that every ring in ® is a local ring; we shall then be

justified in calling geometric local rings the rings which belong to ®.

To begin with, it is clear that the class of Noetherian rings has the proper-

ties (1), (2), (3). It follows that every ring in ® is Noetherian. Moreover,

(l) In order to avoid the difficulties of a logical nature which are involved in the considera-

tion of the class of all rings, we may limit ourselves to the consideration of those rings whose

elements belong to some a priori given set of suitably high cardinal number (the power of con-

tinuum will be sufficient in all geometric applications).
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a similar argument shows that, if o is any ring in ®, the nonunits in o form

an ideal. In order to prove that every ring o in ® is a local ring, we still have

to prove that o contains a basic field in the sense of Definition 1, L.R., §111,

p. 701.
We shall say that a ring r is of type x(n, m;K) if the following conditions

are satisfied: r contains as a subring a ring ro of type r(w; K); r contains a

completion fo of ro; there exists a special system of parameters {X\, • • • , xn}

in ro such that r is the ring of quotients with respect to ta of the prime ideal

generated by xm+i, • ■ • , xn in fo- We shall also say that {xi, • • ■ ,xn} is a spe-

cial subset of r and that {xm+i, • ■ ■ , xn} is a special system of parameters in r.

These conditions imply that analytically independent over if;

fo is the ring • • • , #„]] and r contains the field K({x\, • • • , xm)). The

nonunits in r form a prime ideal which is the ideal generated by xm+i, • • • , xn,

and K((xi, • • • , xm)) is a complete system of representatives for the residue

classes modulo the ideal of nonunits. It follows that r is a regular local ring

and that xm+i, ■ ■ ■ , xn form a regular system of parameters in r. If m=0,

r coincides with the ring • • • ,»;„]]•

We shall say that a ring o admits a nucleus r if the following conditions are

satisfied: (1) r is a ring which is either of the type x(n; K) or f(w, m; K);

(2) r is a subring of o and no element in r not equal to 0 becomes a zero

divisor in o; (3) there exists a subring 3 of o which contains r, which is finite

over r, and which has the property that o is the ring of quotients with respect

to 3 of some maximal prime ideal in 3K2). If these conditions are satisfied,

we shall say that 3 is an intermediary ring in o with respect to r. It is clear

that a ring o which admits a nucleus is a local ring in which any basic field

of r is a basic field. An intermediary ring 3 is a semi-local ring (by Proposi-

tion 3, L.R., §11, p. 694), and the maximal prime ideals in 3 are the prime

ideals which contai/i the ideal of nonunits in r. We shall prove later that

every ring of the class ® admits a nucleus.

Lemma 1. Assume that Xi, • • • , xn are algebraically independent over a field

K which contains infinitely many elements. If y is an element of K~[xi, •••,#„]

which does not belong to K, there exists a set {yx, • • • , y„} of n elements in

K[xi, ■ ■ ■ , xn] such that yi=y and such that K\xx, ■ ■ • , xn] is finite over

Kbu ■ ■ • , y„].

Write y~P(xi, • • • , xn), where P is a polynomial of degree d>0 with

coefficients in K, and denote by F the homogeneous component of degree d

of P. Since K contains infinitely many elements, we can find elements

a%, • • ■ , an m K such that F(\, o2, • • ■ , an)A0. Set yi=y, y,=Xi — a,xi

(2 ^i^n). Then, the coefficient of the highest power of Xi in the polynomial

P(X\, Xt+azXi, • • ■ , Xn-\-anXi) is not equal to 0; since P(x\, yz+azXi, ■ ■ ■ ,

(!) This definition implies that this maximal prime ideal must contain all prime divisors

of 3, for otherwise 3 would not be a subring of 0.
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yn-\-anx{) —yi = 0, it follows that xi is integral over R~\yi, ■ ■ ■ , yn] and there-

fore that K[xi, • ■ • , xn] is finite over K\yi, • • • , y»].

Lemma 2(3). The situation being as described in Lemma 1, let p be a prime

ideal in K[xi, • • • , xn]. Then there exists a set of n elements yi, • ■ ■ , yn in

K[xi, • • • , xn] such that: (1) K[xi, • • • , xn] is finite over K\yx, • • • , y„]; (2)

the ideal pf\K [yu • • • ,y„] can be generated in K [yi, • • • ,yn\ byym+\, • • • ,yn,

where m is an integer less than n.

Let us say that a set {yi, • • • , y»} composed of n elements of

K[xu • • • , xn] is a system of integrity^) in this ring if K\x\, • ■ ■ , xn] is finite

over K\yu • • • , y„]; let us say that a subset S of p is a set of integrity for p

if the following conditions are satisfied: 5 is contained in some system of

integrity of K[xi, ■ • ■ , x„], but no subset of p which strictly (s) contains 5

has the same property. Let \y\, ■ • ■ ,yn\ be a system of integrity which con-

tains a set of integrity {ym-\u • • • ,yn] for p. Then pC\K \yx, • • • ,ym] contains

only 0. In fact, assume for a moment that this set contains an element zAQ.

Since z£p, z does not belong to K; by Lemma 1, z belongs to a system of

integrity [zi, • • • , zm) in K[yu • • ■ , ym]. It is obvious that K[yu • • ■ , yn] is

finite over K[zu ■ ■ • ,zm,ym+1, • • • , yn]; therefore {zu ■ ■ • ,zm,ym+l, ■ • ■ ,y„}

is a system of integrity. But this is impossible because this set contains

{z, ym+u ■ • ■ ,yn] which is a subset of p and strictly contains {ym+i, • • • ,yn}-

Since p containsym+i, ■ • ■ , y, and has only 0 in common with K\y\, • • ■ , ym],

it is clear that pr^K[yu ■ • • , yn] is generated by ym+u • • • , yn-

Lemma 3(6). If o is a local ring, every nonunit in o which is not a zero divisor

belongs to some system of parameters in o.

Let yi be ä nonunit which is not a zero divisor, and let n be the dimension

of o. Then o/oyi is of dimension n' <n (cf. Proposition 6, L.R., §111, p. 702).

Let y2, • • • , yn'+i be elements of o whose residue classes modulo oyi form a

system of parameters in o/oyi. If a prime ideal p contains yi, • • • , yn'+i, then

p contains oyi, and p/oyi is the ideal of nonunits in o/oyi. It follows that p

is the ideal of nonunits in o. Since w' + lgn, we have «'-f-l=w and

yi, ' • • i yn'+i form a system of parameters in o.

Lemma 4. Let obea local ring of the form K [ [x\, • • • , xn] ] where X\, • ■ ■ ,xn

are analytically independent over K. Let p and q be prime ideals in o such that

(3) Lemma 2 is substantially equivalent to a well known lemma due to Fr. Noether. For a

general proof of this lemma (including the case of a finite basic field), cf. O. Zariski, Foundations

of a general theory of birational correspondences, Trans. Amer. Math. Soc. vol. 53 (1943) pp. 506,

507.
(*) The systems of integrity in K[xi, • • • , x„] play a role which has a certain analogy with

the role played by systems of parameters in a local ring.

(5) We say that a set 5' strictly contains 5 if 5CS', 5^5'.

(•) The proof of Lemma 3 is implicitly contained in the proof of Proposition 7, L.R., §111,

p. 703.
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pCq- Then there exists a system of parameters {yi, ■ • • , yn\ in o such that

pr\K[]yi, • • • , y„]] is the ideal generated in K\[yx, • ■ • , y„]] by yr+i, ■ • • , y„

and that §C\K[[yi, • • • , y%]] is the ideal generated in K[[yi, • • • , yn]] by

ym+u • • • , yn (m and r are integers such that m^r).

Let o be an ideal in a local ring o. We say that a subset S of a is a parametric

set(7) for a if S is contained in some system of parameters in o but no subset

of a which strictly contains 5 has the same property. Let {zi, • • • , z„\

be a system of parameters in 7aT[[xi, •••,#„]] which contains a parametric

set {zr+u • • • , zn] of p. Then p has only 0 in common with the ring

X[[zi, • • • , zr]]. In fact, assume for a moment that pO-K4[zi, • • • , zr]]

contains an element uAO. Then u is not a unit; by Lemma 3, u belongs

to a system of parameters \u\, • ■ • , ur} in -fiT[[zi, • • • , zr]]. It is clear

that 2£[[zi, • • • , z„]] is finite over J?[[«i, •••,«„ zr+i, • • • , z„]]; there-

fore the set {wi, • • • , ur, zr+i, ■ • • , z»} is a system of parameters in

-^[[*i> * " " > *»]]• But this is impossible, since this set contains

{w, zr+i, • • • , z„}, which is a subset of p and which strictly contains

{zr+i, • ■ • , z„}. Since pnJ2"[[zi, • • • , zr]] = {o}, it is clear that

pr^X[[zi, • ■ • , zn]] is the ideal generated by zr+i, • • • , z„ in K[[zu ■ ■ -,*„]].

Proceeding in the same way, we can find a system of parameters

{yi, • ■ • . yr] in K[[zu • ■ • , Zr]] such that qr\üC[[yi, • • • , yr]] is the ideal

generated by ym+i, • • • , yr in ÜT[[yi, • • • , yr]] (where m is an integer). Set

y,=z,- for i>r; we see easily that the set {yu ■ • • , y„} has the required

properties.

Lemma 5. Let o be a ring which admits a nucleus r and let p be a prime

ideal in o. Then o admits a nucleus r'Ct with the property that pf^r' is the

ideal generated ill r' by a subset of some special system of parameters in r'.

Assume first that r is of type r(n; K), and let • • • , xn} be a special

system of parameters in r. By Lemma 2, we can find a subset {yi, • • • , yn}

of r such that (a) K[xu • • • , xn] is finite over K[yi, • • • , yn] and (b)

pn/£[yi, • • • , y„] is the ideal generated by ym+i, • • • , y„ in K~[yi, ■ • • , yn].

The elements ym+i, • • • , yn must belong to the ideal generated by x\, ■ ■ • , xn

mK[xi, • • • , xn]. If i^m, there exists an element ai£K such that y,—o,- =y'

belongs to the ideal generated by xlt • • • , xn in K[xi, • • • , xn]- In this case,

we take r' to be the ring of quotients with respect to K~[y{, ■ ■ ■ , ym',

y»>+i, • • • , yn] of the ideal generated in this ring by y{ , • ■ • ,ym',ym+i> • • • ,yn-

It is clear that pHr' is the ideal generated by ym+i, • • • , yn in r'. Moreover,

the ring generated by K\x\, • • ■ , xn] and r' is finite over r'.

Assume now that r is of the type f(w, m; K), and let {*!,•••,*»} be a

special subset of r. If q is the maximal prime ideal of o, it follows from Lemma

4 that there exists a system of parameters {yi, • • • , yn} in K• ■ • , xn]]

with the following properties: pfMC[[yi, • • • , y„]] is the ideal generated

(7) Observe the analogy with the proof of Lemma 2 above.
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by yr+u • • • , y„ in K[[yu • • • , y„]]; qn7f[[yi, • • • , yn]] is the ideal gen-

erated by ym'+i, • • • , y» in X[[yi, • ■ • , yn]], where m' and r are integers such

that m'=>. The ideal q^i-f? [[*,., • • • , xn]] = (qnx)r\K[[xu ■ ■ ■., xn]] is

the ideal generated by xm+u in 7sT[[a:i, • • • , xn]] and is therefore

of dimension m. Since 7£[[*i, • • • , arnjjAqf^-S^fzi, • • • , xn]]) is finite over

X[[yi, • • • , yn]]/(q^7i'[[y1, • • • , y„]]), it follows that m' = m. In this case,

we denote by r' the ring of quotients with respect to X[[yi, • • • , y„]] of

the ideal generated in this ring by ym+i, • • • , y». It is clear that r' is of type

f(w, m; K), that r'Co, and that pHr' is the ideal generated in r' by

yr+i, • • • , yn. Moreover, the ring generated by r' and 7£[[xi, • • • , xn]] is

finite over r'.

Let 3 be an intermediary ring of o with respect to r. Then we have

3 =2*-irc«> CiCi = J^X-\ankCk, Oiy*€Er. In the first case (that is, when r is of the

type r(«, K)) we can find an element d in K[xu • • • , xn] which is such that d

is a unit in r and that daijk£K[xi, ■ • ■ , xn] (1 ^i, j, k^h). In the second

case, we can find an element dG-K^iti, • • •, x„]] which is a unit in r and which

is such that daiß€zK[[xi, • • • , xn]] (1 ^i,j, k^h). In the first case, we de-

note by 3' the ring generated by r', by the h elements dd (1 = i^A), and by

K[xi, • • • , xn]; in the second case, we denote by 3' the ring generated by r',

by the elements dd, and by 7f[[*i, • ■ • , xn]]. In either case 3' is finite over

r'. If q is the maximal prime ideal in o, qf^r' is the maximal prime ideal in r'

(because it contains ym+u • • • , yn)- It follows that qf^-3' is a maximal prime

ideal in 3'. The ring of quotients o' of ßPi^' with respect to 3' is clearly

contained in o. We shall prove that o' = o. In the first case, d does not be-

long to qf~\K[xi, • • • , x„\; in the second case, d does not belong to

qn/^T[• • • , xn]]. It follows that, in either case, d'1 belongs to o'. We

clearly also have rCo'; therefore 3 is.contained in o', and q^3 is contained

in the maximal prime ideal of o'. Since o is the ring of quotients of ßf^3 with

respect to 3, we have o = o'. It follows that r' is a nucleus of o, with the inter-

mediary ring 3'-

Lemma 6. Let o be a ring which admits a nucleus and let p be a prime ideal

in o. Then o/p admits a nucleus.

By Lemma 5, we can find a nucleus r of o such that pf"\r is the ideal gen-

erated in r by a subset of some special system of parameters in r. It follows

immediately that x/(pC\x) is either of the type r(r; K) or i(n, r; K) with suit-

able ft, r, K. Let 3 be an intermediary ring of o with respect to r. Then

3/(p^30 is finite over x/ipf^x). Let q be the maximal prime ideal in o.

Then (qn30/(pP\30 is a prime ideal in S/(pf^30 and contains the maximal

prime ideal (qC\x) / (pC\x) of x/(pr\x); it is therefore a maximal prime ideal in

3/(p'^31)- Any element of o may be written in the form a/b, with a,

o(Jq. Let a*, b* be the residue classes of a, b modulo p. Then b* does not be-

long to (qn39/(p^3Q and the residue class of a/b is a*/b*. It follows that
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o/p is the ring of quotients of (qn3)/(pA3) with respect to 3/(pH3).

Therefore, x/(pr^x) is a nucleus of o/p.

Lemma 7. Let o be a ring which admits a nucleus x and let 3 be an inter-

mediary ring of o with respect to x. Let p be a prime ideal in o. Let $ be the sub-

ring of the ring of quotients of 3 which is generated by rpm and 3- Then $ is a

semi-local ring and pg=(pr\$)$ is a maximal prime ideal in Let 6 and 6'

be the natural mappings of o into Op and of $ into $pÄ; then, there exists an iso-

morphism 6 of $pfi with Op such that 6(6'(x)) =6(x) for every #£3- If p(~\x can

be generated by some subset of a special system of parameters in x, then 0(<p'(rpnr))

is a nucleus in Op and 9(6'($)) is an intermediary ring for Op with respect to this

nucleus.

Let to be the intersection of all primary components of the zero ideal in 3

which are contained in p/^3- Since o is the ring of quotients with respect to

3 of a maximal prime ideal in 3. too is the intersection of the primary com-

ponents of the zero ideal in o which are contained in p; roo is therefore the

kernel of <p(8), and Op is the ring of quotients of p/loo with respect to o/roo.

The ring $ may also be considered as the ring of quotients with respect to 3

of the complement 5 of p(~\x with respect to r. It follows that to® is the inter-

section of all primary components of the zero ideal in $ which are contained

in pa; the ring $pÄ is the ring of quotients of pj?/n)$ with respect to $/ro$.

Let Z be the ring of quotients of 3. and therefore also of o. The ring of quo-

tients of 3/to may be identified with Z/toZ. The rings o/too, $/to$ may be

identified with subrings of Z/toZ. The residue class modulo to of an element

of 5 does not belong to p/too and is therefore a unit in o/too; it follows im-

mediately that $C Op. The ring $ is clearly finite over tpnr; it follows

that $ is a semi-local ring (Proposition 3, L.R., §11, p. 694). Since ps contains

the maximal prime ideal of rpnr, it is a maximal prime ideal in We have

(p^3)/toCp/too; it follows that p«/to$C(p/too)op and that $p„Cop. On the

other hand, an element a£o may be written in the form b/c, where b and c

are in 3 and c£pn3- The residue class a* of a modulo to is equal to b*/c*,

where b* and c* are the residue classes of b and c modulo to (since c is not a

zero divisor in o, c does not belong to any of the prime divisors of ro, and it

follows that c* is not a zero divisor); moreover, c* does not belong to (pf^3)/to.

It follows immediately that a*£$p# whence o/tooC^Pa- If a£p, we have

6£pf^3 and a*£pj?/ft)$; we conclude easily that Op = ^pffi. When we have

identified o/to and $/to$ with subrings of Z/toZ, the elements 6(x), 6'(x)

(where x£3) have been identified with the same element, namely with the

residue class of x modulo toZ. The first part of Lemma 7 is thereby proved.

In order to prove the second part, we observe first that, since no element

not equal to 0 in r is a zero divisor in o, r is mapped isomorphically onto

(8) Cf. my paper On the ring of quotients of a prime ideal, Bull. Amer. Math. Soc. vol. 50

(1944) p. 93.
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<p(r) by 6. Furthermore, since r has no element not equal to 0 in common with

any of the prime divisors of to, <p(x) has no element not equal to 0 in common

with any of the prime divisors of the zero ideal in o/too, which proves that

no element not equal to 0 in <p(x) is a zero divisor in Op. The same holds, of

course, for 0(<p'(jpnr)), which is the ring of quotients of <j>(pr\x) with respect

to 6(x). Moreover, d(q>'($)) is clearly finite over 0(a>'(r>>nr)), and we have

seen that Op is the ring of quotients with respect to 6(<j>'($i)) of a maxi-

mal prime ideal in this ring. Assume now that p is generated by a subset

{xr+i, • • • , xn} of some special system of parameters in t. If r is of type

x(n; K), let {xi, ■ • • , xn} be a special system of parameters in r which

contains {xr+i, • ■ • , xn}. Then rpnr is the ring of quotients of the ideal

generated by xr+i, •••,#» in K(xu • ■ • , xr) [xr+i, ■ ■ • , xn ] and is of type

x(n — r; K(x\, • • • , xr)). If r is of type x(n, m; K), let {xi, • • • , xn\ be a

special subset in r which contains {xr+i, • ■ ■ , xn}. Then rpnc is the ring of

quotients of the ideal generated by xr+\, ■ • • , xn in K[[xi, • • ■ , xn]] and is

of type x(n, r; K). Lemma 7 is now completely proved.

Lemmas 5, 6 and 7 show that the class of rings which admit nuclei is

closed with respect to the operations of constructing factor rings or rings of

quotients of prime ideals. We shall now see that this class is also closed with

respect to the operation of completion.

Lemma 8. Let x and 3 be rings which satisfy the following conditions: x is a

subring of 3 and 3 is finite over r; no element not equal to 0 in x is a zero divisor

in 3;tisa regular local ring. Then ^is a semi-local ring; the adherence x of x

in a completion 3 "/ 3 is a completion of r; no element not equal to 0 in f be-

comes a zero divisVr in 3; 3 *S generated by x and 3. Let Z be the ring of quo-

tients of 3i and let R and R be the fields of quotients of x and x. Then the ring

of quotients of 3 is Zr (where Z is regarded as a hypercomplex system over R).

Our first group of assertions follows immediately from Proposition 7, L.R.,

§11, p. 699, if we observe that a completion of r, being a regular ring, has no

zero divisor not equal to 0. We can take a base of Z/R which is composed

of elements of 3; by Proposition 7, L.R., §11, p. 699, the elements of this

base are linearly independent with respect to f; it follows immediately that

the ring of quotients of 3 is Zr.

Lemma 9. Let o be a ring which admits a nucleus x. Then the adherence

x of x in a completion 5 of o is a completion of r; 5 is finite over x and no element

not equal to 0 in x becomes a zero divisor in ö; x is a nucleus for ö, and 5 is gener-

ated by x and o. The prime divisors of the zero ideal in 5 all have the same dimen-

sion as B. If the zero ideal in o is an intersection of prime ideals, the same holds

for the zero ideal in ö.

Let 3 be an intermediary ring for o with respect to r; let 3 be a comple-

tion of 3 and let fi be the adherence of r in 3- If D is the ring of quotients of
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the maximal prime ideal 9J? in 3. there corresponds to9K an idempotent e in 5

which has the following property: there exists an isomorphism 0 of 3« (con-

sidered as a ring with unit element e) with ö such that 0(xe) =x for x(ES

(cf. Proposition 8, L.R., §11, p. 700)(9). It is clear that 0(fi«) is the adherence

of r in 5; since no element not equal to 0 in fi is a zero divisor in fi is isomor-

phic to fie. Moreover, no element not equal to 0 in fi« is a zero divisor in

In fact, assume that (xt)(ye) =0, ieGfi, xAO, y£3; then *y€ = 0, whence

ye = 0, which proves our assertion.

If r is of type x(n; K), we have f = iC[[xi, • • • , xn]], with X\, • • • , *„

analytically independent over K and f is of type x(n, 0; K). If r is of type

f(w, m; K), we have x=K((xi, • • • , xm))[[xm+i, ■ • • , xn]] and f is of type

x(n —m, 0; K((xu • • • , xm))).

Let fi be a prime divisor of the zero ideal in 5; in virtue of what we have

proved already, we have fif^f = 0. Since 5 is finite over f, 5/fi is finite over a

ring which is isomorphic to f; making use of the corollary to Proposition 7,

L.R., §111, p. 703, we conclude that dim ö/ft = dim f = dim 5. Let R and R
be the field of quotients of r and of fi. If r is of type x(n; K), we have

R=K(xi, ■ • • , xn) and R=K((xi, • ■ • , xn)); in this case, we have proved

elsewhere(10) that R is separably generated over R. If r is of type x(n, m \ K),

we have R=K{(xi, • • • , *„)) and R = K((xlt • • • , xn))((xm+i, • • • , *„)). We

shall prove that, in this case also, R is separably generated over 7?. Let p

be the characteristic of K, which we assume to be not equal to 0. If a

finite extension of R is contained in Rllp/R, it is also contained in

Kllp((x\/v, • • • , xnlv))/R. In order to prove that R/R is separably generated,

it will be sufficient to prove that [K1'p((x\/p, • • • , xnh)) :R] = [Kl»((xx,

■ ■ ■ , *mP))((*i+i. • • • • xl„/p)):R]. (Observe that the numbers which occur

on both sides of this formula are finite, because [iC:ÜTp] is finite; this is the

only place where we need this assumption on K.) The left side of our formula

is equal to pn[K1/p:R~], because we know that K((xi, • • • , *„)) is separably

generated over K. For the same reason, we have [Kllp((x\,v, • • • , x)lP))

:K((xi, ■ • • , xm))]=pm- [R~1,p:K]. Remembering that K((xu • • • , xm))

■((xm+u • • • ,x„)) is separably generated over K((xi, • • • , xm)), we see that

the right side of the formula to be proved is equal to pn-mpm[K1,p:R~], that is,

also to the left side.

Having proved that the extension R/R is in every case separably gener-

ated, we observe that, if the zero ideal in o is an intersection of prime ideals,

the ring of quotients Z of o is a semi-simple hypercomplex system over R.

It follows that Zr is also semi-simple(u). The ring of quotients of 5 is isomor-

(9) Proposition 8 is proved in L.R. only in the case of a ring without zero divisors. It has

been extended to the general case in my paper quoted in note (8) above.

(10) Cf. On some properties of ideals in rings of power series, Trans. Amer. Math. Soc. vol. 55

(1944) Proposition 5, p. 147.
(u) Cf. the paper quoted in note (10) above, Proposition 3, p. 69.
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phic to Zr6, which is again semi-simple. It follows that the zero ideal in 5 is

an intersection of prime ideals.

Remark. We have dim 5 = dim f, whence dim o = dim r. We have therefore

also proved that, if a ring o admits a nucleus r, then o has the same dimension

as r.

Since the class of rings which admit nuclei is closed under the operations

by which we have defined the class ®, we see that every ring of the class ®

admits a nucleus. In particular, every ring in © is a local ring. We may there-

fore use the term geometric local ring to denote a ring of the class ®.

Theorem 1. If o is a geometric local ring, the zero ideals in o and in a com-

pletion 5 of o are intersections of prime ideals which all have the same dimension

as o. If to is a prime ideal in o, then pö is an intersection of prime ideals in 5.

Consider the class ®' of rings which admit nuclei and in which the zero

ideal is an intersection of prime ideals. If o£®', then a completion of o be-

longs to ®' by Lemma 9. Let p be a prime ideal in o; then o/p has a nucleus

by Lemma 6, and the zero ideal in o/p is prime. It follows that o/p is in ®'.

The ring Op has a nucleus by Lemma 7. If ni, • • • , n8 are the prime divisors

of the zero ideal in o which are contained in p, and if ro=rti^ • • • f~^ng, then

the zero ideal in o/ro is the intersection of the prime ideals rt,/ro (l^i^g).

Since every primary component of the zero ideal in o is prime, Op is a ring

of quotients of o/ft), which proves that the zero ideal in Op is an intersection

of prime ideals, and that 0p£®'. It follows that ®C®', which proves the

first part of Theorem 1. The second part follows immediately if we observe

that o/p is a geometric local ring whose completion is ö/pö (by Proposition 5,

L.R., §11, p. 699)..

Theorem 2. Let o be a geometric local ring, and let p be a prime ideal in o.

Then we have dim o/p+dim 0p = dim o.

Let r be a nucleus of o such that pf^r is generated by a subset of some

special system of parameters in r (cf. Lemma 5). Then r/(pr^r) is a nucleus

of o/p, and Op admits a nucleus isomorphic with rpnt (cf. proofs of Lemmas

6 and 7). The remark which follows the proof of Lemma 9 shows that

dim o/p = dim r/(pnr), dim 0p = dim rpnr, dim o=dim r. If r is of type

x{n\ K), let {xi, • • • , x„} be a special system of parameters in r which con-

tains a set of generators {xr+i, ■■•,*„} for p^r. Then r/(p/^r) is isomorphic

with the ring of quotients with respect to K[xu •••,*,] of the ideal gener-

ated by Xi, • ■ • , xr in this ring and rpnr is the ring of quotients of the ideal

generated by xr+i, •••,*» in K(xi, • ■ • , xr) [xr+i, • ■ • , xn]. It follows that

dim r/(pr~\r) =r, dim rpnr = » — r, dim x = n, and our formula is proved in this

case. Assume now that r is of type r(«, m; K) and let {x\, • • • , xn} be a

special set in r which contains a system of generators {x,+i, • • • , xn\ of pr"\r.

Then r/(pP\r) is isomorphic to the ring of quotients of the ideal generated
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by xm+i, • • • , xr in K[[xi, • • • , xr]] and rpru is the ring of quotients of the

ideal generated by xr+\, • • • , xn in K[[xlt • • • , #„]]. Therefore we have now

dim x/(pr\v) =r — m, dim rpnr = « — r, and dim r = n — m. Theorem 2 is thereby

proved.

Corollary. Let o be a geometric local ring, and let \x\, •••,*»} be a sys-

tem of parameters in o. Let m be an integer less than n, and let p be a minimal

prime divisor of the ideal generated by xm+i, • ■ ■ , x„ in o. Then p is of dimen-

sion m; the residue classes of x\, ■ • ■ , xm modulo pform a system of parameters

in o/p; the images of xm+i, • • • , x„ by the natural homomorphism of o onto

Op form a system of parameters in Op.

Let <p be the natural homomorphism of o into Op. We know that the

prime ideals in Op correspond in a one-to-one way to the prime ideals in o

which are contained in p. It follows immediately that the only prime ideal

in Op to contain <p(xm+i), • • ■ , <b(xn) is the maximal ideal <p(p)op of Op. There-

fore, we have dim 0p = « — m. If a prime ideal in o contains p and Xi, ■ • • , xm,

it is the ideal of nonunits. It follows that the only prime ideal in o/p to con-

tain the residue classes of X\, • ■ • , xm is the ideal of nonunits in o/p. There-

fore we have dim o/p = 7w. It follows from Theorem 2 that dim o/p=w,

dim Op = w— m. The other assertions contained in the corollary follow immedi-

ately.

2. Equidimensional rings and the notion of multiplicity. In L.R. we have

defined(12) the notion of the multiplicity of a complete local ring o without

any zero divisor not equal to 0 with respect to a system of parameters in o.

We shall now generalize this definition so as to include certain local rings

which have zero divisors or are not complete.

Definition 1. A complete local ring o is said to be equidimensional if the

prime divisors of the zero ideal in o have all the same dimension as o itself. A n

arbitrary local ring is said to be equidimensional if its completion is equidimen-

sional.

We shall first give an equivalent characterization of complete equidimen-

sional rings.

Proposition 1. Let o be a complete local ring. Let K be a basic field of o

and let {«i, • • • , ur] be a system of parameters in 0. The following two state-

ments are equivalent: (1) o is equidimensional; (2) no element not equal to 0 in

K[[ui, ■ • • , ur]] is a zero divisor in o.

Set r = X[[wi, • • • , Mr]]. Let n be a prime divisor of the zero ideal in o.

Since o is a finite r-module, o/n is a finite module over r/(nr^r); it follows

that o/n has the same dimension as r/(n/^r) (cf. corollary to Proposition 7,

§111, L.R., p. 703). It follows that, if o is equidimensional, we have

(12) Cf. Definition 1, L.R., §IV, p. 707.
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dim t/(nr\x) =r for every n, whence nPir = {o} (cf. Proposition 6, §111, L.R.,

p. 703) and therefore r does not contain any zero divisor in o not equal to 0.

Conversely, if (2) holds, we have nf^r= {o} for every n, whence dim o/n = r,

and o is equidimensional.

If o is a complete equidimensional local ring, the zero ideal in o has no

imbedded prime divisor. In fact, if tti, n2 are two distinct prime ideals in o

such that niCtt2, the ring o/n2 is isomorphic to (o/rti)(n2/ni), whence

dim o/n2<dim o/ni by Propositon 6, §111, L.R., p. 703. It follows that there

exists a unique irredundant representation {o} = qif^ • • • Piq„ of the zero

ideal in 0 as intersection of primary ideals. We denote by n* the associated

prime ideal of q* and by /* the length of q* (l^k^h). The residue classes

• • • , ur,k of ux, ■ • ■ , Mr modulo n* form a system of parameters in o/rt*

(cf. Proposition 1, L.R., §111, p. 701). Denote by ek the multiplicity of o/n*

with respect to this system of parameters, and set

it

(1) e = £ eklk.
*-l

Definition 2. The number e defined by formula (1) is called the multiplicity

of 0 with respect to the system of parameters {ux, • • • , ur}.

Proposition 2. The notation being as in Proposition 1, let e be the multi-

plicity of 0 with respect to \ux, • • • , uT\. Then we have \o:K\\u-i, • ■ • , Mr]]]

= e[o/m:K], where m is the ideal of nonunits in 0.

The ring of quotients © of 0 is a hypercomplex system over the field of quo-

tients K((ui, ■ • ■ , Mr)) of ÜT[[mi, ■ • • , Mr]], and we have [®:K((ui, • • • , Mr))]

= [o:7sT[[mi, • • • ,Mr]]]. The prime ideals in @ are the ideals Hi© (l^k^h);

the primary component of n*@ in the zero ideal of © is q*© and the length of

q*© is h (cf. Lemmas 2, 3, L.R., §1, p. 691). Making use of Lemma 1, L.R.,

§IV, p. 705, we obtain the formula [®:K{(uu • • • , M,))]=X)*-i

:K~((ui, ■ • • , ur))]. But ©/n*© is isomorphic to the field of quotients of

o/n*, whence [©/nj©:ür((wi, • • • , Mr))] = [o/nk:K[[ulik, • • • , Mr,*]]]

= e*[(o/n*)/(m/n*) :K] =ek[o/m:K] (cf. L.R., Theorem 2, p. 706). Proposition

2 is thereby proved.

Definition 3. Let 0 be an equidimensional local ring, and let

{mi, • • • , Mr} =2 be a system of parameters in 0. The multiplicity of 0 with

respect to S is defined to be equal to the multiplicity of the completion öof 0 with re-

spect to 2; this multiplicity will be denoted by e(o; 2) or e(o; Mi, • • • , Mr). (Ob-

serve that 2 is a system of parameters in ö by Proposition 2, L.R., §111, p. 701.)

It follows from Theorem 1, §1, p. 11 that a geometric local ring 0 is

equidimensional (because a completion of 0 is also a geometric local ring).

Let Hi, • ■ • , rt„ be the prime divisors of the zero ideal in 0, and let

{«1, •••,«,} be a system of parameters in 0. We denote by m,* the residue
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class of Ui modulo rt* (1 iZiiZr, 1 =£^g). The elements Mi*, ■ ■ • , urk form a

system of parameters in o/tu, and we have

a

(2) e(o; Mi, • • • , Mr) = X) e(o/nk; «u, • • ■ , urk).

In fact, let 5 be a completion of o. Then n*ö is an intersection of prime ideals

tu; in 5 (l^l^mk), and ö/fU; has the same dimension as S, which proves

that each tUi is a prime divisor of the zero ideal in 5. Conversely, let ft be any

prime divisor of the zero ideal in ö. Since no nonzero divisor in o becomes a

zero divisor in 5 (Proposition 6, §11, L.R., p. 699), we see that the elements

of ftOo are zero divisors in o, whence ft^\o = n* for some k; it follows that ft

is one of the ideals ft*;. Let Ui,u be the residue class of Ui modulo nki; it fol-

lows immediately from Definition 3 that

0 ml

e(o; mi, • • • , Mr) = Z   e(ö/ff«; «i,w, • • • , ur,ki),
fc—i.i—l

mi

e(o/nj,;       • • • , Mr,*) = zl e(ö/n*j; ui,kt, • • ■ . «r,*i).
(=i

Formula (2) is thereby proved.

Now, let p be a prime ideal in a geometric local ring o. Then o/to is a

geometric local ring. Let ö be a completion of o; we know that too is an inter-

section of prime ideals pi, • • • , fj„ which are all of the same dimension as p

(cf. corollary to Theorem 2, §1, p. 11). Let «!,•••,«, be elements of o

whose residue classes m*, • • • , u* modulo p form a system of parameters in

o/p. Then the residue classes M*t, • • • , M*t of «i, • • • , u, modulo p* form a

system of parameters in ö/pk, and we have clearly

(3) e(o/p; ,th) = Z «(ö/P*;       • • • . «*.*)•
fc—l

Proposition 3. Let o bean equidimensional local ring, and let {«!,-••,«,}

o«<i \v\, • • • , vT\ be two systems of parameters in o. If the ideals T^LiOMi and

^Jt-iOVi are equal, we have e(o; «!,•••, «r) =e(o; »i, • • • , zv).

Let ö be a completion of o. If Z0Mi=ZOT''i we have also Zö"»' =Zö1'«'-
Let n be a prime divisor of the zero ideal in 5, and let m*, v* be the residue

classes of uit t\ respectively modulo n. Then we have ^>2(ö/n)u* =^2(ö/n)v*.

Proposition 3 therefore follows from Proposition 1, L.R., §IV, p. 707.

Theorem 3. Let o be an equidimensional local ring, and let {ui, • • • , uT\

be a system of parameters in o. Then, the following two assertions are equivalent:

(1) o is regular and Ui, • • • , u, form a regular system of parameters in o;

(2) the number e(o; uu • • • , ur) is equal to 1.
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It is obviously sufficient to prove Theorem 3 in the case where o is com-

plete. Let then K be a basic field of o, and let v\, • ■ ■ , vd be elements of o

whose residue classes modulo the maximal prime ideal m form a base of o/m

with respect to K. If (1) holds, we have o=Z?-i-^[[Mi> " * * i *r]]»< (cf. proof

of Proposition 4, L.R., §11, p. 695), whence [o:Ä"[[«i, • ■ ■ , Mr]]]^d

= [o/tn:.Sr]. It follows that e(o; ui, •••,«,)2al; since e(o; »i, • • • , uT) is an

integer greater than 0, we see that (2) holds. In order to prove the converse,

we make use of the theorem of Cohen(13) which says that o contains a basic

field K' which is a complete system of representatives for the residue classes

modulo m. Assuming that (2) holds, we then have [o:7£'[[wi, • • • , «r]]]

= [o/m:K'] = 1. This means that o is contained in K'((ui, • ■ ■ , ur)). On the

other hand, it is well known that /£'[[«!, • • • , ur]] is integrally closed in its

field of quotients(14); since o is finite over ÜT'fjwi, • • • , Mr]], it follows that

0 = K'[[ui, • • • , Mr]], which proves that (1) holds.

Remark. We shall have to apply Theorem 3 only in cases where the

theorem of Cohen can be established by making use of Proposition 3, L.R.,

§111, p. 702.
3. Kroneckerian products of complete rings. Let o be a complete semi-

local ring. Assume that o contains a field K (with infinitely many elements)

which has the following property: if a is the product of the maximal prime

ideals in o, then o/a is finite over K. We shall -then say that K is a basic

■Held of o.
Assume that o admits a basic field K. Then o may be considered as a

topological vector space over K, in general of infinite dimension(16). From the

fact that o/a is finite over K, it follows easily that o/a* is finite over K for

every k. On the other hand, there exists a definite homomorphism co* which

maps o/a*41 onto o/a* (if x£o, the image by w* of the residue class of x

modulo a*+1 is the residue class of x modulo ak). It follows that the finite-

dimensional spaces o/a* form, together with the mappings an inverse

system of vector spaces(16). Since o is complete, we see immediately that the

projective limit of this inverse system is 0. It follows that o, considered as a

topological vector space over K, is linearly compact and that the Hausdorff

countability axioms hold in o.

Let SD? be any linearly compact vector space over K in which the count-

ability axioms hold. Then 5TJ? is isomorphic to a product of countably many

one-dimensional vector spaces(17). A subset A of W is said to be null-con-

(13) The proof of this theorem has not yet been published.

(u) This follows for instance from Satz 6 in Krull, Dimensionstheorie in Stellenringe,

J. Reine Angew. Math. vol. 179 (1938) p. 209. It is also a consequence of Proposition I, §7,

part II, p. 47.

(u) For the theory of topological vector spaces over a discrete field, cf. Lefschetz, Algebraic

Topology, Amer. Math. Soc. Colloquium Publications, 1942, chap. 2, pp. 72-83.

(M) Compare loc. cit. note (') above, 25.4, p. 75.

(") Compare loc. cit. note (') above, 32.1, p. 83.
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vergent if, given any neighbourhood of 0 in 9)?, A contains only a finite num-

ber of elements outside this neighbourhood. Such a set is necessarily count-

able. If we assign to every element x in the set an element a(x) in K, then the

sum ~%2x£A(i(x)x has a meaning in 9D?. Let 2(A) be the set of elements which

can be represented in the form ~£,x£Aa(x)x, with a suitable choice of coeffi-

cients a(x). We shall see that 2(A) is a closed subspace of 90?. The set of all

mappings x—>a(x) of A into K is clearly a vector space over K and is iso-

morphic to the product of countably many one-dimensional spaces. If we give

to this space its product topology, it becomes a linearly compact space SI.

It is clear that 2(A) is the image of 21 by a continuous linear mapping of 21

into 90?. It follows that 2(A) is linearly compact, and therefore closed.

If an element of 2(A) can be represented in the form ~^2xE4a(x)x in only

one way, then we say that the elements of A are strongly linearly independent

over K, and that A is a strong base of 2(A) over K. Since every closed vector

subspace of 90? is linearly compact, it is isomorphic to a product of countably

many one-dimensional spaces, and therefore it has a strong base. If the ele-

ments of a set A are strongly linearly independent over K, then A can be included

in a strong base ofWl. In fact, the factor space Wl/2(A) is clearly a linearly

compact vector space; let 73* be a strong base in this space. Let (Nk) be a

sequence of neighbourhoods of 0 in 93? whose intersection contains only 0.

Then 73* contains only a finite number of elements outside the set

Nk+2(A)/2(A). It follows easily that we can find a subset 73 of 93? such that

the residue classes of the elements of 73 modulo 2(A) are the elements of 73*

and that B contains only a finite number of elements outside any given Nk.

We may furthermore assume that no two distinct elements of 73 are con-

gruent to each other modulo 2(A). It is then easy to check that AKJB is a

strong base in 9)?.

Let o be a complete semi-local ring which admits a basic field K. Let 73

be a strong base of o with respect to K. Then we may express every «£o in

the form ^xGBa(u; x)x, a(u, x)(E.K. Let KB be the product of as many copies

of K as there are elements in 73, so that to every x£73 there corresponds an

x-coordinate in KB. If we assign to every w£o the element of KB whose

x-coordinate is a(u; x), we obtain a linear homeomorphism of o with KB.

If x and y are any two elements of 73, then xy may be expressed in the form

^2^Ba(x, y, z)z. Remembering that the multiplication in a semi-local ring

is a continuous operation, we see that there corresponds to every z£73 a

finite subset Bz of B such that a(x, y, z) =0 if at least one of the elements

x and y does not belong to 73,.

Let now o' be another complete semi-local ring which admits a basic

field K', and assume that K and K' are both subfields of some field M. Let B'

be a strong base of o' with respect to K', and let x'y' =0C*'eB' a'(x', y', z')z'

be the formulas which define the multiplication in o'. The set MBXB' of all

mappings (x, x')—>c(x, x') of B XB' into M is a linearly compact vector space
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over M (it is the product of as many copies of M as there are elements in

73X73'). If xGB, x'GB', we denote by the element of MBXB' which

assigns 1 to (x, x') and 0 to every other element of B X73\ The elements «□*'

clearly form a strong base of MBXB' over M.

We shall now define a multiplication in MBXB' by setting

The sextuple sum on the right side has a meaning in virtue of the proper-

ties stated above of a(x, y, z) and a'(x', y', z'). It is easy to check that this

multiplication defines a structure of ring in MBXB'. Let'Z.Mx'W (e(x')EK')

be the representation of the unit element of o' as linear combination of the

elements of 73'. Then the elements of the form s.*.*>b(x)e(x')xnx' (b(x)£.K)

form a subring of our ring, and this subring is isomorphic to o (in the algebriac

and in the topological sense). In a similar way, we can construct a subring

which is isomorphic with o'. We shall identify these rings with o and o' re-

spectively; let then £) be the ring which we have constructed. The element

x\Z\x' becomes identical with the product of x and x' in £>.

We shall prove that the structure of O does not depend upon the choices

of the bases B and B'. We observe first that, if A is a null-convergent set in o,

it is also null-convergent in O, and that a symbol of the form ^2uEAb(u)u

(with b(u)^K) has the same meaning in o and in 0(18). Furthermore, if A'

is a null-convergent set in o', the set AA' composed of the elements

mm' («G^i m'G^4') is null-convergent in D. This being said, let 73* and B'*

be any strong bases in o and o', and let O* be the ring which is constructed

with the help of 73* and B'* in the same way as £> was constructed with the

help of B and 73'. If x*GB*, x'*EB'*, we denote by (x*x'*)* the product of x*

and x'* in £)* and by x*x'* the product of these elements in £). If we set

<l>C£,x',z"c(x*, x'*)((x*x'*)*) =^2x',x"c(x*, x'*)x*x'*, we clearly obtain a con-

tinuous homomorphism <p of D* into £), which is also a linear mapping of £)*

into £), considered as a vector space over L. Furthermore, 6 coincides with

the identity on o and o'. In a similar way, we can construct a continuous

linear homomorphism <p* of D into O* which coincides with the identity on

o and o'. Then <j> o <p* is a continuous linear homomorphism of D into itself

which coincides with the identity on o and o'. It follows immediately that

<b o <p* is the identity mapping. The same argument shows that <b* o <p is the

identity mapping of O* into itself. It follows that <f> and 6* are isomorphisms,

which proves our assertion.

The ring O which was constructed above is called a Kroneckerian product

of o and o' over M.

=      X      c(x> x')d(y, y')a{x, y, z)a'(x', y', z')z □ z'.

(ls) This, because 0 is a subspace of O.
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Our considerations apply in particular to the case where o' =K' is a field

containing K; taking M = K', the Kronecker product of o and K' over K'

will be denoted by Ojt'(19).

Lemma 1. Let A be a null-convergent set of strongly linearly independent

elements in o; let A' be a null-convergent set of strongly linearly independent

elements in o'. Then the elements uu', u€zA, u'tEzA' are strongly linearly inde-

pendent with respect to-M in O.

Lemma 1 follows immediately from the fact that A and A' can be im-

bedded in strong bases of o and o' respectively.

Lemma 2. Let u be a nonzero divisor in o and let u' be a nonzero divisor in o'.

Then uu' is not a zero divisor in O.

Let 73 and B' be strong bases in o and o' respectively. Since u is not a

zero divisor, the elements ux, x£73, are strongly linearly independent in o.

Similarly, the elements u'x', x'(E.B', are strongly linearly independent in o'.

It follows from Lemma 1 that the elements uu'xx', x£23, x'ZzB', are strongly

linearly independent in £). Since the elements xx' form a strong base of £), it

follows that uu' is not a zero divisor in O.

Lemma 3. Let u be an ideal in o, and let u' be an ideal in o'. Let to be the

ideal generated by u and u' in O. Then we have lt>P\o = u, h)P\o' = u'. The ring

O/ro is a Kroneckerian product of o/u and o'/u' over M. In particular, if K'

is afield containing K, then uox<P\o =u and Ok'/uok' = (o/u)k'-

We know that u and u' are closed in o and o' respectively (cf. Lemma 6,

L.R., §11, p. 695). It follows that we can find strong bases 73 and 73' of o and o'

respectively which contain as subsets strong bases 73u and 73„/ of u and u'.

We may furthermore assume that73and73'contain the unit elements of their

respective rings. Let C be the set of elements xx' where a:£73, x'£73' and

either x£73u or x'^B^. It is clear that the elements of C form a strong base

of to with respect to M, whence tn/^o = u, tor\o' = u'. Let 73* and 73'* be the-

complements of 73„ and 73U' with respect to 73 and 73' respectively. The residue

classes modulo u of the elements of 73* form a strong base in o/u; the residue

classes modulo u' of the elements of 73'* form a strong base in o'/u'. The

complement of C with respect to the set 7373' of elements of the form xx',

jc£73, x'£73' is the set B*B'*, and the residue classes of the elements of

73*73'* modulo to form a strong base in O/to. It follows immediately that

O/to is a Kroneckerian product of o/u and o'/u' over M. The statements

contained in the end of Lemma 3 are proved by taking u' to the zero ideal

in K'.

(") If 0 is a hypercomplex system over K, the ring Ox', as denned here, coincides with the

ring which is usually denoted by this symbol.
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We shall now turn our attention to a special bind of complete semi-local

rings.

Lemma 4. Assume that there exist finite subsets {xi, • • • , xn] and

{*/,•••, *£»} of o and o' respectivelywith the following properties: xu • • • , xn

are analytically independent over K; x{, • ■ • , x'n> are analytically independent

over K'\ o is finite over K[[xx, • • • , *»]]; o' is finite over K'[[x{, • ■ • , xn,]];

no element not equal to 0 in K[[xi, • • • , xn]] is a zero divisor in o; no element

not equal to 0 in K'[[x{, • • • , xa-]] is a zero divisor in o'. Then xu ■ • • , xn,

*i> • • * i %n' ere analytically independent over M in O; O is finite over

M[[xi, • • • , xn, x(, • • • , xt,-]] and is generated over this ring by o and o'; no

element not equal to 0 in M[[xi, •••,*», */, • • • , is a zero divisor in O.

We have

[0:M[[xu •••,*», x'u ■ ■' , x'n>]}]

= [o:K[[xu--, *»]]]• [o':K'[[xu--. ,&]]].

The first statement follows immediately from Lemma 1 applied to the

elements x? • • • x%" and x'/1 • • • x'jn' (with O^ei, •••,««, e{, • • • , «».< »).

Let Oi be the subring of £) generated by Af[[*i, • • • , *„ x{, ■ • • ,

and by o and o'. Then Di is finite over M[[xi, • • • , x„, x{, ■ • • , x'„-]] and

is therefore a complete semi-local ring (Proposition 3, L.R., §11, p. 694). Let

B and B' be strong bases of o and o' respectively. Theri Oi contains the

elements xx', x(£B, x'(£B'. Denote by a the product of the maximal prime

ideals in o, by a' the product of the maximal prime ideals in o', by f the ideal

generated by *i, • • • , xn in o and by f' the ideal generated by x'u • • ■ , x'n'

in o'. Since every maximal prime ideal of o contains r and since a is also the

intersection of the maximal prime ideals of o, we have xCa. The ring o/a is a

hypercomplex system over the field iT[[xi, • • • , x„]]/(rP\isr[[a:i, ■ • •,£„]])

= K. It follows that the product of the prime ideals in o/a is nilpotent, whence

o^Cf for some h. In the same way, we see that %'C.a', a'*'Cf' for some k'.

It follows that the powers of r form a fundamental system of neighbourhoods

of 0 in o and that the powers of r' form a fundamental system of neighbour-

hoods of 0 in o'. Let X be the ideal generated by r and f in Oi; then the

powers of I form a fundamental system of neighbourhoods of 0 in the semi-

local ring topology of Oi. It follows immediately that the identity mapping

of Oi into O is continuous. We conclude that, if c(x, x')€E.M, the symbol

jO,x,x'C(x, x')xx' has the same meaning in Oi as in O. It follows immediately

that Oi = 0.
Let {ui, ■ ■ ■ ,ud\ be a maximal system of elements of o which are linearly

independent with respect to K [[xu ■ ■ ■ , xn]] and let {u{, ■ • • , u'd-\ be a

maximal system of elements of o' which are linearly independent with re-

spect to K'[[x{, • ■ • , *„,]]. Then it follows from Lemma 1 that the ele-
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merits xf • • • **" x'f1 ■ ■ ■ x^''un4 (0 = d, • • ■ , en, e{, ■ ■ ■ , e'n.< »,

l<Li = d, l^i'^d') are strongly linearly independent over M in £), On the

other hand, there exist elements y and y' in ^[[xi, • • • , xn].] and

K'[[x{, • • • , respectively such that Y0OE*-v^JT*ii " * ' ■ *»]]«<<,
7'o'Clr.^'[[*/. • • • - <']]«{'• It follows that TT'oCZtli^tk-
xn, x{, • • • i x„/]]wtM{'. Let £ be an element not equal to 0 in Af [[xi, • • • , xn,

x{,, • • • , *»']] and assume that i£ = 0, fEO. We express yy'f in the

form ^i.i'Zi.i'UiUf, Zi,i'GM[[xu • • • , x„, */, • • • , x„<]] and we have

23i,i'?z.-,=0, whence £z;,i- =0 for all i') in virtue of what was proved

above. It follows that z,-,i'=0, whence yy'f = 0. But yy' is not a zero divisor

in O (Lemma 2); it follows that T = 0. Moreover, we see that the dd' elements

Uiu'f form a maximal system of elements of © which are linearly independent

over Af[[xi, •/»,*», i x„-]]. Lemma 4 is completely proved.

Lemma 5. Let o be a complete semi-local ring which admits a basic field K.

Assume that o contains n elements Xi, ■ ■ ■ , xn which satisfy the conditions formu-

lated in Lemma 4. Let K* be a field containing K. Then xi, • • • , xn are analyt-

ically independent over K* in 0x*l 0x> is finite over K*[[xi, • • • , x„]] and is

generated by K*[[xi, • • • , xn]] and o. The ring of quotients of ok' contains

X* =K*((xi, • • ■ , xn)). If the ring of quotients Z of o is regarded as a hyper-

complex system over X=K((xu • • • , x„)), the ring of quotients of ok- is ZX:

Lemma 5 can be deduced immediately from Lemma 4, applied to the

case where o' =K' = K* = M. The set {xl, • • • , x'n>] must be taken here to

be the empty set. The fact that the ring of quotients Z* of Ok* is Zx- follows

from the facts that Z* is generated by X* and Z and that (in virtue of

Lemma 4) [Z*:X*] = [Z:X].

An idempotent e contained in a ring o is said to be a primitive idempotent

in this ring if it cannot be represented as the sum of two idempotents be-

longing to oe. It follows from Proposition 2, L.R., §11, p. 693 that the primi-

tive idempotents contained in a complete semi-local ring correspond in a

one-to-one way to the maximal prime ideals in the ring.

Lemma 6. The situation being as described in Lemma 5, assume furthermore

that o is a complete local ring. Let e be a primitive idempotent in 0k'- Then

0x*e »5 a complete local ring. If {yi, • • • , yn} is any system of parameters in o,

then {yi€, • • • , yne} form a system of parameters in 0k>€, and no element not

equal to 0 in K*e [ [yie, • • • , y««] ] is a zero divisor in 0x-e. the equality

ue = 0 implies u = 0. Let m be the maximal prime ideal in o. If mox«e is prime,

we have e(oK>e; yie, • • • , yn«)=c(o; yi, • • • , y„). The condition that moK-e

should be a prime ideal is certainly satisfied if K*/K is a separably generated

extension.

If p* is the maximal prime ideal in Ojc« which corresponds to e, the set

p*e contains all nonunits of Ox-e and is a prime ideal. It follows that 0x-«
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is a complete local ring with K*e as a basic field. It follows from the assump-

tions contained in the statement of Lemma 5 that o is an equidimensional

local ring, and therefore that yi, • • • , y„ satisfy the same conditions as

x\, ■ ■ • , xn (cf. Proposition 1, §2, p. 12). By Lemma 5, yi, • • • , yn are

analytically independent over K* in ox*, Ox* is finite over isT*[[yi, • • • , y„]]

and no element not equal to 0 in 7sT*[[yi, • • • , yn]] is a zero divisor in Ok:

It follows from this last fact that X*[[yi, • • • , y„]] is mapped isomorphically

onto 7£*e[[yie, • • • , ynej] by the mapping y—>ye. Let y be an element not

equal to 0 in ÜT*[[yi, • • • , y»]], and assume that (ye)(ze)=0, zEox', then

yze = 0, whence z€ = 0, which proves that no element not equal to 0 in

/£*e[[yie, • • • , y„e]] is a zero divisor in ox*€. Since Ox«e is finite over

X*e[[yie, • • • , y„e]], the elements yi«, • • • , yn€ form a system of parameters

in Ox-e (cf. corollary to Proposition 7, L.R., §111, p. 703).

We can find a separable algebraic extension K**/K* of K* which is normal

over both K and K* (that is, if an irreducible polynomial with coefficients

in K or K* has a linear factor in K**, then it splits into a product of linear

factors in K**). It is clear that Ox- = (ok')k", 0x-« = (ojr<e)x«; moreover,

Ok" € contains some primitive idempotent e* in Ox". Let P be the field o/m,

which will be considered as a hypercomplex system over K. It follows from

Lemma 3 that Ok'/vciok' = Pk', tw/vnjp?—P**f, and Ox-e/ntux-e

= (ojfe/mox'e)s»e. If the extension K*/K is separably generated, Ox'/mox'

is semi-simple, which proves that mox* is an intersection of prime ideals and

that mox*e is prime. If rrtox'f is prime, then Ox^e/mox"« is semi-simple (be-

cause the extension K**/K* is separable) and mox**«* is prime. It follows that

it will be sufficient to prove the assertions contained in the end of Lemma 6 in

the case where K* is normal over K (because, if this is done, we can apply

Lemma 6 to the pairs (o, K**) and (ox*e, 'K**e)).

The idempotents in Px> correspond in a one-to-one way to the irreducible

representations of P in iT*(20). If K* is normal over K, these representations

are all conjugate to each other, that is, they can be deduced from each other

by automorphisms of K*/K(21). Every automorphism <r of K*/K may be

extended to an automorphism (also denoted by a) of Ox* which leaves in-

variant the elements of o. Such an automorphism permutes among themselves

the maximal prime ideals in Ox* and therefore also the primitive idempotents

(") Cf. Jacobson, Theory of rings, Mathematical Surveys, vol. 2, 1943, Theorem 1, chap. 5,

p. 93.
(21) This can be seen in the following way. Let Pi/K be the largest separable extension of K

contained in P/K; since P/Pi is purely unseparable, a representation of P in K* is uniquely

determined by the representation of Pi which it induces. Let f be an element of Pi such that

Pi = if(f). The conjugates of f with respect to K fall in a certain number of equivalence classes,

two members belonging to the same class if and only if they are conjugate with respect to K*.

The representations of Pi in K* correspond in a one-to-one way to these classes. If K* is the alge-

braic closure of K*, the conjugates of f with respect to K can be deduced from each other by

automorphisms of K*IK. Since K* is normal over K, these automorphisms map K* upon

itself, and our assertion follows from this fact.
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in Ok'- If we observe that the maximal prime ideals in Ok* correspond in a

one-to-one way to the primitive idempotents in Pr', we see that the primitive

idempotents in Ok- are permuted transitively by the automorphisms a. Let

fi> • • • . tg be these primitive idempotents (with €i = e). If u is an element of o

such that M€=0, we have also w((re)=0, whence «(«1+ • • • +«») = w=0.

Moreover, the numbers c(ojc<«<; yie<, • • • , yntx) are all equal to each other.

Let e be their common value. Then we have (Proposition 2, §2, p. 13)

[Z*u:K*ti[[yiu, ■■■ , y„€,]]] = e[oWm/V. tf*«,]

where Z* is the ring of quotients of ox. and where m * is the maximal prime

ideal which corresponds to et. If mojce is prime, then tnox-e,- is prime for every

i and m *e,-= mox-ej. The hypercomplex system PK> is semi-simple, and

Ox-e,/m*ef is one of the fields, say P„ of which PK- is the direct sum.

The number p = [o^ei/m *€,:/£*€,] does not depend on i, and we have

gp=[PK-:K*] = [P:K]=[o/m:K]. On the other hand, we have [Z*:K*]

=XXi[£*€,• :/£*«,-] =egp =e[o/m:K~]. If Z is the ring of quotients of o,

we have also [Z*:K*]= [Z:K]=e(o; yi, ■ • • , yn) • [o/m:K], whence

e = e(o;yi, ■ • • , y„). Lemma 6 is thereby proved.

4. Proof of the theorem of transition.

Theorem 4 (Theorem of Transition). Let o be a geometric local ring,

and let tobe a prime ideal in o. Let übe a completion of o, and let $ be a minimal

prime divisor of toö in ö. Then pP\o = p, and fj has the same dimension as to.

Denote by <p and $ the natural homomorphisms of o into Op and of 5 into öp re-

spectively. Let x,+i, ■ • • , xn be elements of o such that <p(xr+i), • ■ ■ , <j>(xn) form

a system of parameters in Op. Then $(xr+i), • • • , $(xn)form a system of parame-

ters in 5p, and we have

e(öy, $(xr+i), ■ • ■ , #(*»)) = e(up; <p(*r+i),   • • , <?(xn)).

Let r be a nucleus of o such that pf^r can be generated by a subset of

some special system of parameters in r (cf. Lemma 5, §1, p. 6). Then r is

either of the type r(»; K) or fin, m;K). In the first case, we set m = 0, so that

the dimension of o is n— m in any case. We have dim 0p = « — r, whence by

Theorem 2, §1, p. 11, dim o/to = r — m. Since dim rpnt = dim Op (cf. Lemma 7,

§1, p. 8), we may denote by {yr+i, • • • , yn} the subset of a special system

of parameters {ym+i, • • • , y„} in r which generates pHr.

The ideal p/pö is a prime divisor of the zero ideal in ö/pö, which is a com-

pletion of o/p (cf. Proposition 5, L. R., §11, p. 699). Since no element not

equal to 0 in o/p becomes a zero divisor in ö/pö (cf. Proposition 6, L. R., §11,

p. 699) we have (p/pö)H(o/p) = {o}, whence pHo = p. Moreover, o/p is a geo-

metric local ring. It follows from Theorem 1, §1, p. 11 that dim ö/p"

= dim ö/pö = dim o/p = r — m. The ideal p" contains some minimal prime di-

visor p' of the ideal generated by yr+i, • • • , y„ in ö. By the corollary to Theo-

rem 2, §1, p. 11, we.have dim S' = r — m, whence p = 5'.
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The adherence of r in ö is a completion f of r (cf. Lemma 9, §1, p. 9),

and 5 is finite over f. Because 5/5 is finite over f/pf^fi), $r\x is a prime

ideal of dimension r — m in f and therefore pC\l is the ideal generated by

3V+i. • • •»y» & *•

Let 3 be an intermediary ring of o with respect to r, and denote by 3 a

completion of 3- We know(22) that there exists a primitive idempotent e in <y

with the following .property: there exists an isomorphism \p of 5 with 3« such

that \y(x) =xe for xG:3- The image ^-(p) of p by ^ is a prime ideal in 3«; the

ideal pi generated in 3 by and 1 — e is clearly a prime ideal pi in 3- The

adherence of r in 3 is a completion ri of r, and pi/^f i is the ideal generated by

yr+i, • • • , yn in fi(23). Let R and R represent the fields of quotients of r and fi

respectively, and let Z and Z represent the rings of quotients of 3 and 3-

Then Z=Zr, where Z is regarded as a hypercomplex system over R (cf.

Lemma 8, §1, p. 9).

Denote by 8 the ring of quotients of bC\x with respect to r and by $ the

subring of Z which is generated by 8 and 3. Denote by 8* the ring of quotients

of pi^fi with respect to fi and by the subring of Z which is generated by

8* and 3- Then & is finite over 8 and $t* is finite over 8*.

No element not equal to 0 of fi is a zero divisor in 3- It follows that no

element not equal to 0 in 8* is a zero divisor in Ä*. Moreover, 8* is a regular

local ring of dimension n — r.

Denote by      a completion of     and by Z* the ring of quotients of

Then the adherence 8* of 8* in     is a completion of 8*, and Z* = Zs«, where S*

is the field of quotients of 8* (we have RC.S*, and Z is considered as a hyper-

complex system over R).

If r is of type r(«; K), we have fi=iT[[yi, • • • , yn]]; 8* is the ring

of quotients of the ideal generated by yr+i, • • ■ , y„ in K [ [yu ■ • • , y„ ] ] and

8* is K{(yu • • • , yr))[[yr+i, • • • , y»]]. The ring 8 is the ring of quotients

of the ideal generated by yr+i, • • • , y„ in K(yu • • • , yr) [yr+i, • • • , y„]

and 8* contains as a subring the ring K(yi, ■ ■ • , yr)[[yr+i, • • • , y»]]

which is a completion 8 of 8. If r is of type x(n, m; K), we denote by

{yi. • • • , y«} a special set in r which contains ym+i, • • • , y„; we have

Xi=K((yu • • • , ym)) [[ym+i, • • • , y„]]; 8* is the ring of quotients of the ideal

generated by yr+i, • • • , yn in fi and 6*=K((yl, • • • , ym))((ym+i, • • • , yT))

[[yr+1, • • • , yn]]. The ring 8 is the ring of quotients of the ideal gener-

ated by yr+i, • • • , y„ in K [ [yi, • • • , y„ ] ] and 8* contains as a subring the

ring K((yi, • • • , yr)) [[yr+i, • • • , yn]] which is a completion 8 of 8.

(a) Cf. my paper On the notion of the ring of quotients of a prime ideal, Bull. Amer. Math.

Soc. 50 (1944) p. 93, Proposition 5.

(23) No element not equal to 0 in fi is mapped upon 0 by the mapping y—>ye. We have

tie=^(f), (pir^fi)e = ^(p("^f) and therefore fi/piOfi is isomorphicwith x/$(~\X and is of dimen-

sion r—m. The assertion of the text then follows immediately from the fact that pi/^fi con-

tains yr+i, ■ ■ ■ , y„.
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We see that, in any case, §* contains as a subring a completion § of 8.

We denote by S the field of quotients of §. Let $ be the subring of which

is generated by I and The ring of quotients Z' of $ is generated by 5

and Z; it follows that Z'=Zs (Z being regarded as a hypercomplex system

over R and the field of coefficients being extended from R to S). Since $ is the

subring of Zs which is generated by § and it follows from Lemma 8, §1,

p. 9, that $ is a completion of

If r is of type x(n; K), we set Y = K(yu • • • , yr), F*=7T((y1, • • • ,yr».

If r is of type x(n, n; K) we set Y = K({yu • • • , yr)), Y*=R~({yu • • • , ym))

■((jm+i, • • • . yr))- In either case, Fis a basic field of § and Y* is a basic field

of I*. Furthermore, we have S= F((yr+i, • • • , yn)), S*= F*((yr+1, • • • , yn)).

We have Zs- = (Zs)s', and is the subring of Zs- which is generated by

3* and     or also by 8* and      It follows from Lemma 5, §3, p. 20, that

The ring $ may be considered as the ring of quotients with respect to 3

of the complement of p(~\x with respect to r. It follows that (pP\39 J? is a prime

ideal in this prime ideal contains the maximal prime ideal (pf^r^S of 8

and is therefore a maximal prime ideal in We conclude that (pr^30$ is a

maximal prime ideal in the complete semi-local ring there corresponds to

this ideal a primitive idempotent v in $ which has the property that 1 — n

e(t>rx?)f.
The ring may be considered as the ring of quotients with respect to 3

of the complement of pif^fi with respect to fi. It follows as in the previous

case that pi$* is a maximal prime ideal in $* and that pi$* is a maximal

prime ideal in There corresponds to this maximal prime ideal a primitive

idempotent f in I* such that 1 -f Gpil*.
Since f is primitive in one of the elements ef, (1 — e)f is 0. If «f would

be 0, piß* would contain «(1 — f) =e, which is impossible since pi already con-

tains 1 — e. Therefore, we have ef =f.

We shall prove that £v =f. Operating as above, we see that it will be suffi-

cient to derive a contradiction from the equality fi7 = 0. By construction of

pi, pie=^(p). Since pCp and ^(pPi^) =pe, we have fjA3)«Cfft> Since pi also

contains 1-e, we have pr^Cpi, whence (pPi3)ICpiI* and 1-vEpi®*.

The argument may then be pursued in the same way as above, when we

proved that ef=f.
We can find elements Ci€3(**+1 Si^n) which are units in o and are such

that CjXiGS; it is obvious that the multiplicities which the statement of Theo-

rem 3 asserts to be equal are not changed if we replace xt by c,x< (r-f-1 t%i^n).

We may therefore assume without loss of generality that the elements be-

long to 3.
Let 6' be the natural homomorphism of $ into the ring of quotients

$(pn3)fi °f with respect to      We know that there exists an iso-

morphism of the completion of J?<t>n3)ffi with $77 which maps <p'(x) upon xn
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for *GS. It follows from Lemma 7, §1, p. 8, that

e(ut,; <b(xr+i), • • • , <p1>„)) = e(ßtri; xr+iv, • • * , xn-n).

The equality $* = $y implies that ®*n = (Sr?)y; on the other hand, F*

is separably generated over Y (cf. proof of Lemma 9, §1, p. 9). It follows

from Lemma 6, §3, p. 20, that

e(Mti; Xr+iv, ' • ' i        = ; av+if, • • ■ , xnf).

Let be the ring of quotients of pi$* with respect to $* and let $'

be the natural homomorphism of into this ring of quotients. We know

that there exists an isomorphism of the completion of $*p!jt> with S*f which

maps $'(x) upon x%, for every *Gfi*. It follows that

_ $
; zr+if. • • • , x„f) = e($5ljf; ^'(xr+1), • • • , <?'(*»)).

If some prime ideal in $ is contained in pi, it must contain one of the

elements e, 1—« (because e(l—e)=0), and it cannot contain e, because

1— «Ejji; such a prime ideal must therefore contain 1—e. Since 1 —e is an

idempotent, it belongs also to every primary ideal of 3 which is contained

in pi; it follows that 1 — e belongs to the kernel of (observe that may be

considered as the ring of quotients of the complement of pi^fi in fi with re-

spect to We conclude that #'(3) =#'(50. and that, for xGS, $'(*)

= $"(xt), where is a homomorphism of $e into Ä^s«. The kernel of

is clearly the intersection of all primary components of the zero ideal in 3e

which are contained in pie; this kernel is the image by \j/ of the kernel of <f>.

It follows that there exists an isomorphism 0 of $(0) with ^'(3) such that

d($(x)) =$'(\j/(x)) for every xGö- The prime ideals #(p) and <?'(pi) correspond

to each other by the isomorphism 6. It is clear that is identical with the

ring of quotients of #'(pi) with respect to <?'(3D; it follows that 0 can be ex-

tended to an isomorphism of öp with Ä^a«, whence

e($f!«.; $'(xr+1), • • • , *'(*»)) = «(B»; $(xT+1), • • • , £(*»)).

Theorem 4 is thereby proved.

5. Proof of the associativity formula.

Theorem 5. Let obea geometric local ring, and let \xi, ■ • • ,xn} be a system

of parameters in o. Let r be an integer less than n, and let pi, • • • , pa be the dis-

tinct minimal prime divisors of the ideal generated by xr+u •••,*»*» o. Denote

by <pi the natural homomorphism of o into and by Xk,i the residue class of xj,

modulo pi. Then we have

a

e(o; *i, •••,**)«■» £        *<(«r+i)i • • • . <t>i(xn))-e(o/p,-;       • • • , xr,i).
«—i

Let 5 be a completion of o. By Theorem 2, §1, p. 11, p<5 is an intersection
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of prime ideals p,-,- (i^j^hi; we assume that fr/^fS.y ior jAj') which are all

of the same dimension as p. It follows that pi,<|Ipi,-' for jAj'; therefore, pi,- is

a minimal prime divisor of piö, and (by Theorem 4, §4, p. 22) we have

pi/^o = p,-. Let Xk.a be the residue class of xk modulo pi,-; the ideals P.Vöp,-

being the prime divisors of the zero ideal in the completion ö/p,ö of o/p,-,

we have by formula (2), §2, p. 14,

hi

e(o/p,-; xi.u ■ • • , xr,i) = X «(5/P<,-; xi.a, • • • . xr,n).

Let $ij be the natural homomorphism of 5 into the ring öpi, ; by Theorem 4,

§4, p. 22, we have

e(oPi; <p,(a;r+i), • • • , <£,■(*„)) = e(ö&,-,-; $u(xT+\), • • • , $a(xn)).

On the other hand, we have by definition e(o; Xi, • • • , x„) =c(ö; *i, • • • , x„).

If q is any prime ideal in 5 which contains xr+i, • • • , xn, then qf^o contains

one of the ideals p< and therefore q contains one of the ideals p,-,-. It follows

that the ideals pi,- are all the minimal prime divisors of the ideal generated

by xr+i, •••,*» in Ö. Therefore, we see that it will be sufficient to prove

Theorem 5 in the case where o is complete.

Assume that this is the case, and let K be a basic field of o. We denote by

r the ring Xf[xi, • • • , xn]] and by j the ideal generated by xr+i, ■ • ■ , xn

in r. Then o is finite over r, and'therefore o/p, is finite over r/(p./^r), whence

dim r/(p,/>\r)=dim o/p, = r (by the corollary to Theorem 2, §1, p. 11); since

fCp/^r:, it follows that p,r>\r=t;.
Let S be the complement of j with respect to r, and let 3 be the ring of

quotients of 5 with respect to o (observe that since SC.x and since o is equi-

dimensional, no element of 5 is a zero divisor in o). The ring 3 is finite over

rf and is therefore a semi-local ring; the maximal prime ideals in 3 are the

prime ideals which contain r. Among these maximal prime ideals clearly occur

the ideals p,3 (l^i^g). Conversely, a maximal prime ideal of 3 may be

written in the form q3, where q is a prime ideal in o whose intersection with r

is r; it follows that q contains one of the ideals p,-, whence q3 = P.3 for some i.

The ring of quotients o»,. can obviously be identified with 3d,3- It follows

that there exists an isomorphism xpi of the completion of o^ with 3e» (where 3

is a completion of 3 and where ef is the primitive idempotent in 3 which corre-

sponds to the maximal prime ideal pi3) such that ^,-(0,-(*)) =*€,- for every

#Eo. Let Z be the ring of quotients of o, and let R and R be the fields of quo-

tients of r and of the completion of x{; we know that the ring of quotients

of 3 is Zr (Z being regarded as a hypercomplex system over R; cf. Lemma 8,

§1, p. 9). We have

[Z:R] = [ZR:R] = £ [ZS*:**].
i-l
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We have Rti=Kei((x1ei, • • • , xre,-))((xr+i«,-, - • • , *„€,-)). It follows that

[Ziti'.Rti] = e(3«j; Xr+id, • • • , ^0[3«i/&<5«<:£«<((*i«ii ' • ■ .**<)).

This first factor in the left side is equal to e^o^; 6i(xr+i), • • • , <p,(#„)). The

ring 3ei/P<3€< >s a field, which is isomorphic to the field of quotients of o/p<

under an isomorphism which maps Xk.i upon the residue class of x*e< modulo

pi3e,-. If m is the maximal prime ideal of o, the maximal prime ideal of o/p,-

is m/p,-. It follows that the second factor on the right side of our formula is

equal to [o/p,:7?"[[xi,,-, • • • , *r,i]]], that is, also to e(o/p,-; Xi,i, • • ■ , *,,<)

• [(o/pi)/(m/pi):K]=e(o/pi; *i,<, • ■ • , *,,<) [o/m:2f].   Remembering that

[Z:R] =e(o; x\, • • ■ , xn) [o/m:2sT], we obtain

e(o; xu ■ ■ ■ , x„)[o/m:is:]

= He{oVi; <bi(xr,i), • • • , <p.(*»))e(o/p,-;      • • • , *,.<) [o/m:^j.

Theorem 5 is thereby proved.

Corollary. Let o £>e a geometric local ring and let {xi, • • • , xn} be a system

of parameters in o. Assume that the elements xr+i, ■ ■ • , xn generate a prime ideal

pin o. Then we have

e(o; xlt ■ ■ ■ , *„) = e(o/p; xf, • • • , **)

where x*, • • • , x* are the residue classes of Xi, ■ ■ ■ , xT modulo p.

Let <p be the natural homomorphism of o into Op. It is clear that

<p(x,+i), ■ ■ ■ , <p(xn) generate the maximal.prime ideal of Op. The corollary

follows therefore from Theorem 3, §2, p. 14, and from Theorem 5 above.

Part II

1. Algebroid varieties. Let K be an algebraically closed field, and let

Xu ■ • ■ , Xn be n letters. We associate to the ring 7ÄT[[Xi, • • • , Xn]] of

power series in Xu • ■ ■ , Xn an object En(Xlt • • • , Xn) which we call the

n-dimensional local space over K with the coordinates Xu • • • , X„. To every

prime ideal u in 7sT[[Xi, ■ • • , X„]] we associate (in a one-to-one way) an

object which we call an algebroid variety in our local space. We say that the

algebroid variety and the ideal u correspond to each other. In particular, we

identify En(X\, • • • , Xn) with the algebroid variety which corresponds to

the zero ideal. The algebroid variety which corresponds to the ideal generated

by Xi, • • • , Xn is called the origin of our local space.

If U is the algebroid variety which corresponds to the prime ideal u, the

ring ür[[Xi, • • • , X»]]/u is called the ring of holomorphic functions on U;

this ring will be denoted by f(£7). The ring f(f7) is a complete local ring; its

dimension is called the dimension of U. The dimension of En(X\, ■ ■ ■ , Xn)

is n and the dimension of the origin is 0. The residue class modulo u of an
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element F(EK[[Xi, • • • , X„]] is called the function induced on U by F.

The field of quotients of f(Z7) is called the field of meromorphic functions

on U; this field is denoted by P(E7). The ring of quotients of u with respect

to K [ [Xu • ■ • , Xn]] is called the neighborhood ring of U; this ring is denoted

by 9c(Z7) and its completion by Sc(?7).

Let Z7.and V be two algebroid varieties in En(Xi, ■ ■ ■ , Xn), and let u

and tt be the corresponding prime ideals. If bCu, we say that U is contained in

V or that U is a subvariety of V; we write UQ V. If U is contained in V but

is different from V, we say that U is strictly contained in V.

Assume that U is a subvariety of V. Then f (U) is isomorphic in a natural

way to the factor ring of f(F) by the prime ideal u/b. The element of f(f/)

which corresponds by this natural isomorphism to the residue class mod-

ulo u/0 of an element <b€L\{V) is called the function induced on U by <b. If

UC.VC.W, the function induced on U by a function ^EfXPF) is the same as

the function induced on U by the function induced by yf/ on V. If the func-

tion induced on U by a function <p in f(F) is 0, we say that <f> vanishes on U.

The set of functions in f(F) which vanish on U is u/b; we shall say that u/b

is the prime ideal in f(F) which corresponds to the subvariety U.

Still assuming that U is a subvariety of V, we observe that 9?(f7) is a

subring of 5c(F) and that 9c(F) is the ring of quotients with respect to 9c(Z7)

of the prime ideal b9l(£/). We shall say that b9c(/7) is the prime ideal which

corresponds to V in 9c(f/). We know that every prime ideal in 'Hl(U) can be

written in the form b9l(Z7) where b is a prime ideal contained in u. It follows

that there exists a one-to-one correspondence between the prime ideals in

5c(Z7) and the varieties containing U.

The factor ring 9c(/7)/b9c(Z7) is called the neighborhood ring of U with re-

spect to (or on) V. This ring is denoted by ^ftv(U), and its completion by

9~jV (U). The prime ideals in this ring are the ideals of the form h>9c. (U)(U),

where to runs over the prime ideals in K[.[X\, ■ ■ • , X„]] such that bCtt>Cu.

They correspond in a one-to-one way to the varieties W which are between

U and V (that is, UCZWCZV). It is easy to see that yiv(U) is isomorphic in

a natural way with the ring of quotients with respect to f(F) of the ideal u/b.

Proposition 1. If U is a subvariety of V, the dimension of U is at most

equal to the dimension of V. If these dimensions are equal, we have U=V.

This follows immediately from Propositions 1 and 6, L.R., §3, pp. 701, 702.

Proposition 2. Assume that U is a subvariety of V, and let u and v be the

dimensions of U and V. Then 9c(J7) and 'iflv(U) are equidimensional local rings

of respective dimensions n—u and v — u.

For 91 (27), this follows immediately from Theorem 2, §1, part I, p. 11.

For yiy(U), our assertion follows from the same source if we observe that

'iSlv(U) is isomorphic with the ring of quotients of u/b with respect to f(F),
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that f(F) is a complete local ring of dimension v with no zero divisor not

equal to 0, and that u/ti is a prime ideal of dimension u in \(V).

A convention of notations. When no confusion is possible, we shall denote

the ring K[[Xlt • • ■ , Xn]] by K [[X]] and the space E"(Xlt ■ ■ • , Xn) by

E"(X). If we have other series of letters to consider, such as {X{, • • • , Xn>]

or {Fi, • • • , ¥„},••• we shall use the self-explanatory notations

K[[X, X']], K[[X, F]], • • • , £«+«'(X, X'), £»+-»(X, F), • • • . More
generally, if we have any finite sequence of quantities u\, • • ■ , uk belonging

to a complete local ring containing a field X, we shall use the notation K [ [u ] ]

to represent the ring 2sT[[«i, • • • , uk]] provided no confusion is possible as

to the number k of quantities u under consideration.

Product varieties. Let there be given two series of letters {X^1', • • • , X^'}

and {X®, • • ■ , X®} with no letter in common. The local space associated

with the series of Wi+«2 letters {X^, • • • , X$*, Xf\ • • • , X^} is called

the product of the local spaces £ni(X(1)) and £n2(X(2)) and is denoted by

E»i(XW)XE"*(XW). Let Ut be a variety in En<(X<-»), defined by a prime

ideal u,- in X[[X(i>]] (* = 1, 2), and let w< be the dimension of U{. Then

we know(24) that the ideal generated by u<» and u(2) in the ring K [ [X™, X<2> ] ]

is prime and of dimension «i+m2. The variety in £"i(X(1)) XEn^(Xm) which is

associated with this prime ideal is called the product of U\ and £72 and is de-

noted by UiXU2. Its dimension is Mi+w2.

Let W be any variety in £ni(X<1>) X£n2(X(2)-), and let ro be the corre-

sponding prime ideal. Then tof\fiT [ [X(i) ] ] is a prime ideal in X[[X(<)]] and

defines a variety in £n*'(X(i)). This variety is called the projection of W on

Eni(X(i)) and is denoted by prx(i)W. Using the same notation as above, we

have prx^UiXUi = Ui. In fact let F be a power series in the letters X(1)

alone which belongs to the ideal generated by Ui and u2 in K [ [X(1>, X(2)]].

We have F klßt +Y,iBiU?K where each Z7«> is in u,- and Ak, Bt are
power series in the letters X(1), X(2). Since C/j2' is not a unit, it belongs to the

ideal generated by the «2 letters X(2) and vanishes identically if we replace

these letters by 0. It follows that

F = E^^(1)-o)t/r>eu(l).
k

This proves that pTxmUiX Uz= U\. A similar argument applies to the pro-

jection on Eni(X<2~>).

If Wis any variety in £»'(X(») X£n!(X<2>), we clearly have TFC(prx(1)W0

X(prx<2>PF)(26).

(M) Cf. my paper Some properties of ideals in rings of power series, Trans. Amer. Math.

Soc. vol. 55 (1944) Proposition 12a, p. 168. The assertion on the dimension follows easily from

Lemmas 3 and 4, §3, part I, pp. 18, 19.

(ffi) Note that it is not true in general that dim (prxmW) ädim W. In this respect, algebroid

varieties differ from algebraic varieties.
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It should be observed that, when we speak of a series of letters, we do

not consider these letters as being arranged in a definite order; that is,

we make no distinction between the space En(Xi, • • • , Xn) and the space

En(Xa(i), • • • , Xu(n)) if co is a permutation of the set {1, •••,«}. As ä con-

sequence, if Ui is a variety in E*(X<*>) (« = 1, 2, 3), UiX U2 and UtX Ui are

different symbols for the same variety, and the same applies to UiX(U2X U3)

and (UiX U2) X U3. This last variety is also denoted by UiXU2X U3. Similar

remarks would apply to products of more than three varieties.

Copies of a space. Let {Xi, ■ • • , Xn} be a given series of n letters. It is

sometimes convenient to introduce a new series of n letters {X{, • • • , X„ }

in such a way that the letters X' are considered as associated to the letters X

in a definite way, X' corresponding to X{ (1 g*2a»). If this is done, we say

that En(X') is a copy of the space En(X). There exists a uniquely determined

isomorphism Jof K[[X]] with K [ [X'] ] which maps X( upon X- (1 SiSn).

To every prime ideal it in K [ [X] ], /associates a prime ideal J(u) in K [ [X'] ].

It follows that there corresponds to every variety U in En(X) a variety

V in £n(X') which is called the copy of U.

The ring K [ [X, X']] is identical with K[[X, X'-X]] and the n quanti-

ties X/ — Xi are analytically independent over Jf[[X]]. It follows that the

ideal b generated by the elements X' —Xi (1 Si^n) in ÜT[[X, X']] is prime

and defines a variety A in En(X)XEn(X')\ A is called the diagonal of

E"(X)XEn(X'). The ideal b has only 0 in common with ÜT[[Z]]; moreover,

if H(X, X') is any power series in the letters X, X', we have

(1) H(X, X') = H(X, X) (mod b).

It follows that the elements of K [ [X] ] form a complete system of representa-

tives for the residue classes of K [[X, X']] modulo b. We conclude that f(A)

is isomorphic with ÜC[[X]] under an isomorphism which maps upon Xi the

residue class of Xi modulo b. This isomorphism establishes a one-to-one cor-

respondence between the subvarieties of A and the varieties in En(X). We

shall denote by MA the subvariety of A which corresponds to a variety M in

En(X) by this correspondence. It is clear that the conditions MC U, MAC.UA

are equivalent. The dimensions of M and AfA are equal. If tn and mA are the

prime ideals in and i^[[X, X']] respectively which correspond to

M and MA, it is clear that rrtCm4, and it follows immediately from the con-

gruence (1) above that m = mAnüT[[.X']], and that mA is the ideal generated

by m and b in X']]. In particular we have M = prxMA.

2. Intersections of algebroid varieties. Let {/and Vbe algebroid varieties

in E"(X). We shall say that an algebroid variety M belongs to the intersection

of U and V if it is contained in both U and V.

Definition 1. A variety M is called a component of the intersection of the

varieties U and V if it belongs to this intersection and if no variety strictly con-

taining M belongs to the intersection.
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Let u and n be the prime ideals which correspond to U and V and K [ [X ] ].

It is clear that the components of the intersection of U and V correspond to

the minimal prime divisors of the ideal generated by u and b. Therefore we

have

Proposition 1. The intersection of two algebroid varieties has only a finite

number of components. Any variety which is contained in this intersection is con-

tained in one of these components.

Theorem 1. Let U and V be algebroid varieties of respective dimensions u

and v in En(X). Then the dimension of any component of the intersection of U

and V is not less than u-\-v — n.

Let us construct a copy En(X') of the space E"(X), and let V be the copy

of V in En(X'). If M is a component of the intersection of U and V, then

MA belongs to the intersection of UXV' and A. It follows that MA is con-

tained in some component of the intersection of UX V and A. This last com-

ponent, being a subvariety of A, can be written in the form Mf, where Mi

is a variety in En(X) which contains M. The inclusion MiCUXV implies

that MiCvrx(UXV') = U and that prx-AfiCprx'(i7X V) = V, whence
MiC V. Since M was a component of the intersection of U and V, we have

Mi = M, and we see that MA is a component of the intersection of UX V

and A.

If a subvariety of UXV' contains ilfA and is such that XI — Xi, • • • ,

X„ —Xn vanish on it, this variety is contained in A and therefore coincides

with MA. Let Xi and */ be the functions induced by X{ and XI on UXV';

it follows from what we said that the only prime ideal in 9tr/xt"(AfA) to contain

the n elements x' — Xi (l^i^n) is the maximal prime ideal of this ring,

whence dim <HHuxv'(MA) Sn. On the other hand, if M is of dimension d, we

have dim 5crjxv"(MA) =u+v—d, whence u+v—d^n, which proves our asser-

tion.

Definition 2. A component of the intersection of two algebroid varieties U

and V of respective dimensions u and v is called a proper component of this

intersection if it is of dimension u-\-v — n.

It follows immediately from the proof of Theorem 1 that, if M is a proper

component of the intersection of U and V, the elements */ —x, (l^i^n)

form a system of parameters in <Hftuxv(MA).

Definition 3. Assume that M is a proper component of the intersection of

two algebroid varieties U and V in En(X). Let En(X') be a copy of the space

En(X) and let V be the copy of V in En(X'). Let xit xi be the functions in-

duced by Xi, XI on UX V (15«£m). Then we set i(M; U- V) = eC>fluxv'(MA);

). The number i(M; U- V) is called the multiplicity of M

in the intersection of U and V.
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It follows immediately from this definition that i(M; U- V) =i(M; V- U).

3. Criterion for multiplicity one.

Lemma 1. Let o be a local ring, and let X\, • • • , xn be elements of o which

generate an ideal which is primary for the ideal of nonunits. Let K be a basic

field of o and m be the dimension of o. Let P( • ■ ■ An ■ ■ ■ ) be a polynomial

not equal to 0 in mn arguments A,j (1 jgifSw, 1 Sj^ri) with coefficients in a field

containing K. Then, it is possible to find mn elements a,j of K such that

P( • • • an • • • )A0 and such that the elements J^Lia;;*,- (1 =i^m) form a

system of parameters in o.

This is a slight improvement of the result of Proposition 7, L.R. §3, p. 703.

The proof again proceeds by induction on m. Using the same notation as

in L.R. (except that the numbers r and m are to be replaced by m and n),

we observe that we can find a polynomial Q(Ai,\, ■ • • , Ai,n)A0 in n argu-

ments with coefficients in K such that, if di,i, • • • , a\,n are any n elements

of K such that Q(a-i,i, • • ■ . ai,n)A0, then the element y{ =zJ*-i°w*i does

not belong to any of the spaces 93c< (1 =i rgg). Since K contains infinitely many

elements, we can find elements ai,i, • • • , a\,n in K such that PQ does not

vanish identically by the substitution A\,j-*a\,j (1 Sj^n). Let P* be the re-

sult of this substitution; proceeding as in L.R., we can apply our induction

assumption to the local ring o/oyi and to the polynomial P*.

Lemma 2. Let Mbea variety of dimension m in En(X). We can find m linear

combinations Yu ■ ■ ■ , Ym of Xh ■ ■ • , Xn with coefficients in K which have the

following property: if yi, • • • , ym are the functions induced on M by

Yu • ' • i Ym, then {yu • • • , ym\ is a system of parameters in f(M) and ¥{M)

is separable over K((yi, ■ • • ,ym))-

Denote by X\, ■ ■ ■ , x„ the functions induced by Xh • ■ ■ , X„ on M; we

have f(Af) = 7£ [[*,., • • • , #„]]■ Assuming K to be of characteristic pAO, we

have F(M) = (P(M))p(x1, • • • , xn), which proves that • • • , xn} con-

tains a p-base of P(if)(26). Let •••,«»} be any system of parame-

ters in f(ilf); then P(Af) is finite over U = K((uu ■ • • , «,)), and we have

£7=l7'(«i, • • ■,*.). [t7:77*]=^. We have [P(M):U>]=[l?(M):U]-[U: Up]
= [P(M):((P(M))p][(P(M))p:Up], and also [P(M):t7]= [((PLM))*: U>] be-
cause the mapping x—>xp is an isomorphism. It follows that [P(Af): (P(M))"]

= [U:Up]=pm. We may therefore assume without loss of generality that

**»•••»*» form a p-base of P(Af). Every monomial in xi, • • • , xn may be

expressed as a linear combination with coefficients in (P(M))P of the quanti-

ties x[l • • • x% (0gex, • • • , em^p).

Introduce mn letters AiS (1 £i^m, 1 Sj^n) which are considered as alge-

braically independent over P(M), and set yi=J2l-iAijXj (l^i^m). Denote

(M) Cf. S. MacLane, Modular fields I. Separating transcendence bases, Duke Math. J. vol. 5

(1939) p. 372.
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by £1, • • • , the quantities x? • ■ ■ x'™ and by 771, • • • , i»p» the quantities

y? • • • y% (O^ci, • • • , em<p). We have

ptn

Vh = Z *«( • • •     •••)!» (1 = k = pm)
1-1

where each 6ki is a polynomial with coefficients in (P(M))P. The determinant

P( • • • A a • • • ) of the matrix (</>*>( • ■ • ^4,3- • • • does not vanish iden-

tically, because it takes the value 1 when .4,7 = 5^-. Making use of Lemma 1, we

see that we can find elements a,3- in K such that P( • • • a^ ■ • •) AO and such

that the elements Vi«=>*!?-idiOCi form a system of parameters in f(M). The £m

elements y? • • ■ y^1 are linearly independent with respect to (P(Jkf))p,

whence P(M) = (P(Jf))p(yi, • • • , ym). If Y is the field K((ylt • ■ , ym)), we

know that T(M) is finite over Fand that P(Af) = F(P(Af))p. It is well known

that these conditions imply that ~P(M) is separable over F. Lemma 2 is

thereby proved.

Proposition 1. Let Mbea variety of dimension m in En(X). Then the neigh-

borhood ring yi(M) is a regular local ring of dimension n—m. The completion

yi(M) contains a field Z isomorphic with V(M) which is a complete system of

representatives for the residue classes modulo its ideal of nonunits; SH(M) is iso-

morphic to a ring of power series -with coefficients in Z. If Y\, ■ • ■ , Ym are m

linear combinations of Xu • ■ • , Xn with the property described in Lemma 2,

the field Z may be taken to contain K((YU ■ ■ • , Ym)) and is then uniquely

determined.

We determine m linear combinations Yu ■ ■ ■ , Ym of Xi, • • • , X„ which

have the property described in Lemma 2, and we adjoin to these n — m other

linear combinations Ym+1, • • • , Fn in such a way that Yi, • • • , Yn are

linearly independent. It is clear that no power series not equal to 0 in

Yu ■ ■ ■ , Ym vanishes on M, whence K((YU • • • , Fm))C5t(Af). The field

K((Yi, • • • , Ym)) is a basic field of 9?(Af); it follows from Proposition 3,

L.R., §3, p. 701, that K((Ylt ■ ■ ■ , Ym)) is contained in a subfield Z of 5c(M)

which is a complete system of representatives for the residue classes modulo

the ideal of nonunits. It is clear that every element of 'Ht(M) which is alge-

braic over K((Ylt • • • , Ym)) is contained in Z, which proves that Z is

uniquely determined. Let 771, • ■ • , t?„ be the elements of Z which belong to

the residue classes of Yu • • ■ , Yn; we have rjj= Y, for 1 Sj^m. Every power

series F(Xi, • • • , Xn) with coefficients in K may be expressed in the form

of a power series F*(Ylt • • • , F„) in Fx, • • • , Yn; it is clear that, if F

vanishes on M, we have F*(??i, • • • , 7?n)=0(27). Remembering that Yj = r]j

(") The ring K[[in, • • ■ , i;m]][r/m+i, • • • , ij„] is isomorphic with a subring of f(Af) and

is integral over X[[r/i, • • • , By Proposition 3, L.R., §11, p. 694, it is a complete ring;

it follows immediately that it is isomorphic with f(Af). Since • • • , ij« are clearly nonunits in

this ring, the expression F*(th, ■ ■ • , r/„) has a meaning.
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for j^m, we see that any power series which vanishes on M belongs to the

ideal generated in by the n— m elements Fm+i — vm+i, • • • , Yn — nn.

Let 2) be this ideal; then is the ideal of nonunits in $l(M). Since we know

already that 9c(Af) is a local ring of dimension n—m, it follows that 9c(Af)

is a regular ring.

Since 9c(AT) is dense in 9c(Af), we can find n—m elements Gm+i, • • ■ , G„

in 9c(M) such that G^Yj—r\j (mod W) (1 Sj^n). If g)' is the ideal generated

by Gm+i, • • • , Gn in 9c(Af), we have DC?)'4-E)2, whence, by induction,

§)C§)'4~2)* f°r every £. Making use of Lemma 6, L.R., §2, p. 695, we conclude

that §) = 2)'; it follows that Gm+i, • • • , G„ generate the ideal of nonunits in

5x(Af) and that 9c(Af) is a regular local ring.

Proposition 2. Let M be a variety of dimension m in En(X), and let

Fi, • • • , Fn-m be n—m power series which vanish on M. The following asser-

tions are equivalent: (1) Fi, • • • , F„_m form a regular system of parameters in

9c(M); (2) the Jacobian matrix of Fi, ■ ■ ■ , Fn_m is of rank n — m on M.

(The Jacobian matrix of several power series is the matrix formed by the

partial derivatives of these power series with respect to their arguments;

when we say that this Jacobian matrix is of rank n—m on M, we mean that

the functions induced on M by the coefficients of the matrix form a matrix

of rank n—m.)

We use the notation of the proof of Proposition 1. If F is any power

series in Xu • ■ ■ , Xn, we set F*(F1( • ■ • , Yn) = F(Xi, • • • , Xn) and

F**(Zm+u ■ ■ ■ , Z„) = F*(??i, • • • , ■>/„, Zm+i+vm+i, • • • , Zn+T)„); F** is

therefore a power series with coefficients in the field Z. Assume that (1)

holds; then the n—m power series F**(Zm+1, • • • , Z„) (l^i—^n— m) gen-

erate the ideal of nonunits in Z [ [Zm+1, • • • , Z„]] and Zm+i, • • • , Z„ belong

to Z[[F**, • ■ ■ , F*!Üm]]. It follows immediately that the functional determi-

nant of Fx**, • • • , F*tm is a unit in 9x(Af), or that the functional determinant

of F*, ■ ■ ■ , F*-m with respect to Ym+i, • • • , Y„ does not vanish on M. This

implies of course that the Jacobian matrix of F\, • • • , F„_m is of rank n—m

on M.

Conversely, assume that the Jacobian matrix of Ft, • • • , F„_m is of rank

n — m on M. Let Gj, • • • , G„_m be n — m power series which form a

regular system of parameters in 9x(Af). Then we can write F. =y.?=im AqGi

(l^i^n — m) with Ai)&Sl(M). Let D be a power series which does not vanish

on Mand which is such that D^4ijGX[[X]] (1 Si,j^n — m). If m is the prime

ideal which corresponds to M, we have

n— m

DdFi/dXk m 2 (DAiddGj/dXk (modm).

It follows that the determinant of the matrix (^4,;) does not vanish on M

and therefore that Gi, • ■ -, G„-m belong to the ideal generated by Fi, • • •, F„_m
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in 5c(if). This means that Flt ■ ■ ■ , F„_m form a regular system of parameters

in gi(Jlf).
Remark. If F is any other power series which vanishes on M, F may be

expressed as a linear combination of F\, • • • , Fn-m with coefficients in 9c(Af).

We see immediately that the partial derivatives of an element of 9c(Af) belong

themselves to 1fl(M). It follows easily that, if F(, • • • , F0' are any number of

power series which vanish on M, their Jacobian matrix is of rank not greater than

n — m on M.

Definition 1. Let Mbea subvariety of U in En(X). If the local ring 9cc/(Af)

is regular, we say that M is simple on U. If not, we say that M is singular on U.

Proposition 3. Let M be a subvariety of a variety U in E"(X). A necessary

and sufficient condition for M to be simple on U is that there should exist a regu-

lar system of parameters in 9?(M) which contains as a subset a system of parame-

ters in Sft(U).

Let u be the prime ideal which corresponds to U. Then Vtu(M) is iso-

morphic to the ring 9c(lf)/u9c(M) and 9c(t7) is the ring of quotients of u9t(M)

with respect to 9c(M). This being said, Proposition 3 follows immediately

from Proposition 9, L.R., §111, p. 705.

Remark. If a system of parameters in 9?(t/) can be extended to a regular

system of parameters in SSl(M), the elements of this system of parameters

in particular must belong to SSl{M). Multiplying them by units in 9c(M), we

see that these elements may be assumed to belong to K [ [X] ].

Proposition 4. Let M be a proper component of the intersection of two

algebroid varieties U and V in En(X). Assume that M is simple on V and let

Gi, • • • , G„_r be elements of K[[X]] which form a system of parameters in

5x( V) and which can be included in a regular system of parameters in 9c(M). Let

Gf be the function induced on U by G,- (l^i^n—v); then the n—v functions Gf

form a system of parameters in ytu(M) and we have i(M; U- V) =e(9xr/(M);

Gf, • • • , G„-v).

We use the notation of Definition 3, §2, p. 31. Let U be the prime ideal

which corresponds to U in K [ [X]], and let Ui be the ideal generated by u in

K [ [X, X'] ]; Ui is the prime ideal which corresponds to the variety UXEn(X').

Let and be the functions induced by Xh and Xi on UXE"(X'), and let

Fi, • • • , r„_„ be the functions induced by Gi{X{, • • • , Xn'), • • • ,

G„-V{X{, • • • , XI) on UXEn(X'). The ideal generated by Gi, • • • , G„_,

in 9c(Af) being by assumption prime, every function which vanishes on V

may be written as a linear combination of Gi, ■ • • , Gn-„ with coefficients

in Sfl(M). It follows immediately that the ideal generated by Ti, • • ■ , T„_„

in yiuXE"(X')(MA) is prime and that the corresponding factor ring of

yiuXEn(x>)(MA) is 9?r/xv(MA). Making use of the corollary to Theorem 5,

§5, Part I, p. 25, we obtain
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i(M; UV) = e(yiuxv>(MA); x{ - xu ■ ■ ■ , xn' - xn)

= e(9c£/x^(x')(A/4); U - {i, • • • , U - £„; Yu ' • • , r_,).

The ideal generated by u and X( -Xu ■ ■ ■ , XJ -Xn in K[ [X, X']] is the

prime ideal which corresponds to UA. It follows that the ideal generated by

£1 — Ii» * • • 1 £»' in <?fiuXB"(X')(MA) is prime and that the corresponding

factor ring is the ring <HHua(Ma). Let Fi*, • ■ • , r„*_„ be the functions induced

by Gi, ■ ■ ■ , Gn-v on UA; then T* is also the function induced by Tt on UA

because Xk and Xi induce the same function on UA. Making use again of

the result quoted a few lines above, we obtain

i(M; U V) = eWuA(MA); r* • • • , r*_„).

Taking into account the natural isomorphism which exists between f(t7A)

and f({/), we see that yiMA(UA) is isomorphic with ^Im{U) under an isomor-

phism which maps T* upon G? (1 ^i^n — v). Proposition 4 is thereby proved.

Proposition 5. Let M be a proper component of the intersection of two alge-

broid varieties U and V. Using the notation of Definition 3, §2, p. 31, we have

i(M; U-V)=i(MA; (UXV')-A).

Let us select n — m elements Hi, ■ ■ • , Hn^m of K [ [X ]] which form a regu-

lar system of parameters in 9c(Af). Then every element of the ideal rrt which

corresponds to M is a linear combination of Hi, ■ ■ ■ , Hn-m with coeffi-

cients in 9c (M). The ideal generated by m and X{ —Xu • • • , XJl —Xn in

X']] is the prime ideal which corresponds to MA. It follows immedi-

ately that the maximal prime ideal of 9lc(Af'1) is generated by Hi, • • • , H„-m,

X{ —Xi, • • • , X„ — Xn; that is, these elements form a regular system of pa-

rameters in $l(MA). It follows from Proposition 4 that i(MA; (UXV')-A)

= e(Wuxv(MA);x{ -xh •••,*„' -xn) =i(M; U- V).

Proposition 5 allows us to reduce problems of multiplicities of intersections

of arbitrary varieties to similar problems in which one of the varieties to be

intersected is linear.

Proposition 6. Let M be a proper component of the intersection of two alge-

broid varieties U and V in En(X), and let u and ti be the prime ideals in K [ [X ] ]

which correspond to U and V. Then the following two assertions are equivalent:

(1) i(M; U- V) = 1; (2) the ideal generated by u and 0 in ^Sl(M) is prime.

Assume first that (1) holds. Then ^luxv(MA) is a regular local ring (by

Theorem 3, §2, Part I, p. 14).

Let m, u and v be the dimensions of M, U and V respectively (whence

m = u+v — n). By Proposition 9, L.R., §111, p. 705, we can find 2n — u—v

elements Hi, • ■ • , H2n~u-v of X[[X, X']] which form a set of generators

of the prime ideal which corresponds to UX V in SSl(MA), and which are such

that X{ —Xi, • • • , Xn —Xn, Hi, • • ■ , H2n-u-v form a regular system of
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parameters in 9l(MA). The elements Hi, • • • , H2n-u-„ belong to the ideal

generated in X']] by u and by the prime ideal b' which corresponds

to V in K [ [X' ] ]. If F is a power series in the letters X alone which vanishes

on M, F may be expressed as a linear combination of X{ —Xi, • • • , X„' — Xn,

Hi, • • • , /72n_„_„ with coefficients in 3l(MA). If we make the substitution

X( —*Xi, • • • , XJI —>X„ in a power series which does not vanish on MA, we

obtain a power series which does not vanish on M; it follows immediately

that F is a linear combination of Hi(X, X), • • • , H2n-u-v(X, X) with coeffi-

cients in yi(M). Since H{(X, X') belongs to the ideal generated by u and v',

this proves that the ideal generated by u and b in 9? (M) is the ideal of non-

units in this ring.

Assume now that (2) holds. Then we can find n—m = 2n—u — v elements

Hi, • • • , Hu-u-v of the ideal generated by u and b which generate the ideal

of nonunits in 9?(Af) (observe that, M being a component of the intersection

of Z7 and V, the only prime ideal in 'Sl(M) which contains u and b is the ideal

of nonunits). Every function of the ideal m which corresponds to M is a linear

combination of Hi, ■ ■ ■ , i72n_u_„ with coefficients in 31 (M). The ideal which

corresponds to MA is the ideal generated by m and X{ —Xi, ■ ■ ■ , Xn' —X„;

it follows immediately that X{ —Xi, • • • , X„' —Xn, Hi, • • • , H2n-u-v form

a regular system of parameters in SSl(MA). The equality i(M; U-V) = l fol-

lows from this fact by making use of Proposition 9, L.R., §111, p. 705, and

of the corollary to Theorem 5, §5, part I, p. 25.

Definition 2. Let M be a component of the intersection of two algebroid

varieties U and V in En(X), of respective dimensions u and v. We shall say that

U and V are in general position with respect to each other along M when it is

possible to find n—u power series Fi, • • • , Fn-u which vanish on U and n—v

power series Gi, ■ ■ ■ , G„_„ which vanish on V such that the Jacobian matrix of

Fi, ■ ■ ■ , Fn-u, Gi, ■ • ■ , Gn-v is of rank 2n—u—v on M.

Theorem 2. Let M be a component of the intersection of two algebroid varie-

ties U and V in En(X). A necessary and sufficient condition for M to be a proper

component of multiplicity 1 in this intersection is for U and V to be in general

position with respect to each other along M.

Assume that U and V are in general position with respect to each other

along M. It follows from the remark which follows the proof of Proposition 2

that M is of dimension not greater than n — (2« — u— v) =u+v— n. Making

use of Theorem 1, §2, p. 31 we see that If is a proper component of the

intersection of U and V. Proposition 2 then shows that (using the notation

introduced in Definition 2) Fu ■ ■ ■ , Fn-U, Gh ■ ■ • , G„_„ form a regular

system of parameters in 1ft(M). It follows that the ideal generated in SSl{M)

by the prime ideals u and b which correspond to U and V is prime. The

equality i(M; U-V) = \ then follows by Proposition 6.

Assume now that M is a proper component of multiplicity 1 of the inter-
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section of U and V. Then, by Propositon 6, there exists a regular system of

parameters {Hi, • • • , H2n-u-v} in 1fl(M) whose elements belong to the ideal

generated by u and b in We can find a finite number of elements

Fi, ■ ■ • , Fa, Gu • • * ,Gb such that F^Gu, G>Gb. (1 ̂ k^a, 1 Sl^b) and such
that each Hi (1 Si^ln — u — v) is a linear combination of Pi, • • • , Fa,

Gi, • • • , Gb with coefficients in X[[X]]. It follows that the Jacobian matrix

of the a-\-b power series Fi, ■ ■ • , Fa, Gi, • • • , Gi is of rank 2n—u — v on M;

we may assume that the Jacobian matrix of Pi, • • • , Fa>, Gi, • • • , Gv is of

rank 2n — u—v on M where a' and b' are indices such that a'-\-b' = 2n— u — v.

The Jacobian matrix of Pi, • • • , Fa> is of rank not greater than n — u on U

and, a fortiori, on M. The Jacobian matrix of Gi, • • • , Gb> is of rank not

greater than n—v on Fand, a fortiori, on M. It follows immediately that we

must have a' = n — u, b' = n—v, which proves that U and V are in general

position with respect to each other along M.

Corollary. If M is a proper component of multiplicity 1 of the intersection

of U and V, then M is simple on both U and V.

In fact, using the notation of Definition 2, the elements Ft, • • • , F„_„,

Gi, • • • , G„_„ form a regular system of parameters in 9!(Af). The ideal gen-

erated by Gi, • • ■ , G„_„ in 9c(ilf) is prime of dimension n — u and is contained

in the ideal generated by b (where ti is the ideal which corresponds to V in

ÜT[[Z]]); furthermore, the factor ring of 3t(M) by this ideal is regular.

Since the ideal v%l(M) is also of dimension n — u in 3l(M), we conclude that

yiv(M) =5x(Af)/b9x(M) is regular, which proves that M is simple on V. We

would see in the same way that M is simple on U.

4. Intersections of product varieties. We consider two series of letters

{Xi, • • • ,Xm} and [Yu • ■ • , Yn\.

Theorem 3. Let U and V be algebroid varieties in Em(X); let S and T be

algebroid varieties in En(Y). Denote by Mi, ■ ■ • , Ma the components of the

intersection of U and V and by Ni, ■ ■ ■ , Nt, the components of the intersection

of S and T. Then the components of the intersection of UXS and VXT in

Em{X)XEn(Y) are the varieties MiXNj (l^i^a, l^j^b).

Let P be a component of the intersection of UXS and VXT. Since

PCUXS, we have pr* PCprx (UXS) = U; we see in the same way that

prx PC.V, pry- PCS, pry PCF. It follows that pry P is contained in some

component of the intersection of U and V, say in M{, and that prr P is

contained in some component, say N,-, of the intersection of 5 and T. We

have PC(prx P)X(pry P)CMiXNj. But MiXNj is clearly contained in

both UXS and VXT; it follows that P = MiXNj.
Let now k and / be any two indices such that l^k^a, l^l^b. Then

MkXNi is contained in some component P of the intersection of UXS and

VXT, and we have seen that P is of the form MiXNj. It follows that
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MtCMi, NiCNj, whence Mk = M(, Ni = Ns. This proves that MkXNt is a

component of the intersection of UXS and VXT. Theorem 3 is thereby

proved.

Theorem 4. Let U and V be algebroid varieties in Em(X); let S and T be

algebroid varieties in En(Y). Let M be a component of the intersection of U and

V and let N be a component of the intersection of S and T. Then MXN is a

proper component of the intersection of UXS and VXT if and only if M and N

are proper components of their respective intersections. If this condition is satis-

fied, we have

i(M X N;{U XS) (V X T)) = i(M; U-V)-i(N; S T).

Let u, v, s, t, it, v be the respective dimensions of U, V, S, T, M, N. Then

we have «+»- (u-\-s) — (v+t) -\-(u + v) = (m — u— v-\-li) 4-(»— s — t+v). The

left side of this formula and both terms on the right side are always greater

than or equal to 0; if the left side is 0, both terms on the right side must be 0,

and conversely. This proves the first assertion of Theorem 4.

Let us construct copies Em(X') and E"(Y') of the spaces Em(X) and

£"( Y). We denote by V and V the copies of V and T in Em(X') and £"( Y')

respectively. Let Ax and Ay be the diagonals of the spaces Em(X) XEm(X')

and En(Y)XE"(Y'). We may consider Em+n(X', Y') as a copy of Em+n(X, Y);

we denote by Ax.r the diagonal of Em+n(X, Y)XEm+n(X', Y'). We have

(Proposition 5, §3, p. 36)

i(M X N;(U XS)-(V X T)) = i((M X N)ax.y; ((U XS) X (V X T')) Ax.y),

It is clear that Ax,y=AxXAK and that (MXN)Ax'r = M*xXNAr; also we

have (UXS)X(V'XT') = (UXV')X(SXT'). It follows that we can reduce

the general case to the case where V and T are linear varieties (the roles of

U, V, S, T, M, N being now played by UX V, Ax, SXT', AY, MAx, NAy).

A fortiori, we may assume without loss of generality that M is simple on V

and that N is simple on T.

We can find m linearly independent linear combinations X*, • • • , Xm*

of Xi, • • • , Xm with coefficients in K which are such that F(M) is algebraic

and separable over the field of quotients of • • ■ , x/]] (where x? is

the function induced by X* on M). Let Y*, • • • , Y* be linear combinations

of Fi, • • • , F„ with coefficients in K which enjoy a similar property with

respect to N. The ring F]] is clearly a Kroneckerian product of

-RTfpf]] and ÜT[[F]] over K; it follows from Lemma 3, §3, part I, p. 18

that f(MXA0 is a Kroneckerian product of \(M) and f(/V) overiT. It follows

from Lemma 4, §3, part I, p. 19 that xf, • • • , xf, yf, • • • , y„*are analyt-

ically independent over K in f(MXN) and that Y(MXN) is generated by

i(M; U-V)

i(N; S T)

i(MAx; (U X V')-Ax),

i(NAr; (S X T')-AY).
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adjunction to K((xf, • • • , xf, y?, • • • , y*)) of the elements of P(Af)

and PCA7). It follows that P(MXN) is algebraic and separable over

K((x}*, • • • , x*, y*, • • • , y*)). This being the case, we have seen in §3

that 9c(Af-\-N) contains a field a which is a complete system of representa-

tives for the residue classes modulo the ideal of nonunits and which contains

K((Xf, ■ • • , Xf, Fi*, • ■ • , Y?)). Moreover, if and vi are the elements

of A which represent the residue classes of Xk* and Y* (ju-t-1 ^w,

v+l^l^n), yi(MXN) is the ring of power series Af[Z*+1 — £„+i, • • • ,

X* — £m, f*+i — rj,+i, • • • , F„*—??„]]. Let Am be the field obtained by adjunc-

tion of £„+i, •••,£» to K((Xf, • • • , Xf)) and let Aw be the field obtained
by adjunction of 7i„+i, • • • , tj, to K((Y*, • • • , F*)). If we represent an

element of 7£f[X]] as a power series with coefficients in A in the elements

Xk* — £k, Yf — vi (m4-1 Sk^m, v + l Sl^n), it is clear(28) that the expression

will contain only the Xk* — i)k's, and that the coefficients will belong to Am.

It follows immediately that the ring Am[[I*+i-^+i, » • • , X* — £m]] con-

tains 9c(Af) and is a completion 3l(M) of 9c(iVf). In the same way, we see

that the ring AN[[Y*+1 — ri,+1, • • • , F„*—1?„]] is a completion %(N) of 9?(A0-

We may therefore consider $(MXN) as a Kroneckerian product of 9fc(Af)

and 91 (A7) over A.

Since M is regular on V, we can find m—v elements Fi, ■ • • , fm_. of

which form a system of parameters in 9c(F) and which can be in-

cluded in a regular system of parameters {Fi, • • • , Fm-ß} in 9i(M). In the

same way, we can find n — t elements Gi, • • • , Gn-t which form a system of

parameters in 9c (f) and which can be included in a regular system of para-

meters {Gi, ■ ■ ■ , Gn-,} in 9fc(A7j. Since $.(M XN) is a Kroneckerian product

of 9l(Af) and 9?(A0, it follows from Lemma 4, §3, part I, p. 19, that we
have

[5c(M X N):A[[Flt ■ ■ ■ ,Fm_M,Gi, • • • ,Gn_,]]]

= [9c(M):a4f[[f1, • • • ,Fm-a]]]-[R(N):AN[[Glt ■ ■ • ,<?_]_]] = 1

which proves that Fi, • • • , fm_„, G%, • • • , (?„_„ form a regular system of

parameters in 'Ol(MXN). On the other hand, it is clear that F%, • « • , fm_„,

Gi, • • • , Gn-t form a system of parameters in 9c(FXF).

Let u be the prime ideal which corresponds to U in ÜT[[X]]; let 8 be the

prime ideal which corresponds to S in jt[[f]}. We denote by f" the residue

class of Fi modulo u, and by G* the residue class of G} modulo 8. It follows

from Proposition 4, §3, p. 35, that

i(M; U V) - e(9?(M)/u5K(M);f", • • • , fI_„)

_ = [%(M)/uW(M):Am[[F»]]].

(«) The ring ■ • • , £„]][{„+!, •••,£„] is integral over K[[d, • • • ,        and is

therefore complete. It is clear that £a+i, ■ ■ • , Sm are not units in this ring, whence

• • • . fJHW • • • . £m]=-K[[fi, • • • , £»]].
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Let to be the ideal generated by u and 8 in K [ [X, Y] ]; to is the prime ideal

which corresponds to UXS. We denote by F? and Gf the residue classes of

F( and Gj modulo ro. In the same way as above, we see that

i(N;S-T) = [5?(A0/«5i (AO: A/* [ [G* ] ] ],
i(M X N;(U XS) (V X T)) = [yl(M X N)/m(M X N):A[[Fm,Gw}]].

It follows from Lemma 3, §3, part I, p. 18, that 3l(MXN)/to^t(MXN)

is a Kronecker product of 9l(M)/u9l(Af) and ^.(N)/m(N) over A. The

formula i(MXN; (UXS)-(VXT)) = i(M; U- V)i(N; S-T) follows therefore
immediately from Lemma 4, §3, part I, p. 19.

5. The projection formula. We consider two series of letters {Xi, ■ ■ - ,Xm}

and { Y\, • • • , Yn}. Let U be an algebroid variety in Em+n(X, Y). We denote

by Ox the origin in the space Em(X).

Definition 1. If the intersection of U and OxXEn(Y) has no component of

dimension greater than 0, we say that U has a finite projection index with

respect to Em(X).

This condition may also be formulated in the following way: the variety

U does not contain any variety U' of positive dimension such that prx U' = Ox.

It follows immediately that, if U has a finite projection index, then every

sub-variety of U has also a finite projection index.

Let u be the ideal which defines U; then the ideal which defines prx U is

ur\-rv[[X]]. If we identify the residue class of an element F(X)EK[[X]]

modulo uP\i?[[X]] with the residue class of F(X) (considered as an element

of 7£[[X, Y]]) modulo u, we see that f(prx U) becomes identified with a

subring of f(C/). Let f be the maximal prime ideal in f(prx U)- The sub-

varieties of U whose projection on Em(X) is Ox correspond to the prime ideals

containing f in \(U). The condition that U should have a finite projection

index is therefore equivalent with the condition that the only prime ideal

containing f in f(t/) be the maximal prime ideal of f(t7). If this condition

is satisfied, any system of parameters in f(prx U) is also a system of parame-

ters in f(Z7). In fact, we know (Proposition 7, L.R., §111, p. 703) that we

can find u linear combinations xf, • ■ ■ , x* of the functions induced by

Xi, • • • , Xm on U which form a system of parameters in f(J7) (where

« = dim U). The functions induced by Xi, • • • , Xm on U are therefore

integral over 7<C[[xi*, • • • ,*„*]]. It follows that f(prx U) is integral over

7^[[xi*, • • • , x*]], which proves that dim (prx U)=u; our assertion follows

immediately from this formula. Furthermore, we see that f(J7) is integral

over f(prxc7). This justifies the following definition:

Definition 2. Assume that a variety U in Em+n(X, Y) has a finite projec-

tion index with respect to Em(X). Let us identify f(prx U) with a subring of f (U)

in the manner which was indicated above. Then the number [f(U): f(prx U) \
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is called the projection index of U; this number will be denoted by j(U; X).

Theorem 5. Assume that a variety U in Em+n(X, Y) has a finite projection

index with respect to Em(X). Let V be a variety in Em(X) and assume that M

is a proper component of the intersection of prx U and V. If Mi, • • • , Mg are

all the distinct components of the intersection of U and VXEn{Y) whose projec-

tion on Em{X) is contained in M, then each M, is a proper component of the

intersection of U and VXE"(Y), and we have prx Mt = M (1 Si^g). Further-

more, the following formula holds true:

j(U;X)-i(M;(prxU)-V) = £ j(M« X)-i(M<; U- (V X £"(F))).

Let u, v and ju be the respective dimensions of U, V and M. Then

dim Mi = u-\-v-\-n — (m-\-n) =ju. Since Mi is a subvariety of 77, it has a finite

projection index on Em(X), whence dim Mi = dim prx MiSp since

prx MiQM. It follows that dim M,=ju, that is, that Mi is a proper com-

ponent of the intersection of 77 and VXEn(Y), and that dim prx M,=p,

whence prx Mf = M.

We construct a copy Em+n(X', Y') of the space Em+n(X, Y); then Em{X')

is a copy of Em(X) and we denote by V the copy of V in Em(X'). Let Ax.r

be the diagonal of the space Em+n(X, Y)XEm+n(X', Y'); then

i{Mi\ U-(V X E"(Y))) = e{SSlu-KvXE\v){M^'Y); x' - x, y' - y)

where xk, xk', yi, y! are the functions induced on UXV XEn( Y') by Xk, Xk ,

Yi, Yl respectively. Let u be the prime ideal in if[[A^, Y]] which corre-

sponds to U, and let o' be the prime ideal in which defines V.

The variety 77X V'XEn{Y') is defined by the ideal generated by u and t>' in

K[[X, Y, X', Y']]. This last ring is identical with K[[X, Y, X', Y' — Y]],
and U and ti' are contained in iTffX, Y, X']]. It follows easily that the ideal

generated by u, b' and the n elements Y[ — Yi (1 is prime. This ideal

defines a certain variety Wcontained in UX V XEn( Y')(29). The ideal gener-

ated by the n elements y! —yi in the ring 3luxvxE^Y')(Mfx'r) is therefore

prime. Making use of the corollary to Theorem 5, §5, part I, p. 25, we

obtain

i{Mü U-iV X £»(F))) = eWw(MA,x'Y); ? - f)

where £/t and are the functions induced by Xk and Xk on W. Let also

*7i, • • * . % be the functions induced by Y\, ■ ■ ■ , Yn on W. It is clear(30)

that \(W) =K[[%, ()', r/]] is isomorphic with KUXV') and is therefore a

(") W is the intersection of UX V'XEn(Y') with es"(a", x')xar; this variety contains

(»») The projection of W on E3"(X, Y, X') is UXV and we have j(W; X, Y, X') = l.
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Kroneckerian product of /£[[£, r?]] and K [[£']] over K. The elements rji are

integral over K[[£]]; it follows that f(W) is finite over o =/£[[£, £']]. We

assert that [f(T40:o] =j(U; X). In fact, let {<pi, • ■ • , <bm-u} be a system of

parameters in K [[£]], and therefore also in n]], and let {^i, • • •

be a system of parameters in /£[[£']]. It follows from Lemma 4, §3, part I,

p. 19, that

[KW):K[[6,H]]) = [K[[t,v]]:K[[6]]}-[Kim]:Kim]},

MfcriMfcfl]]- MfeH:*[M]Mi[[r]]:*[[*']]]
whence [fW:o] =     [& [ [<?]]]/    [[«]]:*[[</>]]] = [f(E7):KprxU)]
=j(U;X).

Let m,- be the ideal which corresponds to MiAx-r in f(Pf), and set

m = mir>\o. The ring o is isomorphic with f((prx 77) X V); in this isomorphism,

m is associated with the prime ideal which corresponds to the subvariety

MAx of UX V (where Ax is the diagonal of Em(X) XEm{X')). It follows that

m does not depend upon i. Denote by 3 the subring of l)Slw{MiAx-Y) which is

generated by Om and f(W), and set rrt* = 3m;. Then 3 is finite OV6F Om and

is therefore a semi4ocal ring (Proposition 3, L.R., §11, p. 694), and m* is

a maximal prime ideal in 3- Conversely, let m* be any maximal prime ideal

in 3l then m* = m'3i where m' is a prime ideal in \{W) whose intersection

with o is m(31). The prime ideal rrt' defines a subvariety M' of W, that is, also

of UXV'XE(Y'). Since M'CW, then n functions Y{ -Y, vanish on M';

since m contains — (lgi^m), the functions Xk' — Xk (1 ^k^m) vanish

on M' whence M'CAx.y. It follows that M' = (M")Ax<Y where M" is a sub-

variety of Em+n(X, Y) which is contained in U and in VXEn(Y). Since

m'no = m, we have prxlf" = ilf, whence M" = Mi for some i. It follows that

™*, • • • . fit * are all the maximal prime ideals of 3-

The ring 3lw{.MiAx'Y) is identical with the ring of quotients of m* with

respect to 3- Let 3 be a completion of 3. and let e* be the primitive idem-

potent which corresponds to m*3 in 3(32)- Then there exists an isomorphism

of ytw{MiAx-Y) with 3e«' which maps every element £ of 3 upon £€,(33). We

have
i(Af.-; U-(V X £"(F))) = «(#,; (£' - £)«<)•

Let L be a basic field of o, that is, also of 3lw(MiAx-Y). Then Lei is a basic

field of 3*1, and we have

UStiLulUff - £«<]]] = e(5«<; (£' - Ö«.)- [3/mf:£].
The field 3/m<* coincides with HlwiM^-^/mMwiMtAx-Y). It is the field of

quotients of f(IF)/m< = \(MiAx-Y), which is isomorphic with f(Af,). Similarly,

(31) 3 may be regarded as a ring of quotients of \{W).

(32) Cf. Proposition 2, L.R., §11, p. 693.

(33) Cf. my paper On the ring of quotients of a prime ideal, Bull. Amer. Math. Soc. vol. 50

(1944) p. 93.
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o/m is isomorphic with the field of quotients of \(M). We have [37m*:Z,]

= [S/m,*:o/m]- [o/m:Z] = [f (vlf,): f (if) ] • [o/m:L] -/(Jf<; X)- [o/m:L].
It is clear that 2f [$€<:£«<[[(*'-*)«<]]] = [S:£[[£'- €]]]. Let

{«i, • • • , a a} be a maximal system of elements of $ which are linearly inde-

pendent with respect to om; it follows easily from Proposition 7, L.R., §11, p.

699, that {«i, • ■ • , ad} is a maximal system of elements of 3 which are line-

arly independent over öm and that [$:L [[£' — £]]] =d- [öm:L [ [£' — £]]]

(where öm is the adherence of om in 3 and is therefore a completion of öm).

It follows that

- £]]] = [S:om]-e(oro; £' - &[o/m:L].

Thenumber [3:om] is equal to [f(W0:o], thatis, to j(U; X) as we have shown

above. The number e(om;    — £) is equal to i(M; (prxU) • V). It follows that

j(U; X)i(M; (prxU) ■ V) [o/m:Z.J

= £ i(M<; U-(V X E"(Y)))-j(Mi; X) [o/m:L].
•-1

Theorem 5 is thereby proved.

6. Associativity of intersections. Let 77, V and W be three algebroid

varieties in En(X). By a component of the intersection of 77, V and W we

mean a variety M which is contained in U, in V, and in W but is such that

no variety containing M and different from M itself has the same property.

The components of the intersection of U, V, and W are clearly the compo-

nents of the intersections of U with the components of the intersections of

V and W. Let u, v, and w be the dimensions of U, V, and W respectively;

it follows immediately from Theorem 1, §2, p. 31, that the dimension of any

component of the intersection of U, V, and W is at least u+v-\-w — 2n. If

one of these components is of dimension exactly u-\-v-\-w — In, we say that

it is a proper component of the intersection of 77, V, and W. Let us intro-

duce two copies En(X') and En{X") of the space En(X); let V be the copy

of V in En(X') and let T4"' be the copy of W in E"(X"). The In elements

XI -Xk, X{'-Xk (1 Sk^n) of K[[X, X', X"]] generate a prime ideal b;

let A be the corresponding subvariety of ESn(X, X', X"). Assume that M

is a proper component of the intersection of 77, V and W, and let m be the

prime ideal in 7sT[[X]] which corresponds to M. We see easily that the ideal

generated by m and b in K [ [X, X', X"]] is prime; it defines a variety which

we may denote by MA. This variety is a subvariety of 77X V'XW", and we

see easily that it is a proper component of the intersection of 77X V'XW"

with A (cf. proof of Theorem 1, §2, p. 31). Let xkl x£, xk' be the functions

induced on UXV'XW" by Xk, Xk', XI' respectively. The 2« elements

.**' —xk, xk' —xk are seen to form a system of parameters in 3luxvy.w"{MA)

(here again,  cf.  proof of Theorem   1,   §2,   p.  31).   The multiplicity
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i(M; U ■ V ■ W) of M in the intersection of U, V and W is defined to be

the number

i(M; U-VW) = e(3luxvXw(MA); x' - x, x" - x).

The ideal generated by the elements xk —xk, xk' — xk in the ring 3tuxvxw (MA)

coincides with the ideal generated by the elements I and also

with the ideal generated by the elements xk' —xl, xl' —xk. It follows im-

mediately that i(M; V■ V ■ W) does not change if we permute U, V, W in

any way (cf. Proposition 3, §2, part I, p. 14).

Theorem 6. Let U, V and W be three algebroid varieties in E"(X), and as-

sume that M is a proper component of the intersection of U, V, and W. Let

Pi, • • • , P„be the components of the intersection of U and V which contain M;

then each Pi is a proper component of the intersection of U and V, and M is a

proper component of the intersection of Pi and W. Moreover, we have

i{M; U-VW) = X)t"(P.; U- V)i(M; Pt- W).
i—l

We introduce three different copies E"(X'), En(X"), and E"(X"') of

the space En(X). We denote by V the copy of V in En(X') and by W" the

copy of W in En(X"). Let R be the variety UX V'X W"XE»(X"). If m is

the prime ideal in 7ir[[X]] which corresponds to M, the ideal generated by

m and the 3w elements XI-Xk, Xk -Xk, Xk"'-Xk (l^k^n) in

K[[X, X', X", X'"]] is prime and defines a subvariety of M* of R. The

projection of M* on Ein(X, X', X") is clearly the variety which was denoted

above by MA; moreover, we have j{M*\ X, X', X") = 1. Let A* be the sub-

variety of Ein(X, X', X", X'") which corresponds to the ideal generated by

the 3n elements XI-Xk, XI' -Xk, Xk" -Xk (1 ̂ k^n). Then the projec-

tion of A* on E3n(X, X', X") is the variety which was denoted above by A,

and we havej(A*; X, X', X") = 1.
By Theorem 5, §5, p. 42, we have

i(MA; (27 X V X W")-A) = i(M*; R A*).

It follows immediately from Proposition 4, §3, p. 35, that i(M*;(UX V'XW")

•A) =i(M; U- V- W) (cf. proof of Proposition 5, §3, p. 36). Moreover, it fol-

lows from the same source that i(M*\ R A*) =e(9tß(M*); x'—x, x"—x',

x"'—x") where xk, xk , xk', xk" are the functions induced on 7? by Xk, Xk

Xk , XI" respectively.

Let pi be the dimension of P.; then pi—^u+v — n, and, since M is a com-

ponent of the intersection of P< and W, dim M^pi+w — n. Since dim M

= u+v-r-w — 2n, we conclude that pi^u+v — n and that dim M = pi+w — n.

Therefore, P,- is a proper component of the intersection of U and V and M

is a proper component of the intersection of P< and W.
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Denote by A0,i the diagonal of the space En(X) XE"(X') and by A2,3 the

diagonal of the space En(X") XE"(X'"). Set P? = (Pi)*°^X(W")A*-K Then

P* is a subvariety of R; let p< be the prime ideal in f(i?) which corresponds

to P*. We have M*<ZP*, and therefore ioMr(M*) is a prime ideal in %Ir(M*).

This prime ideal obviously contains the 2« elements x* — Xk, x't" — xi'

(lgjfeg«). Its dimension is equal to dim P* — dim M* = pi+w — (u+v+w

— 2n)=n; it follows that pMr(M*) is a minimal prime divisor of the ideal

generated by x/ —xi, • • • , xn' —x„, x[" — x", • • • , x„"—x„' in 9cÄ(M*) (cf.

corollary to Theorem 2, §1, part I, p. 11). Tracing our steps back, it is

easy to see that conversely every minimal prime divisor of the ideal gen-

erated by Xi —Xi, ■ • • , x„' —x„, x[" —x", • • • , x„"—x„' coincides with one of

the ideals !oMr(M*).
The ring of quotients of p,-9cÄ(lf*) with respect to 3lR{M*) is 9tÄ(Pi*).

The ring 9cÄ(M*)/p<9?2e(M*) is isomorphic with 9tpj(.M*). Making use of

Theorem 5, §5, part I, p. 25, we get

i(M; U-V-W) = £ e(9W(M*); £" - ^(^(Pf); x' - x, x'" - x")
t—l

where £*' and are the functions induced on P* by -X-*' and X't' respec-

tively. Making use again of Proposition 4, §3, p. 35, we see that

e(9tp'(M*); £"-£') is equal to i(M*; Pl*-(A1,2XE«(X)XE"(X'"))), where

An is the diagonal of the space £n(X') X£n(X"). If we project Ein(X, X',

X", X'") on E2n(X', X"), it is clear that the only subvariety of P? whose

projection is the origin of E2n(X', X") is the origin of £4"(X, X', X", X'").

It follows that dim prx',x»P* = dim Pt*. Let P' be the copy of Pi in E"(X');

we see immediately that any element of K[[X', X"]] which vanishes on

PlXW" also vanishes on P,*; it follows that prx-,x"P.*CP/ XW". Since

dim Pf = dim P'XW", we have prx<,x*'Pi* = P' — W". It follows immedi-

ately from the fact that Xk'-Xk and X't"-X'k vanish on P,* that

j(P*\ X', X") = 1. By similar arguments, we see that the projection of M*

on E2n(X', X") is (If')41'2, where M' is the copy of M in En(X'). It is clear

that the only component of the intersection of P,* and Ai,2X£"(A') XEn(X'")

whose projection on E2n(X', X") is (Af')Al-« is M*. Therefore, it follows from

Theorem 5, §5, p. 42, that e(9cP.(M*);£"-£') =W)Al'2; (P! XW") AUi)
= i(M;Pi-W).

Making use once more of Proposition 4, §3, p. 35, we see that

e(9c«(P.*) ;x'-x, x"'-x") = i(P*; R ■ (A„,iXA23)). The projection of A0.iXA2,3

on the space £3"(X, X', X") is AMX£n(X"); the projection of P,* on the

same space is PiAo iX I47", and we have obviously j(A0,iXA2,3; X, X', X") =1,

j(P*; X, X', X") = 1. Moreover, P* is the only component of the intersection

of R and A0,iXA2,3 whose projection is PiAo lX W". It follows from Theorem 5,

§5, p. 42, that «(3tÄ(Pi*); x'-x, x'"—x") =i(P»Ao,IXW"; (t/xF'XW")

• (AciX-E^X")). Now T47" may be considered as a proper component of the
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intersection of W" and En(X"), and, as such, it has the multiplicity 1. There-

fore, it follows from Theorem 4, §4, p. 39 that

*CPAM X W"; (UXV'X TO-fAo.i X E*(X"))) = i(P<; (U X F')-A0ll)

= *(P<; U V).
Theorem 6 is thereby proved.

7. Algebroid hypersurfaces. Now we propose to study the algebroid varie-

ties of dimension n — 1 in E"(X).

Proposition 1. Let Kbea field which contains infinitely many elements, and

let Xi, • • • , Xn be n letters. Then the theorem of unique factorization in prime

elements holds in K [ [Xu ■ ■ ■ , Xn]](M).

We proceed by induction on n. Our assertion is obvious if » = 1. Assume

that «>1 and that our assertion holds for n — 1. We observe first that it

follows that a ring of power series in n — 1 letters with coefficients in K is in-

tegrally closed in its field of quotients. Now, let p be a prime ideal of dimension

n-1 in K[[Xt, • • ■ , Xn]]. Making use of Proposition 7, L.R., §111, p. 703

we see that there exist w — 1 linear combinations X*, ■ • •, XB*_iof Xi, • • - ,X„

with coefficients in K whose residue classes x*, ■ ■ ■ , ren*_i form a system of

parameters in 7£[[X]]/p. Let X* be a linear combination of Xu ■ ■ ■ , Xn

which is linearly independent of X*, • • • , v„*_i, and let x% be the residue

class of X* modulo p. Then x* is integral over K [ [x*, • ■ • , x„*_i] ]. Since this

last ring is integrally closed in its field of quotients, x* is a zero of a poly-

nomial F(x*, • ■ • , x*Li, T)(£K[[x*, ■ ■ ■ , x„*_i]][P] whose leading co-

efficient is 1 and which is irreducible in K((x*, ■ • • , x*-i)) [T], Then

F(Xi*, • • • , X„*-i, X*) is a power series F*GK[[Xi, • • • , Xn]] and belongs

to p. We shall prove that F* is a generator of p. Let G be any element of p;

we may represent G in the form of a power series G*(X*, • • • , X*) in

X*, • • ■ , Xn*, and we have G*(xf, • • • , x*) =0. Let f be the ideal generated

by F*, and let x* be the class of X* modulo f (1 ̂ k^n). Since fCp, there

exists a continuous homomorphism of /£" [ [AT] ]/f onto 7f[[X]]/p which

maps Xk* upon x* (l^k^n). If d is the degree of F with respect to T,

every element of ÜT[[X]]/^ may be represented as a linear combination of

1, x*, ■ ■ ■ , x*d~x with coefficients in the ring K [ [x*, • ■ ■ , and every

element of Jf[[X]]/p may be represented uniquely in the form of a linear com-

bination of 1, x*, • • • , x*d~l with coefficients in K [ [x*, • ■ ■ , x*-i]]. It fol-

lows that our homomorphism is an isomorphism and that p =K~ [ [X] ]F*.

Now, let G be any irreducible element in K [ [X] ]. Then G can be included

in a system of parameters in ifffX]] (Lemma 3, §1, part I, p. 5) and it

follows that any minimal prime divisor p of ür[[X]]c7 is of dimension n — \

(M) This proposition is usually deduced from the Weierstrass preparation theorem. The re-

sult which we use here (Proposition 7, L.R., §11, p. 703) is easily seen to be a generalization of

the preparation theorem.
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(cf. corollary to Theorem 2, §1, part I, p. 11). We have p=K[[X]]P, which

shows that G is a multiple of P. Since G is irreducible, we have G = EP, where

£ is a unit, and X[[X]]cr = p. It follows that if G divides a product of two

elements in K [ [X] ], then it divides one of them.

.Let H be any element not equal to 0 in K [ [X] ]. Call the leading form of H

the sum of the terms of smallest degree in H. Then, if H is decomposed into

the product H'H" of two elements in K [ [X]\, the leading form of H is the

product of the leading forms of H' and H", and these leading forms are of

degrees smaller than the leading form of H unless H' or H" is a unit. It fol-

lows immediately that every element can be decomposed in at least one way

into a product of units or irreducible elements. This result, combined with

the result which was proved above, shows that the unique factorization theo-

rem holds in K [ [X]]. At the same time, we have seen that every prime ideal

of dimension n — 1 in K [ [X] ] is principal.

Returning to the case where K is algebraically closed, we introduce the

following definition:

Definition 1. An algebroid variety of dimension n — 1 in En(X) is called an

algebroid hy persurf ace.

It follows that the prime ideal which corresponds to an algebroid hyper-

surface is principal. If F is a generator of this ideal, we shall say that F = 0 is

an equation of the hypersurface, or that the hypersurface is represented by the

equation F = 0(u).

Proposition 2. Let S be a hypersurface in En(X), represented by an equa-

tion F = 0. Let U be any algebroid variety in En(X). If U is not contained in S,

every component of the intersection of U and S is proper; if M is one of these

components, we have i(M; U-S) = e(9cji/(t7); Fu), where Fu is the function in-

duced by F on U.

Let u be the dimension of U; if U is not contained in S, any component

of the intersection of S and U is of dimension not greater than u — l=w

+ (n — 1) — n, and is therefore proper.

Let us introduce a new letter Y. The power series Y—F(X) is clearly

irreducible in X[[X, Y]]. We denote by S' the hypersurface represented by

the equation Y-F(X) =0. We have clearly vrxS' =£"(X), j(S'; X) = 1. The

variety U may be considered as the only component of the intersection of U

and E"(X) and i(U; U-En(X)) = \. Therefore, it follows from Theorem 5,

§5, p. 42 that the intersection of UX.El(Y) and S' has only one component,

which we call U', and that i(U';{UXE\ Y)) ■ S') = \,vrxU'= U,j(U';X) = l.
Let L be the hypersurface defined by the equation F=0 in En+1(X, Y). We

set M' = MXOy, where Oy is the origin in E1(Y). Then M' is contained in

C36) Following the terminology of A. Weil, we do not say that for instance 7^ = 0 is an

equation of the hypersurface.
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the intersection of U' and L, and a comparison of dimensions shows immedi-

ately that M' is a proper component of this intersection. The intersection

of L and S' has only one component which is SXOy, and this component is

of multiplicity 1, as follows for instance from Proposition 6, §3, p. 36. The

number i(M'; (SXOr)-(UXE1(Y)) is equal to i(M; U-S) by Theorem 5,

§5, p. 42. Making use of Theorem 6, §6, p. 45, we obtain i(M; U-S)

= i(M'\ U'-L). By Proposition 4, §3, p. 35, we have i(M'; U'-L)

■eWu'iM'); Yu') =e(<!Rv>(M').; Fu'), where Yu', Fu' are the functions induced

by Fand F on U' (we have YU' = FU' because U'CS'). Since j(U'; X)=l,

\(U') is isomorphic with f(C7) under an isomorphism which maps Fu' upon

Fu and the ideal which corresponds to M' upon the ideal which corresponds

to M. It follows that e^u^M'); Fu') =e(9tc/(Af); Fu). Proposition 2 is proved.

If M is a proper component of the intersection of a variety t7and a hyper-

surface, the ring 31m(U) is a geometric local ring of dimension 1. We shall

now obtain some results on such rings, in connection with valuation theory.

Let first o be a complete local ring of dimension 1 which contains no

zero divisor not equal to 0. Let K be a basic field of o and u be a parameter

in o. There exists a valuation Vi of K((u)) whose valuation ring contains

K [[«]]> we maY f°r instance take vi(F(u))=k if F(U) is a power series of

the form UhE{U), E(0)A0. Moreover, any other valuation v( of K((u))

whose valuation ring contains K [ [u ] ] is of the form avi with some constant

a = v{ (u); this follows immediately from the fact that v( (E(u)) =0 if E(0)A0.

Since K [ [u] ] is a complete valuation ring, Vi may be extended in a unique way

to a valuation v of the field of quotients Z of o. It is clear that v is the only

valuation of Z whose valuation ring contains o. Let b be the valuation ring of

v, and let p be its valuation ideal. Then the -domain of values of v consists of

the multiples of 1/e, where e is the number [Z:K((u)) ]/ [p/p:R~]. If m is the

ideal of nonunits in o, we have [Z:K({u))] =e(o; u) [o/m:K]. Since the num-

bers [ü/p:isT], [o/m:üT] do not depend on u, we see that the functions v(x),

e(o; x) differ only by a constant factor for all x£m. In other words, there is

a valuation of Z which coincides with e(o; x) on m.

Assume now that o is any geometric local ring of dimension 1 which has

no zero divisor npt equal to 0. Let ö be a completion of o, and let Hi, • ■ • , nff

be the prime divisors of the zero ideal in ö. Then o is mapped isomorphically

by the natural mapping of ö onto ö/n,-. Let be the valuation of o/n,- such

that Vi(x) =e(ö/n<; x) for every nonunit * in 5/n,-. Then there corresponds

to ii a valuation Vim of o. Since o is a geometric local ring, we have e(o; x)

=£?_1e(5/n<; x) where x is a nonunit in o and x,- is the residue class of x

modulo rt,-. It follows that e(o; x) =£?= 1^0*0• Conversely, every valuation

v of o is proportional to one of the valuations In fact, let b be the valuation

ring of v, and let 5 be the completion of b (considered as a valuation ring).

Denote by o* the adherence of o in 5. It follows from Theorem 1, L.R., §11,

p. 698 that o* is a homomorphic image of ö. Since o* is clearly not of dimen-
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sion 0, it is isomorphic with one of the rings ö/n,-, which proves our assertion.

8. Cycles.

Definition 1. By a cycle of dimension u in En(X) we mean a formal linear

combination of a finite number of u-dimensional varieties in En(X) with integral

non-negative coefficients.

The cycles of a given dimension u may therefore be added and multiplied

by non-negative integers. A variety U will be identified with the cycle 1- U.

Definition 2. We say that two varieties U and V in En(X) have an intersec-

tion cycle if every component of their intersection is proper. This being the case,

we set U- V=y*. i(M; U ■ V)M, the sum being extended over all components M

of the intersection of U and V. Let Z.o.C/.— X and ^,jbjVj = Y be two cycles

(with UcA Ui' for iAi', VjAVy for jAj'). If whenever OibjAO the varieties Ui

and Vj have an intersection cycle, then we say that the symbol X Y is defined,

and we set X- Y=^2ijaibjUi- Vj (the summation being extended to the combi-

nations (i,j) such that a.&j-^O).

Let us consider two local spaces Eni(X\) and En2(X2). Let X1 = ^2iaiUi,i

be a cycle in Enl(X1) and let X2=zZi°iUj,2 be a cycle in Enl(X2). Then we

denote by XiXX2 the cycle Y,i0ihjVi,iXU},t in E"(Xi) XE"*(X2).

Theorem 4a. Let Xi and Y\ be cycles in En,(Xi) and let X2 and Y2 be cycles

in E"2(X2). If the symbols X\-Yi and X2 Y2 are defined, then (XiXX2)

■(YiX Y2) is defined and is equal to (Xi■ Fi) X(X2■ Y2).

This follows immediately from Theorem 4, §4, p. 39.

Remark. It is easy to see that if (Xx XX2) • (Fi X F2) is defined, then Xi ■ Yi

and X2 - Y2 are defined except perhaps if one of the cycles Xu X2, Yx, Y2 is

the zero cycle.

Let now U be a cycle in Em(X) XEn(Y), and set U=^liaiUi. If, whenever

o.^O, Ui has a finite projection index on Em(X), we say that the symbol

al.pr.xtV is defined and equal to E.OijXtV,-; X)prxUi (the summation being

extended over the indices i for which a^O).

Theorem 5a. Let U be a cycle in Em(X) XEn(Y) and let V be a cycle in

Em(X). If either one of the symbols (al.pr.x-i7)- V and a\.pr.x(U ■ (VXE"(Y)))

is defined, the other is also defined and both represent the same cycle.

It follows immediately from Theorem 5, §5, p. 42, that if the first one

of our symbols is defined, the second one is also defined and that the symbols

are equal in this case. Assume now that the second symbol is defined. As-

sume that a variety Ui occurs with a coefficient not equal to 0 in U. If the

projection on Em(X) of a subvariety of Ui is the origin, this subvariety is

necessarily contained in any variety of the form VjXE(Y). It follows that,

if F^O (which we may assume, since otherwise the first symbol is trivially
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defined), the symbol al.pr.xt7 is defined. Let 77,- be a variety which occurs

with a coefficient not equal to 0 in 77 and let V,- be a variety which occurs

with a coefficient not equal to 0 in V; let u and v be the dimensions of 77

and V. If prxUi and Vj had a variety of dimension greater than u+v — m in

common, this variety would be the projection of a subvariety of 77,- of dimen-

sion greater than u+v — m which would also be contained in VXE"(Y), which

is impossibleC38). It follows that the first symbol is defined.

Theorem 6a. Let 77, V and W be three cycles not equal to 0 in En(X). If

either one of the symbols (U-V)-W or U-(V- W) is defined, the other is also

defined and both symbols represent the same cycle.

Let u, v, and w be the respective dimensions of 77, V, and W. Let M be

a component of the intersection of Ui, Vj, and Wk, where 77,-, Vj, and Wk

are varieties which occur with coefficients not equal to 0 in 77, V, and W re-

spectively. Then M is contained in some component P of the intersection of

Ui and Vj-, if (77- V) • Wis defined, we have dim P = u-\-v — n, dim M= (dim P)

-\-w — n = u-\-v-\-w — 2n. We see in this way that if either one of the symbols

in question is defined, every component of the intersection of 77, V, and W

is proper and Theorem 6a then follows easily from Theorem 6, §6, p. 45.

To every irreducible power series F in we assign the cycle

(F) = 1S, where S is the algebroid hypersurface represented by the equation

F= 0. If (70 is any power series not equal to 0, we set (F) = (Fi) + • * • + (Fh)

if F = EFi • • • Fh is a decomposition of F into the product of a unit E and

of irreducible factors Fi, • • ■ , F\ ((F) =0 if F is a unit).

If Fi, • • • i Fg are power series not equal to 0, and if the intersection of the

cycles (Fi), • • • , (Fg) is defined, we set

(Fi, • ■ ■ , Fg) = (Fi).(F.).

If this cycle exists, it is of dimension n — g.

Theorem 7. Let U be a variety, and let Fi, ■ ■ ■ , FQ be g power series. As-

sume that the cycle 77- (Fi, • • • , F„) is defined. If M is a variety which occurs

with a coefficient not equal to 0 in U'■ (Fi, • • • , F0), then the functions Ff, • ■ • , Fg

induced by Fi, • • • , FB on Uform a system of parameters in <>5tu(M) and the co-

efficient of M in U- (Fi, ■ ■ ■ , Fe) is e(ftu(M); F?, • • • , Ff).

We proceed by induction on g. Assume first that g = 1. If Fi is irreducible,

our assertion follows immediately from Proposition 2, §7, p. 48. If not, we

observe that e(SR.u(M); Fu) =^2iVi(Fu), where Vi, ■ • ■ , vh are a certain

number of valuations in 'Hlu(M) (cf. end of §7, p. 49). It follows that

eCitu(M); (FG)U) =e(9cc/(M); Fu)e(SSlu(M); Gu) (where Pand G are two non-

(36) We have already seen that U\ has a finite projection index on It follows that

every subariety of [7i has the same dimension as its projection and that every subvariety of

•prxUi is the projection of some subvariety of U\.
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units in K [ [X] ], none of which vanishes on U). It follows immediately from

this that Theorem 1 holds for g = 1.

Assume now that Theorem 1 holds for systems of g — 1 power series. Mak-

ing use of Theorem 6a, we have U-(Fi, • ■ ■ , F„) = (U-(Fu ■ ■ • , F„_i))'- (Fg).

Let Mi, • • • , Mh be the varieties containing M, contained in U, and on which

Fi, ■ • ■ , Fg-i vanish. Then, by our induction assumption, the coefficient of M

in U (Fi, ■ ■ - .P,) is equal toZ?.1e(SRr/(J|fi);FI'I • • ■, F^i)-e(3lMi(M); F?*),
where F^' is the function induced on Mi by F0. Let m* be the prime ideal

which corresponds to Mi in f(77); then the ideals m$lu(M) are exactly all

the minimal prime divisors of the ideal generated by Fi, ■ • • , F^_i in SSlu(M),

and <<Slu(Mi) is the ring of quotients of mMv{M) with respect to 3lu(M).

The ring Mu^M) may be identified with <Slu(M)/miytu(M). The ring SSlv(M)

is of dimension u — (m+«— g —«) =g; it is clear that the only prime ideal

in this ring which contains Ff, • • • , F% is the maximal prime ideal. There-

fore Fi, • • • , Ff form a system of parameters. Theorem 7 then follows im-

mediately from Theorem 5, §5, part I, p. 25.

9. Relative intersection multiplicities. Throughout this section, ti will de-

note an algebroid variety in En(X) on which we shall assume that the origin

0 is a simple point. We shall denote by w the dimension of Q.

The ring f(ß) is identical with 9ca(0). Since it is a regular local ring, we con-

clude that f(ß) is a ring of power series; more precisely, if {x*, • ■ • , x*} is

any regular system of parameters in f(ß), we have f(Q) =7£ [ [x*]].

Let us introduce co new letters Xf*, • • ■ , X*. Then to every regular sys-

tem of parameters {x{*, • ■ ■ , x*} in f(fl) there corresponds an isomor-

phism of f(0) with X[[X*]] which maps x* upon X? (l^*g«). This

isomorphism defines a one-to-one correspondence U+^JX-(U) between the sub-

varieties U of ß and the varieties in EW(X*). We shall make use of this corre-

spondence to study the subvarieties of ß.

If we replace {x*, • • • , x*} by another regular system of parameters

{x**, ■ ■ • , xj1*}, the isomorphism /»• is replaced by another isomorphism

which may be written in the form A o Jx; where A is an automorphism of

X[X*]. The automorphism A establishes a permutation U*±±A{U*) of the

varieties in En{X*) among themselves. If U is any subvariety of fi, we have

JX..(U)=A(JX>(U)). It follows that the properties of varieties U* in En(X*)

which are invariant by any automorphism A will give rise to properties of

the subvarieties U of ß.

Lemma 1. Let A be an automorphism of the ring K [ [X\, • • • , Xn] ] and let

U^A(U) be the corresponding permutation of the varieties in En{X) among

themselves. Then A(U) has the same dimension of U. If M is a component of

the intersection of U and another variety V, then A (M) is a component of the

intersection of A{U) and A(V). If M is proper, so is A(M). If this is the case,

then we have i(M; U- V) = i(A(M); A(U)-A(V)).
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The first three assertions are obvious. In order to prove the fourth one,

let us construct a copy En(X') of the space En(X). To the automorphism A

of K [ [X] ] there corresponds an automorphism A' of K [ [X']]( and there ex-

ists an automorphism A* of K [ [X, X']] which coincides with A on K [ [X ] ]

and with A' on K [ [X'] ]. Let V be the copy of V in En{X'); then the copy of

A(V) is A'(V'). We have A*(UX V) =A(U) XA'(V'). We shall see that
A*(M*) = (A(M))A. Set Fi{X)=A{Xi) (lsgtg»), whence Fi(X') =A'(Xl).
Since A is an automorphism, Xi, ■ ■ ■ , X„ belong to K[[Fi, • ■ • , Fn]], from

which it follows that the functional determinant of Fx, • • • , F„ is a unit in

K [ [X]]. If Xi = 6i(Fi, • - • , F») (I is the expression of Xi as a power

series in Fx, • * • , £„, we have X' = 6i(F1(X'), ■ • • , Fn(X')) from which it

follows immediately that the ideal generated in ÜT[[X, X']] by the n ele-

ments Fi(X') — Fi(X) (l^i^n) coincides with the prime ideal which corre-

sponds to A; it follows that^4*(A) =A, whence^4*(Af4)CA. On the other hand,

it is clear that prxv4*(MA) =A(prxM*) =A(M), whence A*(M*) =(A(M))\

Let Xi and x' be the functions induced by Xi and X' respectively on UX V;

in virtue of what we have proved, A* defines an isomorphism (also denoted

by A*) of 9W'(MA) with SKAmxA{V)({A(M)y), and A*(Xi), A*(*l) are the
functions induced by Fi(X), Fi(X') respectively on A(U), A(V)'. We have

i(M; U-V) = e(yiAmxA(Vy((A(M*)); A*(x') - A*{x)).

On the other hand, we have also seen that the ideal generated by the n ele-

ments A*(xi) — A*(xi) is the same as the ideal generated by the func-

tions induced on A(U)XA(V)' by the elements Xi -X,- (1 gijs»). Taking

Proposition 3, §2, part I, p. 14 into account, we see that i{M; U- V)
=i(A(M); A(U)-A(V)).

Theorem la. Let U and V be two subvarieties of ß, of respective dimensions

u and v. Then every component of the intersection of U and V is of dimension

at least u-\-v—u.

This follows immediately from Theorem 1, §2, p. 31, and from Lemma 1.

Definition 1. Let U and V be two subvarieties of ß, of respective dimensions

u and v. A component M of the intersection of U and V is said to be proper with

respect to ß if it is of dimension u+v -co. This being the case, let Jx- be an isomor-

phism of J\(Sl)withK\\X?, ■ ■ ■,X*)]\thenthenumberi(Jx>{M)\JAU)-Jx'{V))

is called the relative multiplicity of M in the intersection of U and V with respect

to ß. This number is denoted by ia(M; U- V).

This definition is justified by Lemma 1, which shows that the value of

i(JX'(M); JX'(U) ■ JX'(V)) does not depend upon the choice of

Lemma 2. Let Pi, • • ■ , P„_„ ben — u power series in K [ [X] ] which vanish at

the origin and whose Jacobian matrix is of rank n — uat the origin. Then the cycle

(Pi, • • • , Fn_„) is defined and represents a variety U on which the origin is
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simple. If Xilt ■ • ■ , Xiu are u of the letters X such that the functional determi-

nant of F\, ■ ■ ■ , Fn-U with respect to the letters X which do not occur among

XiU • • ■ , Xiu does not vanish at the origin, then the functions induced on U by

Xiu • • • , X inform a regular system of parameters in f(27). The prime ideal

which corresponds to U is the ideal generated by Fi, ■ • • , Fn-U- Conversely,

any variety U on which the origin is simple may be represented in the form

(Fi, • • ■ , Fn-u), where F\, • • • , F„_u are power series whose Jacobian matrix

is of rank n — u at the origin.

It is clear that the functional determinant of Fi, • • • , Fn-U, Xiu • • • , Xiu

with respect to Xi, ■ ■ ■ , Xn does not vanish at the origin. Therefore

Fi, ■ • • , Fn—u, Xilt • • ■ , Xiu form a regular system of parameters in K [ [X]]

(cf. Proposition 2, §3, p. 34), whence K [ [X]] =K [ [Fu ■ ■ ■ , £„_„,

Xiu • • • , X,-„]]. The first part of Lemma 2 follows immediately from this

formula. Let now 27 be a variety of dimension u on which the origin is simple.

Then there exists a regular system of parameters Pi, • • ■ , P„ in K [ [X ] ]

such that Pi, • • • , F„-u vanish on 27 (Proposition 3, §3, p. 35). The func-

tional determinant of Fi, • • • , F„ with respect to Xu • • • , X„ does not

vanish at the origin; it follows that the Jacobian matrix of Pi, • • • , P„_u

is of rank n — u at the origin. Making use of the first part of the lemma, we

see that U' = (Pi, ■ • • , P«-«) is a variety of dimension u. Since Z7C U', we

have U= U' and Lemma 2 is proved.

We shall now present an equivalent definition of the relative intersection

multiplicities.

Theorem 8. Let U be any subvariety of Ü. Then there exists a variety l/i

in En(X) such that Ui-Sl=U. Let V be another subvariety of Q, and assume

that M is a proper component of the intersection of U and V with respect to ß.

Then, if Ui is any variety with the property indicated above, Mis a proper compo-

nent of the intersection of Ui and V and itt(M; U- V)=i(M; Ui - V).

We know by Lemma 2 that we can find co indices ii, • ■ ■ , iu (1 1ki\Sn,

1 gX^co) such that the functions x*, • ■ ■ , x* induced by • • • , Xia> on

ß form a regular system of parameters in f(ß). We can find n—u power se-

ries Pi, • • • , Fn-o, in co arguments such that Zh = Xjh — Fh(Xix, ■ • • , Xia) van-

ishes on ß (1 Sh^n—iS); (Xh, • • • , Xjn_u are the letters which do not occur

among XilP • • ■, XJ. WehaveÜT [ [X]] =K [ [Xilt • • ■ ,X^,ZU ■ ■ -,Zn-a]].

There corresponds to the elements x* (1 ^X^co) an isomorphism Jx> of f(ß)

with E"(X*). Introduce n— co new letters Z* (1 ^h^n— co), and define J

to be the isomorphism of X[[X]] with ÜT[[X*, Z*]] which maps Xix upon

X* (l^X^co) and Zh upon Z* (l^h^n— co). Then J establishes a one-to-

one correspondence between the varieties in En(X) and the varieties in

En(X*, Z*). Let OV be the origin of £»—(Z*). Then, clearly, J( U) = JA U) X 0Z.
for any subvariety 27 of ß. Let 27i be the variety in En(X) which is defined by
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the condition that J(Ui) = JX>(U) XEn~"(Z*). Then U is obviously the only

component of the intersection of Ui and ß and i(U\ U\ - 0) = 1 by Theorem 4,

§4, p. 39.
Let Vi be the variety such that J(Vi) = /,»(F) XE"-°>(Z*) and let Ui

be any variety such that U = U{ ■ ß. If u and v are the dimensions of U

and V respectively, Ui is of dimension n-\-u— w and Vi is of dimension

n+v—cü. Since M is of dimension u+v—u, it is a proper component of

the intersection of U{, Fi and ß. It follows from Theorem 6, §6, p. 45 that

i(M; Ui ■ V)=i(M; U- Vi). By Theorem 4, §4, p. 39, we see that i(M; U- Fi)
=*(/,»(M); Jx>(U) JAV))=ia(M; U- V). Theorem 8 is thereby proved.

We shall now proceed to generalize for relative intersections the essential

properties of ordinary intersections.

It would be easy to give a criterion of relative multiplicity 1 which is a

straightforward generalization of Theorem 2, §3, p. 37. Instead, we shall

give here a theorem of a slightly different type, which will be useful in the

intersection theory of algebraic varieties.

Theorem 9. Let U and V be two subvarieties of ß, of respective dimensions

u and v. Then the following two assertions are equivalent: (1) there exist

n-\-o} — u—v power series of which each vanishes either on U or on V and whose

Jacobian matrix is of rank n+a — u—v at the origin; (2) the intersection of U

and V contains only one component M; this component is proper with respect

to ß and ia{M; U- V) — 1; the origin is simple on M. Furthermore, if (1) and

(2) hold true, then the origin is simple on both U and V.

Assume first that (1) holds. Let Hk (1 ^k^n+u — u — v) be power se-

ries which have the described properties. .By Lemma 2 above, the cycle

(Hi, • • " i 77n+„_„_r) is defined and is a variety of M of dimension u+v—ca

on which the origin is simple. If Mo is any component of the intersection of U

and V, then clearly M0(ZM. Since dim M0^u-\-v— w by Theorem la, we

have M= Mo. Let U and o be the prime ideals which correspond to U and V;

the prime ideal m which corresponds to AI is the ideal generated by

Hi, • • ■ , 77n+ta_u_„ and is therefore contained in the ideal generated by u

and b. It follows immediately that m coincides with the ideal generated by

it and b. Let q be the prime ideal which corresponds to ß. Then m/q is the

ideal generated by u/q and b/q. Making use of Proposition 6, §3, p. 36 we

see that i(Jx-(M); Jx-( U) ■ Jx-( V)) = 1, whence ia(M; U- V) = 1.

Assume now that (2) holds. Since the origin is simple on M, we can

find u letters X, say Xml, • • • , Xmf, such that the functions induced by

Xmu ■ • • , Xm„ on M form a regular system of parameters in \(M) (fi is

the dimension of M, that is, n^u+v—u). Then it is clear that

M-(Xmu ■ ■ ■ , Xm„)=0, where 0 stands for the origin. Let Ui be a variety

such that U—Ui-^l. Then M— Ui-V, whence, by Theorem 6a, §8, p. 51,

0= Ui- V-(Xmi, • • • , Xmß). It follows in particular that V-(Xmi, • • • , Xm„)
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is a variety on which 0 is simple (by the corollary to Theorem 2, §3, p.

37). It follows that we can find indices mu+i, • • • , mß+fl-, such that

0 = (V-(Xmi, • • • , A"»,)) • (Xmil+1, • • • , Xm)I+l,>) = V-(Xmi, • • • , Xmik+Il,). This

proves in particular that 0 is simple on V. Moreover, the functions induced

by.-Xi, • • • , Xm„+lx', on V forma regular system of parameters in f(F). By

Proposition 9, L.R., §111, p. 703, the functions induced on VbyXmi, • • •, Xm„

generate a prime ideal in f(F). This means that the ideal generated by b

and Xmi, • • • , Xm„ is the prime ideal b' which corresponds to the variety

V- (Xmi, • • ■ , Xm„). Let Ui be the prime ideal which corresponds to Z7i; then

(Proposition 6, §3, p. 36) the ideal generated by Ui and b' is the ideal of non-

units in 1T[[X]]. It follows that we can find n elements H{, ■ • • , H~ of

which each belongs either to Ui or to b' such that their functional determinant

does not vanish at the origin. Arranging the power series H{, • • • , Hn in

a suitable order, we may assume without loss of generality that the func-

tional determinant of H{ H^-ß with respect to the letters X other

than Xmi, • • • , Xm„ does not vanish at the origin. This property will be pre-

served if we modify H{, • • • , /7„'_u by adding elements of the ideal generated

by Xmu • • • . Xmi,- By such modifications we may bring those power series

Hi which are not in Ui in the ideal b. We see that (1) holds. Furthermore,

we have seen in the course of the proof that 0 is simple on V. A similar argu-

ment shows that 0 is also simple on U.

Theorem 4b. Let us consider two series of letters {Xlt • • • , Xm} and

{ Fi, • ■ • , F„}. Let Q be a variety in Em(X) on which the origin is simple,

and let U and V be two subvarieties of ß. Let ßi be a variety in En( Y) on which

the origin is simple, and let R and S be two subvarieties of ßi. Assume that M is a

proper component of the intersection of U and V with respect to ß and that N

is a proper component of the intersection of R and S with respect to ßi. Then

MX A7 is a proper component of the intersection of UXR and VXS with respect

to Q.X^iandwehaveiaxai(MXN;(UXR) ■ (VXS)) =ia(M; U- F)t0l(Ar;P-5).

We may consider f(ßXßi) as a Kroneckerian product of f(ß) and f(ßi)

over K. Let {x*, • • • ,x*} be a regular system of parmaeters in f(ß), and let

{y*, • • • i be a regular system of parameters in f(ßi). Then the ele-

ments x*, yf, taken together, form a regular system of parameters in

f(ßXßi). If we introduce letters X?, • • • , X* and Ff, • • • , YJ*, then the

isomorphisms of f (0) with K [ [X* ] ] and /„. of f (ßi) with K [ [ Y* ] ] are the

contractions to f(ß) and f(ßi) respectively of the isomorphism /«•,»• of

f(ßXßi) with K[[X*, Y*]]. We have Jx.,y.(UXR) = JAU)XJy>(R),
Jz'.v'(VXS) = JAV)XJV'(S). Therefore, Theorem 4b follows immediately

from Theorem 4, §4, p. 39.

A component M of the intersection of three subvarieties U, Fand IF of ß

is said to be proper with respect to ß if it is of dimension u+v+w — 2co, where

«, v and w are the respective dimensions of U, V, and W.
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Theorem 6b. Let U, V and W be three subvarieties of ß. Assume that M is

a proper component of the intersection of U, V and W with respect to ß. Let

Pi, • • ■ , Pa be all the distinct components of the intersection of U and V which

contain M, and let Qu • • ■ , Qh be all the distinct components of the intersection

of V and W which contain M. Then Pi is a proper component of the intersection

of U and V with respect to ß, and M is a proper component of the intersection

of Pi and W with respect to ß (1 S i Sg) I Qj is a proper component of the intersec-

tion of V and W with respect to ß and M is a proper component of the intersec-

tion of U and Qj with respect to ß. We have

O h

E *a(Pil U-V)ia(M; PfW) = £ ia(Qr, V- W)ia(M; Qj- U).
i-l ;=1

This follows immediately from Theorem 6, §6, p. 45, if we remember

that the number i(Jx>(M); Jx-(U) • JX>(V) ■ JX-{W)) does not change if we per-

mute U, V, W in any way.

Part III

1. Algebraic varieties. Let K be an algebraically closed field. To every

system of n letters {Xu • • ■ , Xn) we assign an object An{X), which we call

the affine space with coordinates X\, • • • , Xn. To every prime ideal u in

K [X], we assign (in a one-to-one way) an object U which we call an algebraic

variety in A "(X). We say that the variety U and the prime ideal u correspond

to each other. In particular, we identify A n(X) with the variety which corre-

sponds to the zero ideal.

If U is the algebraic variety which corresponds to the prime ideal u, the

ring 7T[X]/u is called the ring of polynomial functions on U; this ring will

be denoted by f(f7). The residue class modulo it of a polynomial FdK~[X]

is called the function induced by F on U. The field of quotients of f(t/) is

called the field of rational functions on U. This field is denoted by P(i7). The

ring of quotients of it with respect to K[X] is called the neighborhood ring

of U; this ring is denoted by 9t(t7) and its completion by 3l(U).

Proceeding in the same way as we did for algebroid varieties, we define

the relationship of inclusion of an algebraic variety U in an algebraic variety

V, and the related notions, such as the relative neighborhood ring Hv{U) of U

with respect to V.

If U is an algebraic variety, the field P(f7) is a finite extension field of K.

The degree of transcendancy of this extension is called the dimension of U.

In particular, the dimension of An(X) is n.

Proposition 1. Let U be a variety of dimension uin A "(X). Then f (U) con-

tains u elements y%, • • • , y„ which are algebraically independent over K and

such that f(U) is finite over K[yu • • • , y„].

Let [Yi, • ■ • , Yn} be a system of integrity in 7sT[X] which contains an
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integrity set { F„<+i, • • • , F„| of the prime ideal u which defines U (cf.

Lemma 2, §1, part I, p. 5). Then uf^K [Y]=u' is the ideal generated by

Yu'+i, ■ • ■ , Yn in K [ Y]; f (U) is integral over 7£[F]/u', which is isomorphic

with K[Yu • ■ • , Yu>]. It follows immediately that u = u'.

Proposition 2. Let U and V be algebraic varieties in A "(X) such that 77C V.

If u and v are the respective dimensions of U and V, we have u i»» and Sflv(U)

is a geometric local ring of dimension v — u. The equality u = v implies U=V.

Using the notation of the proof of Proposition 1, we observe that the ring

of quotients of u' with respect to ÜT[F] is a nucleus for 9c(c7) (Lemma 7, §1,

p. 8). It follows that 9c(tV) is a local ring of dimension n — u. Let b be the

prime ideal which corresponds to V. Then 9c(F) is isomorphic with

(yi(U))m(.u); since 9c(F) is of dimension n—v, it follows from Theorem 2, §1,

p. 11, that b9c(Z7) is an ideal of dimension (n—u)—{n—v)=v — u in 9c(C7).

Therefore ^flv(U), which is isomorphic with 9c(7J)/b9f(U), is of dimension

v — u. If v = u, we have b9c(£/) =u9c(C/), whence b = u, F= U.

The definitions relative to products of algebraic varieties are entirely simi-

lar to the corresponding definitions for algebroid varieties and need not be

stated here. We can also extend without difficulty the notion of a copy of an

affine space and the related notions (diagonal, construction of MA, and so on).

An algebraic variety of dimension 0 is called a point. If p is the prime ideal

which corresponds to a point P, each Xk is congruent modulo p to an element

au of K. The elements au • '• ■ , an are called the coordinates of P.

If a point P is a subvariety of a variety U, we say that P lies on U, or

that P is a point of U, or that U goes through P.

If P is a variety which corresponds to a maximal prime ideal p in K [X]

then P is a point. In fact, if P were of dimension w>0, f(P) would be finite

over a ring isomorphic with K\X\, • • • , Xu] \ making use of Lemma 4, L.R.,

§11, p. 694, we see that f(P) would contain ideals distinct from the zero ideal

and from f(P), which is impossible. Since every prime ideal in 7T[X] is con-

tained in some maximal prime ideal, we see that every algebraic variety con--

tains at least one point.

Proposition 3. Let V be an algebraic variety, and let U\, • • • ; Ua be

subvarieties of V, all different fron V itself. Then V contains a point which does

not lie on any one of the Ui's.

Let b and u; be the prime ideals which correspond to V and Ui respec-

tively. Let { Fi, • • • , F„| be a system of integrity in which con-

tains a set of integrity { F„+i, ■ • • , Fn} of b. Then K[X]/Ui is finite over

7£[F]/(Uir^7T[F]) and therefore P(Z7,) is an algebraic extension of the

field of quotients of K [Y]/(UiC\K[Y]). Since dim Ui <A\m V, we see

that K[Y]r\UiAK[Y]r\v. It follows that there exists a polynomial

Fi(Yi, ■ ■ ■ , YV)A0 in Fi, • • • , F„ alone which belongs to u,. Set F=JlLiPi
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— 1. Then F is not a unit m K[YU ■ ■ ■ , Yv]. It follows immediately that

the ideal generated by vr\K [ Y] and F in K [ Y] is not the unit ideal and is

therefore contained in some maximal prime ideal p of K [X]. The point P

which is defined by p satisfies our requirements.

2. Sheets of a variety at a point. Let P be a point of coordinates au ■ ■ ■ ,an

in the affine space An(X). Then 9t(P) is the ring of quotients with respect to

.ST [AT] of the ideal generated in this ring by Xi — ax, ■ • • , X„ — a„, and the

completion $(P) of ^(P) is[ [A^-ai, ■ • • ,I„-o„]].

Let us introduce n new letters Xi, • • • , X„. Associated to these letters

there is a local space En(X) (with the same groundfield K as A n(X)). On

the other hand, there exists a uniquely determined isomorphism JP of 9t(P)

into ÜT[[X]] which maps Xk upon Xk+a-k (1 Sk^n). The composite object

formed by E"(X) and JP is what we shall call the local space attached to the

point P of An(X). This object will be denoted by EP(X).

Definition 1. Let U be an algebraic variety in A n{X), and let u be the prime

ideal which corresponds to U. Let P be a point of U. Let fii, • • • , IL, be the prime

divisors of JP(u)K[[X]]. The algebroid varieties in EP(X) which correspond

to these prime ideals are called the sheets of U at the point P.

Proposition 1. If P is a point of the algebraic variety U, every sheet of the

variety U at P has the same dimension as U itself.

This follows immediately from Theorem 4, §4, part I, p. 22 if we observe

that uDfJ(P) is of dimension u in 9c(P) if Z7 is of dimension u (cf. Proposition 2,

§1, P- 58).
Moreover, it follows from Theorem 1, §1, part I, p. 11 that JP(u)K [ [X] ]

is the intersection of the ideals ü; (1 Si^sg) and it follows from Theorem 4,

§4, part I, p. 22 that ü,n/P(9c(P)) = JP(uW(P)). Since 9tt/(P) is isomorphic

in a natural way with 9c(P)/u9c(P), our last result shows that there is a natu-

ral isomorphism of 9cc/ (P) with a subring of 9c(t7,), where Ui is the sheet

which corresponds to Ü,-. This last isomorphism will also be denoted by Jp.

If F€zR~[X], JP maps the function induced by F on U upon the function

induced by JP(F) on £/,.

Proposition 2. Assume that U is a subvariety of a variety V in An(X),

and let P be a point of U. Then every sheet of U at P is contained in at least-

one sheet V at P.

Using the same notation as above, let furthermore b be the prime ideal

which corresponds to V. Then bCu and therefore 7p(b)Cü,-. Since ü, is prime,

it must contain at least one of the prime ideals of which JP(b)K [ [X] ] is the

intersection. This observation proves Proposition 2.

Remark. It is not true in general that every sheet of V at P contains some

sheet of U at P. For instance, the equation XiX2+Xl-\-Xl = 0 defines a sur-

face V in A3(Xi, X2, Xi); this surface has two sheets at the origin of coordi-
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nates. On the other hand, V contains the line U of equations Xi = X3 = 0;

this line has one sheet at the origin, and this sheet is contained in only one

of the sheets of V.

Let us now consider two aflfine spaces Am(X) and An(Y). Let P be a

point in Am(X) and let Q be a point in An(Y); then PXQ (considered as a

product of zero-dimensional varieties) is a point in Am(X) XAn(Y). If we

construct EpX"Q(X, F), we may consider Em+n(X, Y) as the product of Em(X)

and En(Y). Moreover, the isomorphism Jpxq coincides with Jp on 9t(P) and

with JQ on.91(0) (observe that 9i(P) and 9c(Q) are subrings of 9t(PX<2))-

Proposition 3. Let U be an algebraic variety inAm(X), and let Ui, ■ ■ ■ , Ua

be the sheets of U at one of its points P. Let V be an algebraic variety in A "(F),

and let V\, • • • , Vb be the sheets of V at one of its points Q. Then the sheets of

UX V at PXQ are the ab algebroid varieties U*XVß (1 gaga, 1 gß&b).

Let u and b be the prime ideals in K [X] and K [ Y] which correspond to U

and V respectively; let to be the prime ideal generated by u and b in K [X, F],

so that ro is the prime ideal which corresponds to UX V. Let u„ be the prime

ideal in üT[[Jf]] which corresponds to Ua, and let B3 be the prime ideal in

/^[[F]] which corresponds to Vß. Then the prime ideal in ^[[X, Y]] which

corresponds to UaXVß is the ideal generated by ü„ and b^. This ideal con-

tains Jpxq(to) and is of dimension u+v if u and v are the dimensions of U

and V respectively. It follows immediately that UaX Vß is a sheet of UX V

at PXQ. Conversely, let rö be a prime ideal in X[[X, F]] which contains

Jpx<i(to) and which is of dimension u-\-v. Since ffj contains Jp(u), it must con-

tain one of the prime ideals ü„ K [ [X, Y]] of which JP(u)K [ [X, 7]] is the

intersection(37). Similarly, ffj must contain one of the ideals QßK[[X, Y]].

It follows that the sheet W of UX V which corresponds to SB is contained in

one of the algebroid varieties {/„X Vß. Since dim W = u+v = dim UaXVß, we

have W = Ua X Vß. Proposition 3 is thereby proved.

3. Simple subvarieties.

Proposition 1. Let U be an algebraic variety in An(X). Then 9c(c7) is a

regular local ring. The ring 9c(i7) contains a subfield isomorphic with P(E/)

which is a complete system of representatives for the residue classes modulo the

maximal prime ideal in this ring.

Let Xi, ' • • , x» be the functions induced by X\, ■ ■ ■ , Xn respectively

on U. Then P((7) =K(xi, ■ ■ ■ , xn). Since K is algebraically closed, P(i7) is

separably generated over K, and there exists a subset • • • , Xku} of

} which is a separating transcendence base of P((7) with re-

spect to K (u is the dimension of U). Since Xku • • • , **„ are algebraically

independent over AT, 9c(t7) contains the field K(Xk„ • • • , Xku), and this field

(") If an element F(X, Y)JE.K[[x, f]] belongs tor\auaK[[x, Y]], the coefficient in Fot

every monomial in the letters Fbelongs to ua for every a, whence F(E.Jp(u)K[[x, Y]].
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is a basic field of 9c(77). The field of residues of 9c(77), being P(77), is separable

over K(Xki, • • • , Xku). It follows from Proposition 3, L.R., §111, p. 701, that

K(Xku • • • , Xku) is contained in a subfield L of 9l( U) which is a complete

set of representatives for the residue classes modulo the maximal prime ideal.

Let [h, ' ' • , ln-u} be the complementary set of {ki, • • • , ku\ with respect

to {1, • • • , n], and let £/ be the element of L which belongs to the residue

class of Xh (lgjgn-u). Then K[X]CL[Xh-^, • • ■ , It
follows immediately that Z|,-{i, • • • , X[n_u — form a set of generators

of the maximal prime ideal in 91(77), which proves that 91(77), and therefore

also 91 ((7), is regular.

Proposition 2. Let U be an algebraic variety of dimension u in A"(X), and

let F\, ■ ■ ■ , P„_u be n — u polynomials which vanish on 77. Then the following

assertions are equivalent: (1) Pi, • • • , Fn-U form a regular system of parameters

in 9c ((7); (2) the Jacobian matrix of Ft, • ■ ■ , F„_„ does not vanish on 77.

The proof of Proposition 2 is almost identical with the proof of the cor-

responding statement for algebroid varieties (Proposition 2, §3, part II, p. 34).

Remark. If we have any number of polynomials which vanish on 77, then

their Jacobian matrix is of rank not greater than n — u on 77 (cf. the similar

remark for algebroid varieties, §3, part II, p. 35).

Definition 1(38). Let U be a subvariety of a variety V in A n(X). If the local

ring 9cV(77) is regular, we shall say that U is simple on V. If not, we say that 77

is singular on V.

Proposition 3. Let 77 be a subvariety of an algebraic variety V. A necessary

and sufficient condition for 77 to be simple on V is that there should exist a regular

system of parameters in 9f(77) which contains a system of parameters in 9c(F).

The proof is identical with the proof of the corresponding assertion for

algebroid varieties (§3, part II, p. 35).

Proposition 4. Let 77 be a subvariety of an algebric variety V in A"(X),

and let v be the dimension of V. A necessary and sufficient condition for 77 to be

simple on V is that there should exist n—v polynomials which vanish on V and

whose Jacobian matrix is of rank n — v on 77.

(1) Assume that 77 is simple on V. Then there exists a regular system of

parameters {Pi, • • • , F„-u} in 9c(77) which contains a system of parameters

{Pi, • • • , Fn-t.} in 9c(F). We may assume without loss of generality that

Ft, ' • • , F„_tt are polynomials. From the fact that the Jacobian matrix of

Pi, • • • , F„_u is of rank n — u on 77, it follows immediately that the Jacobian

matrix of Pi, • ■ ■ , Fn_„ is of rank n — v on 77.

(3S) This definition of simple subvarieties is due to O. Zariski. Cf. his paper Algebraic varie-

ties over ground fields of characteristic 0, Amer. J. Math. vol. 62 (1940) p. 187.
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(2) Assume that Fi, * • • , Fn-V are polynomials which vanish on V and

whose Jacobian matrix is of rank n — v on U. Let {Gi, • ■ • , G„_„} be any

regular system of parameters in 9c (£/). Then we may express F, in the form

Fi=YLnsZiAijGj with yl,-,G9c(t7). Let u be the prime ideal which corresponds

to U. If we observe that the partial derivatives of a rational function belong-

ing to 9c(t7) also belong to 9c(£/), we see that dFi/dXtt^ZiuAiflGj/dXh

(mod u9l((7)). From the fact that the Jacobian matrix of Fi, • • • , F„_„ is of

rank n—v on U, we conclude that one of the determinants of order n—v

which can be extracted from the matrix (Ai,) is a unit in 9c(i7). If we arrange

Gi, ■ • ■ , G„_u in a suitable order, we can express &, • • • , G„_„ as linear

combinations of Fi, • • ; , F„_„, G„_„+i, • • • , G„_„ with coefficients in 9c(t7).

It follows that Fi, • • ■ , Fn-v, G„_v+i, • • • , G„_„ form a regular system of

parameters in 9c((7), which proves that U is simple on F.

Remark. Let there be given a system of generators {Fi, • • • , Fh} of the

prime ideal ö which corresponds to V. Then, if U is simple on V, the n—v

polynomials which have the property described in Proposition 4 may be

selected among Pi, • • • , F„. In fact, every polynomial which vanishes on V

is a linear combination of Fi, • • • , Pn with coefficients in it follows

that the Jacobian matrix of any system of polynomials which vanish on V is

congruent modulo b to a multiple of the Jacobian matrix of Fi, • • • , Fh, and

our assertion follows immediately.

Proposition 5. Let V be an algebraic variety in An(X). Then there exists a

finite set {Si, • • • , S,} (which may be empty) of subvarieties of V with the fol-

lowing properties: (1) each Si is different from V; (2) every subvariety of Si is

singular on V; (3) if a subvariety of V is not contained in any one of the varieties

Si, then it is simple on V.

Let {Fi, • • • , Fh} be a set of generators of the prime ideal b which cor-

responds to V. Let 8 be the ideal generated by Fi, ■ • • , F„ and by all the

determinants of order n—v which can be extracted from the Jacobian matrix

of Pi, • • • , Fh. Let 8i, • • • , 8, be the minimal prime divisors of 8 (s = 0 if 8

is the unit ideal), and let Si, • • • , S. be the subvarieties of V which corre-

spond to 8i, • • • , 8,. Since Fis clearly regular on itself, we have S^b, whence

SiA V. It follows immediately from Proposition 4 and the remark which fol-

lows it that Si, • • • , S. have the properties (2) and (3).

Corollary 1. If U is a simple subvariety of V, then every subvariety of V

which contains U is simple.

This follows immediately from Proposition 5.

Corollary 2. Let Ubea simple subvariety of variety V, and let Wi, • ■ •, Wa

be subvarieties of V none of which contains U. Then there exists a point on U

which is simple on both U and V and which does not belong to any one of the

varieties Wk.
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Let the prime ideals 8; be defined as in the proof of Proposition 5, and

let tOk be the prime ideal which corresponds to Wk- If u is the prime ideal

which corresponds to 77, we denote by S<j the minimal prime divisors (if any)

of the ideal generated by it and 8,-, and by ton the minimal prime divisors

(if any) of the ideal generated by u and to*. Let Sn be the subvariety which

corresponds to 8;, and let Wki be the variety which corresponds to tOki- Then

it follows from our assumptions that Sn and Wki are subvarieties of 77 differ-

ent from 77 itself. Let T\, ■ ■ • , Tt be the subvarieties of 77 which play with

respect to 77 the same role as Su '* • i Sa with respect to V. By Proposition 3,

§1, p. 58, 77 contains a point P which does not belong to any one of the varie-

ties Sij, Wki, Tm. Such a point has the required properties.

Definition 2. Let P be a simple point on a variety V in An(X), and let

«i, • • • , oB be the coordinates of P. To every polynomial F which vanishes on V,

let us construct the polynomial ^k=idF/dXk(ai, • • • , o„) • (Xk — Ok). Let t be

the prime ideal generated by all linear polynomials obtained in this way. The

variety T which corresponds to t is called the tangent linear variety to V at P.

It is clear from what was said above that T is of dimension equal to the

dimension of V and goes through P.

Proposition 6. Let U be a simple subvariety of an algebraic variety V, and

let P be a point on 77. Then every sheet U of U at P is contained in exactly

one sheet V of V at P, and U is simple on V.

Let u and b be the prime ideals which correspond to 77 and V respectively.

Denote by u* the prime ideal which corresponds to 77 in 9cV(P) (u* is there-

fore the ideal generated by u/b in the ring of quotients of p/b with respect

to f(Vj, where p is the prime ideal which corresponds to P). The ring of quo-

tients of u* with respect to 9cV(P) is 3lv(U) and is therefore regular. Let

<j>i, • ■ • , <p„_„ be elements of 9cV(P) which form a regular system of parame-

ters in 9cV(77), whence e(9cV(77); <f>i, ■ ■ ■ , <p„_u) = 1 by Theorem 3, §2, part I,

p. 14. Let ü be a minimal prime divisor of ü*3tv(P) in 9iy(P) and let $ be

the natural homomorphism of 9cV(P) into (3lv(P))ü- Then it follows from

Theorem 4, §4, part I, p. 22 that e((9tV(P))u; $(c6i), • • • , *(<?*-«)) = 1. We

conclude that (9t>(P))u is a regular local ring and therefore that the zero

ideal in this ring is prime. This means that the kernel of the homomorphism

$ is a prime ideal in 5cV(P) and therefore(39) that ü contains exactly one of the

prime divisors of the zero ideal in iJcV(P). Now, we have 5cV(P) =5c(P)/b5c(P) ;

it follows that the prime divisors of the zero ideal in SRv(P) correspond in

a one-to-one way to the sheets of V at P. The minimal prime divisors of

u*9ly(P) correspond in a one-to-one way to the prime divisors of the zero ideal

(39) The kernel of <j> is the intersection of the primary components of the zero ideal in 9xy(P)

which are contained in u; cf. my paper On the ring of quotients of a prime ideal, Bull. Amer.

Math. Soc. vol. 50 (1944) p. 93.
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in 9MP)/u*9tV(P). which is a completion of 9tr(P)/u*9cV(P) and may there-

fore be identified with 9l(P)/u9l((P). It follows that the prime divisors of

u*5cV(P) correspond in a one-to-one way to the sheets of 77 at P. We have

therefore proved that every sheet of 77 at P is contained in exactly one sheet

of V at P. Let U be the sheet of 77 which corresponds to it, and let V be the

sheet of V at P which corresponds to the prime divisor B of the zero ideal in

5cV(P) which is contained in ü, so that UQV. Then f(F) is isomorphic with

9cv(P)/B9cV(P) and 9c?(77) is isomorphic with the ring of quotients of tt/B

with respect to 9ly(P)/59iV(P). But this last ring of quotients coincides by

definition with (9cV(P))ü, and is therefore regular. It follows that 77 is simple

on V. Proposition 4 is thereby proved.

Corollary. If P is a simple point on a variety V, then V has only one sheet

at P.

In fact, it is obvious that P has only one sheet at P.

Proposition 7. Let U be a subvariety of a variety V in A"{X), and let P

be a point of 77. Assume that there exists a sheet U of U at P which is contained

in only one sheet V of V at P and which is simple on V. Then 77 is simple on V.

Let u and B be the prime ideals which correspond to U and V; let ü and 5

be the prime ideals in 91 (P) which correspond to 77 and V respectively. Let

Bi, • • • , Ba be the prime ideals in 5c(P) of which B9c(P) is the intersection

(with Bi = B). Since 77 is simple on V, we can find n—v power series <b\, • • •, c/>n_„

in n arguments such that <j>i(X), • • • , 6n-v(X) vanish on V and that the

Jacobian matrix of <j>i(X), • • • , 6n-v(X) is of rank n — v on U. Since V is

the only sheet of V at P which contains 77, we can find for each k>l an ele-

ment \pkGBi which does not belong to Ü. Set \p=\p2 ■ • • Tph', then \j/ can be ex-

pressed in the form $(Xi—»i, ■ * *» Xn — an), where \{/ is a power series in

n arguments and o%, ■ ■ ■ , an are the coordinates of P. The Jacobian matrix

of \l/(X)6i(X), • ■ • , \p(X)6n-v{X) is again of rank n—v on T7. On the other

hand, the elements \f/(X— a)6i(X—a) (l^iSn—v) belong to 89l(P) and can

therefore be written as linear combinations of elements of B with coefficients

in K [ [X—a]]. It follows immediately that there exist n—v polynomials in B

whose images by Jp have the property that their Jacobian matrix is of rank

n — v on 77. Since ü{~\K [X] =it, the Jacobian matrix of our n—v polynomials

is of rank n—v on 77, and Propsition 7 is proved.

4. Intersections of algebraic varieties. Let 77 and V be two algebraic

varieties in An(X). A variety M is said to belong to the intersection of 77 and

V if it is a subvariety of both 77and V; this being so, if furthermore no variety

containing M and different from M belongs to the intersection of 77 and V,

then we say that M is a component of the intersection of 77 and V. Exactly

as in the case of algebroid varieties, we see that the intersection of 77 and V

has only a finite number of components (this number may here be 0) and that
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every variety which is contained in the intersection of 77 and V is contained

in one of the components of this intersection.

Proposition 1. Let M be a component of the intersection of two algebraic

varieties 77 and V, and let P be a point of M. Let U\, • ■ • , Ua be the sheets of

77 at P and let V\, • ■ ■ , Vb be the sheets of V at P. Then every sheet of M at P

is a component of the intersection of some Ua with some Vß. Conversely, every

component of the intersection of Ua and Vß is contained in a sheet at P of some

component of the intersection of U and V.

Let u, to and m be the prime ideals in K [X] which correspond to 77, V and

M respectively. The sheets 77« correspond in a one-to-one way to the minimal

prime divisors ft* of u9l(P) in 9l(P); the sheets Vß correspond in a one-to-one

way to the minimal prime divisors of the ideal ti9c(P) in 9I(P). Let m be a

minimal prime divisor of miTcCP). Since m contains it and to, Hi contains one

of the ideals üa, say üao, and also one of the prime ideals 8/s, say Bs0. Let fn'

be a prime ideal contained in fn and containing it«0 and B^; then m'f\K [X]

is contained in m and contains it and to. Since M is a component of the inter-

section of 77and V, it follows that mT\K [X] = m, whence m9l(P)Cnt'. Since

m is a minimal prime divisor of m9c.(P), it follows that in'= fit, which proves

that the sheet of M at P which corresponds to fn is a component of the inter-

section of T/Oo and Vßr

If n is any prime ideal in 9t(P) which contains üa and Bp, then nC\K [X]

contains u and to, and therefore also some minimal prime divisor of the ideal

generated by it and to in K [X]. Proposition 1 is thereby proved.

Remark. We have proved a little more than we announced, namely that

if a sheet M of M at P is contained in the intersection of Ua and Vß, then M

is a component of this intersection.

Theorem I. Let 77 and V be subvarieties of an algebraic variety Qin An(X).

Assume that some component M of the intersection of 77 and V is simple on Q.

Let u, v and co be the dimensions of 77, V and 12 respectively. Then the dimension

of M is at least u-\-v —a.

By Corollary 2 to Proposition 5, §3, p. 62, we can find a point P on M

which is simple on Q. Then ß has only one sheet at P and the origin is simple

on this sheet. Theorem 1 follows therefore immediately from Proposition 1

above and from Theorem la, §9, part II, p. 53.

Remark 1. Even in the case where u+v— co^O, it cannot be asserted that

there exists a variety which belongs to the intersection of 77 and V, as is

proved by the example of two generatrices of the same system on a quadric

in^l3(X).

Remark 2. It follows easily from the previous example that a cone of the

second degree in A*(X) will generally contain two linear varieties of dimen-

sion 2 which have in common only the vertex of the cone. It follows that the
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assumption that M is simple on ß is essential in the statement of Theorem 1.

Definition 1. Let U and V be two subvarieties of an algebraic variety of

dimension co, and let u and v be the dimensions of U and V. A component M of

the intersection of U and V is said to be a proper component of this intersection

with respect to ß if M is simple on ß and is of dimension u-\-v—(a. If M is

proper with respect to An(X), it is said to be a proper component of the inter-

section of U and V.

The reader will observe that, in this last case, the condition about the

simplicity of M is automatically satisfied.

We shall now define multiplicities for the proper components of inter-

sections of algebraic varieties.

Definition 2. Let ß be an algebraic variety in An(X), and let M be a sub-

variety of ß which is simple on ß. Let co be the dimension of ß. Then a set

{Xilt • • • , Xiu\ composed ofu of the letters X is said to be a set of uniformizing

coordinates on ß along M if there exists a set ofm — co polynomials Fi, • • • , Fn-U

which vanish on ß and whose functional determinant with respect to the n—u

letters X which do not occur among Xtu • • • , X<„ does not vanish on M.

It is clear that such uniformizing coordinates always exist.

Let now M be a component of the intersection of two subvarieties U and

V of ß, and assume that M is proper with respect to ß. Let An(X') be a copy

of the space An(X), and let V be the copy of V in An(X'). We also construct

the diagonal A of An(X) XAn(X') and the subvariety MA of A whose projec-

tion on An(X) is M. Let x« and */ be the functions induced on UXV' by

Xi and XI respectively. Then the n functions x{ —Xi vanish on MA. Con-

versely, let N be a subvariety of UX V on which the n functions xi —Xi

vanish. Then N is contained in A and prx NC_U, prx> NQV', whence

prx NCV. If N~Z)MA, we have M = prx N, whence MA = N. It follows that

the n elements */ — x, generate an ideal which is primary for the ideal of

nonunits in 3lvxv(MA). But these elements will not form a system of param-

eters in yiuxv(MA), because the dimension of SSluxv(MA) is u+v

— (u-\-v—u>) =co and not n. Assume now that Xix, • ■ • , Xiu form a system of

uniformizing coordinates on ß along M. Then we shall see that the ideal

generated by the n elements xi —x, (l^i^n) is already generated by the

co elements x'^—x^ (1 gX^co). Let Fi, • • • , Fn-U be n— co polynomials which

vanish on ß and whose functional determinant with respect to the letters

X which do not occur among Xiu • • • , X<„ does not vanish on M. We have

Fk(xi, • ■ • , xn)=0, Fk(xi, • • • , Xn)=0 (l^k^n) because UX V is con-

tained in ßXß'. Let f be the ideal generated by xi —Xi, • • • , — xn in

yiuxv(MA); then we have by the Taylor expansion theorem

n

Z dFk/dXiixu • • • , xn)(xj - xi) m 0 (mod f).
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If j' is the ideal generated by x^—xiv • • • , x'ia — it follows easily that

fCf' + f2- Proceeding by induction on h, we conclude that fCj'4-f* for

every h. Since f' is closed in the local ring topology of yiuxv(MA), we have

f' = %, and our assertion is proved. It follows that x'tl —XiU • • • , x'ia—form

a system of parameters in SS\.uxv{Mh).

Definition 3. Let U and V be two subvarieties of an algebraic variety fi.

Assume that M is a proper component of the intersection of U and V with re-

spect to Q. Let A"(X') be a copy of the space An(X) and let V be the copy of

V in An(X). Let {Xtl, • • • , be a system of uniformizing variables on 0

along M, and let Xi and x' be the functions induced by X,- and X[ on M. Then

the relative multiplicity with respect to Si of M in the intersection of U and V is

defined to be the number e(yiuxv(MA); x^—x^, ■ • • , x'ia— xiu). This number

is denoted by iß(M; U- V).

Observe that it follows from what we have proved and from Proposition 3,

§2, part I, p. 14 that the multiplicity e(3luxv(MA); x'iX— XiU • • • , x'iu—xiu)

does not depend on the choice of the uniformizing coordinates XiU • • • , Xia.

Theorem 2. Let U and V be subvarieties of an algebraic variety ß. Assume

that M is a proper component of the intersection of U and V with respect to £2.

Let P be a point of M, and let M be a sheet of M at P. Let Ui, • ■ • , Ua be all

the distinct sheets of U at P which contain M and let Vi, • • • , Vb be all the

distinct sheets of V at P which contain M; let SI be the unique sheet of ß at P.

Then M is a proper component of the intersection of Ua and Vß with respect to fl,

and we have
a,b

ia(M; U-V) = £ iä(M;Va-7ß).
a—l.ß—1

Let «, v and w be the dimensions of U, V and ß respectively. Then

dim M = dim M = u-\-v— to, dim TJa = u, dim V$ = v, and the first assertion of

Theorem 2 follows immediately from the remark which follows the proof of

Proposition 1.

Let u, b and rrt be the prime ideals in X[X] which correspond to U, V

and M respectively. We denote by P' the copy of P in A n(X'), by b' the ideal

in X[X'] which corresponds to V, by to the ideal generated by u and b' in

K[X, X'] (that is, also the prime ideal which corresponds to UXV'), and

by mA the prime ideal in K~[X, X'] which corresponds to MA. The space

Ep'(X') may be considered to be a copy of Ep{X); then the sheets of V at P'

become the copies of the sheets of V at P, and the algebroid varieties in

Ep(X) XEp-(X') are put in a one-to-one correspondence with the prime ideals

in 97(PXP')- Let föaß and fnA be the prime ideals in 5l(PXP') which corre-

spond to Ua X Vß and to MA respectively (where Vß is the copy of Vß in

EP(X') and where Ä is the diagonal of EnP(X) XE^{X')).

Let {Xi1: • • • , Xia) be a system of uniformizing coordinates on 0 at P;
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then these letters are also uniformizing coordinates along M. Let Xi and */

be the functions induced by Xi and XI on UXV'\ then ia(M; U- V) is the

multiplicity of the co elements x^—x^, • • • , x'ia— xiu, considered as form-

ing a system of parameters in the ring of quotients of mA<ifluxv{PXP')

with respect to 9t(/x v(P XP'). This last ring may be identified with

9?(PXP')/m9?(PXP'),_and admits therefore $i(PXP')/m$t(PXP') as a

completion. The ideal TnA is a minimal- prime divisor of mA9c(P XP'); therefore

mA/>^>9^(PXP,) is ä minimal prime divisor of mA9l(PXP')/h39l(PXP')- Let
6 be the natural^homomorphism of 3l(PXP')/to^l(PXP') into the ring of

quotients o of mA/to9l(PXP') with respect to %(PXP')/tD$i(PXP'). Then

it follows from Theorem 4, §4, part I, p. 22 that ia(M; U- V) is equal to

e(o; cpfo'j— xh), • • • , <p(xj„ — xtw)). The kernel of <p is the intersection ro* of

all the prime divisors_of the zero ideal in 9l(PXP')/»9l(PXP') which

are contained in mA/to'jR(PXP'); these prime divisors are clearly the ideals

fW»9l(PXP') (ISftlSa, 1 Sß^b). It follows that the prime divisors of the
zero ideal in o are the ideals <b(ßaß/tv'iSl(PXP'))o and that the zero ideal in o

is the intersection of these prime ideals. It follows easily from formula

(2) §2, part I, p. 14, that e(o; $(x'u—Xu), • • ■ , <t>(x'im —xiu)) is equal to

Ea.61.ö-1e(o/^(ffi^/tü9l(PXP'))o; • • • , ZL.«ß-Zi*,aß), where
£i,aß and !;i,aß are the residue classes of 6(xi) and <b(xl) modulo

(©«ff/tol(PXP/))o. Now the ring_9l(PXP')/fS0p$(PXP') is isomorphic
with f(t/„X Vß); the ring o/6(föaß/Xo'>ft(PXP'))o is therefore isomorphic with

9cu„xvj(-^A) under an isomorphism which maps and upon the func-

tions Xi and */ induced on Ua X Vß by Xi and X'. It follows that the num-

ber c(o/<p(föa(3/0»91(PXP'))o; £,•,.«?-£u.a/3> • • • . ZL.*ß — ti«.«ß) is equal to

e(W\jaXV'B(M*); x'ii-Xiu • • • , x'ia — xia). If Pi, • • • , Fn-o, are m-w poly-

nomials which vanish on fl and whose functional determinant with respect

to the letters X which do not occur among Xiu • ■ • , Xio, does not vanish at

P, then Fi(X), • • • , P„-M(X) vanish on ß and their functional determinant

with respect to the letters X which do not occur among Xilt ■ • • , Xi„ does

not vanish at the origin in Ep(X). It follows that xiu ■ • • , *,„ form a regular

system of parameters in f(ß), whence e(9iü„x v'ß(AIA); £<i, • • • , —£.u)

= ia(M; Ua - Vß). Theorem 2 is thereby proved.

Theorem 2 makes it possible to deduce many properties of the multi-

plicities of intersections of algebraic varieties from the corresponding proper-

ties for algebroid varieties.

Theorem 3. Let ß be an algebraic variety in Am(X) and let U and V be two

subvarieties of ß. Let ßi be an algebraic variety in An(Y) and let R and S be

two subvarieties of Qx. Assume that M is a proper component of the intersection

of U and V with respect to ß, and that N is a proper component of the inter-

section of R and S with respect to ßi. Then MXN is a proper component of

the intersection of UXR and VXS with respect to ßXßi, and we have

iax^(MXN; (UXR)-(VXS))=iä(M; U-VH^N; R-S).
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It follows immediately from Proposition 4, §3, p. 61 that MXN is

simple on flXfli. An easy count of dimensions shows that MXN is a proper

component of the intersection of UXR and VXS with respect to flXßi.

Let P be a point of M which is simple on fl; let Pi be a point of N which is

simple on Qi. Then PXPi is simple on flXßi- Let M be a. sheet of M at P

and let N be a sheet of N at P; then Ixl is a sheet of MXN at PXPi

(cf. Proposition 3, §2, p. 60). Let U\, • ■ • , 770 be the sheets of 77at P which

contain M and let Vi, • • • , F& be the sheets of V at P which contain M;

let Pi, • • • , Rc be the sheets of R at Pi which contain N, and let Si, • ■ • , Sa

be the sheets of 5 at Pi which contain N. Let Q be the unique sheet of ß at P

and let fli be the unique sheet of fli at Pi. Then the algebroid varieties

UaXRy (lßa^a, l^y^c) are exactly all the sheets of 77XFatPXPi which

contain MXN (cf. Proposition 3, §2, p. 60); the varieties VßXSt are the

sheets of VXS at PXPi which contain MXN. It follows from Theorem 2 that

iaxai(MXN; (UXR) -(VXS)) =E«:^1-i*äxä1(Ä7XN'; (UaXRy) • (VßXSs)).
Making use of Theorem 4b, §9, part II, p. 56, we see that

iaxQ.Of X Ä7; (Ua X Ry)-(Vß X 30) = in(M; Üa-Vß) ■ i0l(N; RySs),

whence
a.b.c.d

in+Sl(M XN;(UXR) (VX S)) =   E   iä(37; Fa-F?)'ini(Ä; PT-5ä)
a,/S,7,J-l

= ia(M; U-V)iai(N; R S).

Theorem 3 is thereby proved.

Let now U, V and W be three subvarieties of a variety fl. Let u, v and w

be the respective dimensions of U, V and W, and let w be the dimension

of Q. A variety M is said to be a component of the intersection of U, V and W

if the following conditions are satisfied: M is a subvariety of 77, of F and of

Tf; no variety containing M and different from M itself is contained in 77, V

and Wat the same time. If M is simple on and is of dimension u-\-v+w — 2co,

Af is said to be a proper component of the intersection of 77, V and W with

respect to Q.

Theorem 4. Lei 77, Faw<i Wbe three subvarieties of a variety U, and assume

that M is a proper component of the intersection of 77, V and W with respect to ß.

Let Pi, ■ • ■ , Pg be the distinct components of the intersection of 77 and V which

contain M, and let Qi, • • • , Qh be the distinct components of the intersection of

V and W which contain M. Then each Pi is a proper component of the inter-

section of 77 and V with respect to fl; each Qj is a proper component of the

intersection of V and W with respect to ß; M is a proper component of the inter-

section of Pi and W with respect to and also a proper component of the inter-

section of 77 and Q,- with respect to ß. We have

0 k

Z *o(P<; U-V)ia(M; Pt-W) = E ia(Qi\ V-W)ia(M; U Q,).
i-l l-l
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Since P< and Qj contain M, they are regular on ß. Let pi be the di-

mension of P; and let q,- be the dimension of Q,-. We have pt^u+v — co and

dim M^pi+w— co. Since dim M = u+v-j-w — 2co, we have pi = u-\-v—u,

dim M = pi+w— co. It follows that Pi is a proper component of the inter-

section of U and V with respect to ß and that M is a proper component of

the intersection of P< and W with respect to ß. A similar argument proves the

corresponding assertions for Qj. Let A be a point of M which is regular on ß.

We denote by la sheet of M at A, and by 7_7„, T3, Wy (1 ̂ a^a, l^ß^b,
l^Y^c) those sheets at .4 of the varieties U, V, W respectively which

contain M. If a sheet of P; at A contains M, it is a component of the inter-

section of some Ua with some Vß. Conversely, let P be a component of the

intersection of Ua and Vß which contains M; then P is a sheet at A of some

component P of the intersection of U and V. If 8 is the prime ideal in $l(A)

which corresponds to P, the prime ideal in 7sT[X] which corresponds to P is

p~f~\K [X]. Let m be the prime ideal in K [X] which corresponds to M and let

fit be the prime ideal in 9104) which corresponds to M. Then m = mr\K [X ];

since SCtn, we have pCnt, MCP, which proves that P is one of the com-

ponents Pt. This being said, it follows from Theorem 2 and from Theorem 6b,

§9, part II, p. 57 that the left side of the formula to be proved is equal

to ZSat-i*'ö(37; Va-Vß-Wy), where ß is the unique sheet of ß at A. A similar

argument shows that the right side is equal to 52iß°y-^ä(M; Vß-Wy- Ua).

Since iü(M; U ■ V W) is independent of the order in which we take U, V, W,

Theorem 4 is proved.

Definition 4. Let U and V be two subvarieties of a variety and let P be a

point which belongs to U and V. We say that U and V are in general position

with respect to each other at P relatively to Q if the following conditions are

satisfied: (1) P is simple on each one of the varieties U, V and fl; (2) the inter-

section of the linear tangent varieties to U and V at P is of dimension u+v— co,

where u, v and co are the dimensions of U, V and ß respectively. Let M be a

common subvariety of U and V; then we say that U and V are in general position

with respect to each other along M relative to Q if there exists a point P on M

such that U and V are in general position with respect to each other at P re-

lative to fl.

Theorem 5. Let U and V be subvarieties of an algebraic variety Q. Assume

that there exists a point P which lies on U and V and is such that U and V are

in general position with respect to each other at P relative to Q. Then P belongs

to one and only one component M of the intersection of U and V and P is simple

on M. The variety M is a proper component of the intersection of U and V with

respect to ß, and we have ia(M; U- V)=l. Conversely, assume that N is a

proper component of the intersection of U and V with respect to q and that

in(N;'U- V) = l. Then Uand Vare in general position with respect to each other

along N relative to ß.
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Assume that U and V are in general position with respect to each other

at P relative to ß. Let u and v be the dimensions of U and V, and let n be the

dimension of the affine space in which ß is a variety. It follows immediately

from the definitions that we can find n — u polynomials F%, • • • , F„_„ which

vanish on U and n — v polynomials Gi, • • • , G„_„ which vanish on V such

that the Jacobian matrix of Fi, ■ • • , F„_u, Gi, ■ ■ ■ , Gn~v is of rank

n+oo — u—v at P (where co is the dimension of ß). Let U be the unique sheet

of U at P and let V be the unique sheet of Fat P; then the polynomials

Fi(X), • • • , F„-u(X) vanish on U and the polynomials GL(X), • • • , G„_„(X)

vanish on V (the letters X are the coordinates in the local space attached

to P). It follows from Theorem 9, §9, part II, p. 55, that the intersection of

U and V has only one component M, that M is a proper component of the

intersection of U and V with respect to ß (where ß is the sheet of ß at P),

that iü (M; V ■ V) = 1 and that the origin is simple on M. Since every com-

ponent of the intersection of U and V which contains P is of dimension not

less than u-\-v — co, it follows from Proposition 1 that P belongs to exactly one

component M of the intersection of U and V, and that M is proper with re-

spect to ß. It follows from Theorem 2 that ia(M; U- V) = 1. It follows from

Proposition 7, §3, p. 64 that P is simple on M. The first part of Theorem 5 is

thereby proved.

In order to prove the converse part, select a point P on N which is simple

on N and ß and which does not belong to any component different from N

of the intersection of U and V (cf. Corollary 2 to Proposition 5, §3, p. 62).

Let N be the unique sheet of N at P; it follows immediately from Theorem 2

that N is contained in only one sheet U of Uat P and in only one sheet V of V

at P and that in{N; U- V) = 1, where ß is the unique sheet of ß at P. More-

over, the origin is simple on N (corollary to Proposition 6, §3, p. 64). We

assert that U is the only sheet of U at P. In fact, assume for a moment that

U has another sheet U' at P. Then the intersection of U' and V has at least

a component N' and N' is different from N. By Proposition 1, A' is contained

in a sheet at P of some component of the intersection of U and V; in virtue

of our choice of P, we have N'(ZN, which is impossible since N' is of dimen-

sion not less than u-\-v— co (Theorem la, §9, part II, p. 53) and is different

from N. In the same way we see that V is the only sheet of V at P. Let u and ö

be the prime ideals which correspond to U and V in K [X]; let ü and 5 be the

prime ideals in SR(P) which correspond to U and V. Then ü = u9l(P), 6 = b9c(P).

It follows from Theorem 9, §9, part II, p. 55 that we can find n+u — u—v

power series 6i, ■ ■ ■ , 4>n+*-u-v in n arguments with the following properties:

if Oi, • • • , an are the coordinates of P, each <j>i(X\ — a-i, ■ • ■ , Xn — an) belongs

either to u or to B; the Jacobian matrix of <bi(X), ■ ■ ■ , 0„+„_„_„(X) is of

rank w-f-co — u— v at the origin in Ep(X). If <bi(X—a) belongs to Ü, it can

be written as a linear combination of elements of u with coefficients in

X[[X— a]]; if it belongs to 6, it can be written as a linear combination of
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elements of ü with coefficients in a]]. It follows immediately that

we can find n+u—u—v polynomials Hi, - - • , H„+u-u-v of which each be-

longs either to u or to b and which are such that their Jacobian matrix is of

rank n+u—u—v at P. It follows also from Theorem 9, §9, part II, p. 55

that the origin is simple on U and on V; by Proposition 7, §3, p. 64, P is

simple on U and on V. The intersection of the tangent linear varieties to

U and V at P cannot be of dimension greater than »+w-«-s in virtue of

the existence of the polynomials Hi (1 SiSn-\-03 — u—v). Since these tangent

varieties are of respective dimensions u and v and are both contained in the

tangent variety to SI at P which is of dimension to, their intersection is of

dimension not less than n-\-a) — u—v. Theorem 5 is thereby proved.

If M is a proper component of the intersection of two varieties U and V

in An(X), the number iA\xr>(M; IT- V) is denoted by i(M; IT- V). Such inter-

section multiplicities are said to be absolute (as opposed to relative inter-

section multiplicities on a variety Si). The following theorem permits to reduce

the theory of relative intersections to the theory of absolute intersection

multiplicities.

Theorem 6. Let SI be a variety in A"(X) and let U be a simple subvariety

of Si. Let P be a point on U which is simple on SI. Then there exists a variety

W in A"(X) which has the following properties: U is a proper component of

the intersection of Wand SI is the only component of this intersection to contain P;

we have i(U; W-Sl) =1. Assume that M is a proper component with respect to

SI of the intersection of IT and of some other variety V in SI. Let W be a variety

which has the properties prescribed above at some point P of M which is simple

on SI. Then M is a proper component of the intersection of W and V, and

ia(M; U- V)=i(M; W- V).

Let Xiu • • • , Xi„ be uniformizing coordinates at P on SI (cf. Defi-

nition 2 above). If u is the prime ideal which corresponds to U, we set

u'=uC\K [X{1, - - ■ , Xia], and we denote by U' the variety in Au(Xiu • • • ,

XiJ) which corresponds to u'. We may represent An(X) in the form

A"(Xiu - - ■ , Xi,)XA~-»(XSl, ■ ■ ■ , Xfn.J, where Xju • ■ • , Xin_ are the

letters X which do not occur among XiU • • ■ , We set W—TJ'

XAn-"(Xju ■ - - , X,„_J. Then W clearly contains U.

Let Gi, - - - , Gn-u be n— to polynomials which vanish on SI and whose

functional determinant D with respect to X/u ■ ■ • , Xjn_u does not vanish

at P. Let u' be the dimension of U', and let Pi, • • • , Fu-u' be oi—u' poly-

nomials in the letters XiU ■ • • , X,„ whose Jacobian matrix is of rank u—u'

on U'. We can find a functional determinant D' of Pi, • • • , Fu-U' with re-

spect to co — u' of the letters Xiu • • • , Xiu which does not vanish on U'.

Then DD' does not vanish on U; we can therefore find a point Q on U at

which DD' AO. Then the Jacobian matrix of Pi, • • • , Fu-U', G\, • • •, Gn-a is

of rank n — u' at Q. It follows that the varieties SI and W are in general
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position with respect to each other at Q. By Theorem 5, p. 70, Q belongs to

one and only one component 77i of the intersection of W and ß, 77i is a proper

component of this intersection and i(Ui; W- ß) = 1. Since 77is contained in the

intersection of W and ß, we have 77 C Ui. The dimension of W is u'-\-n— co,

whence dim U\ = u'. But 77' is the projection of 77 on ^"(Xi,, • • • ,

whence w'gtt. It follows that u' =u and 77i = 77. The first part of Theorem 6

is proved.

To prove the second part, let Ua (lgagfl) and Vp (lg/3gt>) be the

sheets of 77 and V respectively at P; let Q be the sheet of ß at P. Since

i(U; W-ß) = l, 77 is simpleton 147 It follows that Ua is contained in a

uniquely determined sheet Wa of W at P (Proposition 6, §3, p. 63). Since

*'( 77; W- ß) = 1, F« is the only sheet of Wat P_to contam TJ« and *(7Ja; F.-Ö)

= 1. Any component of the intersection of Wa and f2 is contained in some

Ua1 (Proposition 1, p. 65) and is of dimension not less than (n+u— w)+co — n

= w = dim Ua' (Theorem 1, part III, p. 65); it follows that a' = a and that

Ua=Wa-ti- Let M be a sheet of M at P; we may assume without loss of

generality that 77i, • ■ • , Ua> are all the sheets of 77 at P which contain M

and that Fi, • • • , W are all the sheets of V which contain M (where a' Sa,

b'^b). If a.Sa', ß^b', M is a proper component of the intersection of Wa

and Vß and i-a(M; Üa-Vß)=i(M; Wa-Vß) (by Theorem 8, §9, part II,

p. 54). Any component of the intersection of W and V which contains M

is contained in ß (because FCß) and is contained in 77 (because 77 is the

only component of the intersection of Wand ß which contains P). Since M is

a component of the intersection of 77 and V, it is also a component of the

intersection of W and V. Since M is a proper component of the intersection

of Wa and Vß, M is a proper component of the intersection of W and V.

If a is an index such that MC.Wa, the intersection of Wa and tt is a sheet

of 77 at P which contains M, whence a^a'. Therefore, we have by Theo-

rem 2, p. 67, i(M; W- V) = E&-u*"(3?; Wa-Vß)= ]£S£ut0(37; Ua-Vß)
= in(M; 77- V). Theorem 6 is now completely proved.

Corollary. Let M be a subvariety of a variety ß, and let W be a variety

containing M and such that those components Ui, ■ • ■ , 77„ of the intersection of

W and ß which contain M are all proper. Let V be a subvariety of ß which con-

tains M, and assume that M is a proper component with respect to ß of the inter-

section of Ui and V for 1 gig A. Then M is a proper component of the inter-

section of V and W, and i(M; V- W) = £?-i»o(M; Uv V).

Let P be a point of M which is simple on ß, and let T be a variety which

satisfies the following conditions: V is a proper component of the intersection

of T and ß and is the only component of this intersection to contain P; we

have i(V; T- ß) = 1. Then Theorem 6 says that M is a proper component of

the intersection of T and 77i and that ia{M; Ui- V) =i(M; Ui- T). Let v, w

and co be the respective dimensions of V, W and ß. Then each 77,- is of dimen-
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sion w+w-b, M is of dimension v-\-w — n and T is of dimension n-\-v — co.

It follows that M is a proper component of the intersection of W, T and ß.

The corollary then follows immediately from Theorem 4, p. 69.

5. Birational invariance of intersection multiplicities. We consider two

affine spaces Am(X) and An(Y). Let öbea variety in Am(X) and let ßi be a

variety in A "(F). The varieties ß and ßi are said to be birationally equivalent

when the fields P(S2) and P(ßi) are isomorphic under an isomorphism which

maps every element of K upon itself. An isomorphism of P(ß) with P(ßi)

which maps every element of K upon itself is said to be a birational corre-

spondence between ß and ßi.

We shall assume that there exists a birational correspondence T between

ß and fli. Let 77 be a subvariety of ß. We shall say that a subvariety 77i of ßi

corresponds regularly to 77 by F if T maps 91 n(77") onto 5Icni(77i). If such is

the case, 77i is clearly uniquely determined; we shall write 77i=F(77). The

following assertion follows immediately from the definition: assume that 77i

corresponds regularly to 77; let V be a subvariety of ß which contains 77;

then there exists a subvariety V\ of ßi which corresponds regularly to V and

Fi contains 77i.

Theorem 7. Assume that T is a birational correspondence of a variety ß

with a variety ßi. Assume that M is a proper component with respect to ß of

the intersection of two subvarieties 77 and V of ß, and that ßi contains a variety

Mi which corresponds regularly to M by T. Then Mi is a proper component

with respect to ßi of the intersection of F(77) and T(V), and we have

i0l(Mi; T(U)-T{V))=ia{M; U-V).

It is clear that dim ß = dim ßi, dim F(77) =dim 77and dim T(V) =dim V.

Since 9cni(Mi) is isomorphic with yia(M) and M is simple on ß, Mi is simple

on ßi. It follows that Mi is a proper component of the intersection of F( 77)

and T(V) with respect to ßi.

Let xi, ■ ■ ■ , xm be the functions induced by Xi, • • ■ , Xm on ß; let

yu • ' ' » y» be the functions induced by Fi, ■ • • , F„ on ßi. Then T(xi) be-

longs to 9cai(Afi) and may therefore be written in the form

T(xd = Pi(y)/Q(y)

where Pi, • • ■ , Pm and Q are polynomials in n arguments and Qiy) does

not vanish on Mi. We can find a point Pi on Mi which is simple on ßi and is

such that Q{y) does not vanish at this point. Let bi, • • • , bn be the coordi-

nates of Pi; it is clear that the elements Pi(b)/Q(b) (l^i^m) are the co-

ordinates of a point P on M and that Pi corresponds regularly to P. It

follows in particular that P is simple on ß. Denote by the sheet of ß at P

and by Oi the sheet of ßi at Pi. The contraction of T to 9,?n(P) can be ex-

tended to an isomorphism (also denoted by T) of 9la(P) with Scn^Pi). It fol-

lows that we have an isomorphism (again denoted by T) of f(ß) with f(12i).

It is clear that, under the isomorphism F, the sheets of 77, V, and M at P
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correspond to the sheets of T( 77), T( V) and Mi respectively at Pi. Theorem 7

then follows immediately from Theorem 2, §4, p. 67 and from Lemma 1,

§9, part II, p. 52.

6. The projection formula for algebraic varieties. We consider two series

of letters {Xi, ■ ■ ■ , Xm} and { Y\, • ■ ■ , Yn}. Let 77 be a variety in

Am+n(X, Y); then, we may identify f(prx 77) with the subring of f(77) which

is generated by the functions induced by Xi, • • • , Xm on 77. It follows that

P(prx 77) is a subfield of P(77) and therefore that dim L :x Ugdim 77.

Definition 1. Let U be a variety in .4m+n(X, Y). If the dimension of prx 77

is equal to the dimension of 77, we say that U has a finite projection index on

Am(X). In that case, P(77) may be considered as a finite algebraic extension field

of P(prx U). The degree of this extension is called the projection index of 77 on

^4ra(X). This number is denoted by j(U; X).

The reader will have observed that this definition is not a straight-

forward generalization of the definition used in the case of algebroid varieties,

since we do not require here that f(77) be finite over f(prx 77). As a conse-

quence, it will not be true in general that every subvariety of a variety which

has a finite projection index also has a finite projection index.

Assume that the variety 77 has a finite projection index on Am(X). We

shall denote by W the variety prx 77. Let P be a point of W such that the

elements of f(77) are integral over the ring 9cjp(P) (observe that •JcV(P) is

contained in P(PF) which is a subfield of P(77)). Let Pi, ■ • • , Pr be the dis-

tinct points of 77 whose projection on W is P (it is easy to see a priori that

r2:l; this will also follow from what we shall prove). Let Xi, • • • , Xm be

the coordinates in Ep(X); let Fi, • • ■ , Yn be n new letters. We shall use the

letters Xi, • ■ • , Xm, Yi, ■ ■ ■ , Yn as coordinates in each of the local spaces

attached to ^4m+"(X, F). It follows that the sheets of 77 at all points Pi are

algebroid varieties in the same local space, which is a product of two local

spaces Em(X) and En(Y), of which the first contains the sheets of W at P.

Proposition 1. Let 77 be a variety in Am+n(X, Y) which has a finite projec-

tion index on Am(X). Set IF=prx 77 and let P be a point of W such that the

elements of f(77) are integral over 3lP(W). Let Pi, • • • , Pr be the distinct points

of 77 whose projection on Am(X) is P. If 77 is any sheet of 77 at any one of the

points Pi, then prx 77 is a sheet of W at P and 77 has a finite projection index

on Em(X). Let W be a given sheet of W at P, and let Z7tJ- (lgjgsi) be the

distinct sheets of 77 at Pi such that prx 77,-,= W (lgtgr). Then we have

I£ÜZ'd(ü{j-, X)=j(U; X).

Remark. The sheets 77,j are not necessarily distinct: although UijAUij>

for jAj', it may happen that Un=Ui'y for tVi This will happen if the

variety 77 is transformed into itself by a translation in -4m+n(X, F) which

brings Pi onto Pi>.
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Let 3 be the subring of P(t7) which is generated by 9cV(P) and f(f/).

Then 3 is finite over 9tV(P) and is therefore a semi-local ring (Proposition 3,

L.R., §11, p. 694). The maximal prime ideals of 3 are clearly the ideals

Pi3> • • • . Pr3. where pi, • • • , pr are the prime ideals in f (U) which corre-

spond to the points Pi, • ■ • , Pr. The ring of quotients of p;3 with respect

to 3 is <8tv(Pi).
Let U be a sheet of U at a point P,. Then U corresponds to some prime

divisor ü of the zero ideal in 9ct/(P<). Let 3 be a completion of 3> and let e,-

be the idempotent in 3 which corresponds to the maximal prime ideal p,3-

Then 9cc/(Pt) is isomorphic with 3e<; there corresponds to ü a prime ideal in

3«,, which may be written in the form fl*e„ where ü* is a prime ideal con-

taining 1 — e; in 3-

The adherence of 9cp(TT) in 3 is a completion 9b>(W) of W.P{W) and 3 is

finite over 3tP{W) (cf. Proposition 7, L.R., §11, p. 699). Denote by ffj the

prime ideal ü*n$TcV(P). The ideal ü* is clearly a divisor of the zero ideal in 3;

since no nonzero divisor of 9cV(P) becomes a zero divisor in 3 (cf- L.R.,

loc. cit. above), fö is a prime divisor of the zero ideal in 9cV(P) and therefore

there corresponds to ffj a sheet if of W at P. The ring 3/fi* is isomorphic

with \{U) and is finite over yiw(P)/fÖ which is isomorphic with \{W). We

conclude easily from this that W is the projection of U on Em(X) and that

U has a finite projection index with respect to En(X). The first part of

Proposition 1 is thereby proved.

Let \x*j be the prime ideals in 3 which correspond (in the way explained

above) to the sheets t7,-,j (1 Sj^Si); these ideals are the prime divisors of the

zero ideal in 3 which contain 1 — e< and fö. Since a prime ideal in 3 cannot

contain at the same time 1 — e< and 1 — for iAi', we have üjy^üy for

A Let Z and Z' be the rings of quotients of 9tV(P) and 3 respec-

tively; then Z and Z' are hypercomplex systems over suitable fields. If

{ui, ■ ■ • , Ud\ is a maximal system of elements of 3 linearly independent

with respect to 9tV(P), then u\, • • • , u& are also linearly independent over

Z in Z' and Z'=Zux+ ■ ■ ■ +Zud (cf. Proposition 7, L.R., §11, p. 699). Since

ffj is a prime divisor of the zero ideal in 9!jr(P), there corresponds to fß an

idempotent v in Z such that \x> = ZT)f~\yiw(P)- The ring 9tV(P)(l — 77) is iso-

morphic with f(T47) (in fact, the kernel of the mapping 2—»z(l— 77) of 3lw(P)

is fß). The ring 3(1 —■") is finite over 9cw(P)(l —77) and the prime divisors of

the zero ideal in this ring are the ideals ü«(l — 77), (lgigr, lgjgsi). The

ring 3(1 ~>?)/ü4*(l — 1?) is isomorphic with 3/ü«> that is, with f(F,;). It fol-

lows easily that

[3d - 7,)/ü*(i - 7,):%r(P)(i - 7,)] = jCUtr, x).

On the other hand, since the ü(*(l—77) are all the prime divisors of the zero

ideal in 3(1-77), the sum of the numbers [S(l-ij)/^§(l-i7):Hr(P)(l-»7)]
(for all combinations of indices i and j) is equal to [Z'(l —77):Z(1 —77)].
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The elements u\, • • • , m<j being linearly independent over Z, it follows imme-

diately that Mi(l—77), • • • , Ud(\—17) are linearly independent over Z(l—77),

whence zZi.diUn; Ä7) =d = (3:9iw(P)) = [P(E7):P(W)] =7(77; X). Proposi-
tion 1 is proved.

Theorem 8. Let U be a variety in Am+n(X) and let V be a variety in Am(X).

Assume that M is a proper component of the intersection of prx 77 and V and

that the elements of f(77) are integral over 3\vrxU(M). Then 77 has a finite

projection index on Am(X). If Mi, • • • , M\ are the distinct components of the

intersection of Uand VXAn(Y) whose projection on Am(X) is M, then each Mk

is a proper component of the intersection of 77 and VXAn(Y) and has a finite

projection index on Am(X). We have

h

7(77; X)i(M; (prxU)-V) = Y.j(Mk; X)i(Mk; U-{VXA»(Y)).
k-,1

We set W = prx 77. The field of quotients of f(77) is P(77) and the field of

quotients of SSlw(M^) is Y(W). It follows immediately that 77 has a finite

projection index on Am(X). To every Mk there corresponds a prime ideal

rtu in f(77) such that mkC\\{W) =m, where m is the prime ideal which corre-

sponds to M in f( W). We have SSlw(M) G^lu(Mk). Let 3 be the ring generated

by yiw(M) and f(J7); then 3 is finite over 3lw(M) and m*3 is one of the max-

imal prime ideals of 3. The field 3/m*3 may be identified with P(Mk); the

field ytw(M)/m'>Rw(M) is P(M). It follows immediately that Mk has a finite

projection index on A m(X). In particular, we have dim Mk = dim M = u-\-v — m

= u-\-(v-\-n) — (tm+w), if u and v are the dimensions of £/and V respectively.

It follows that Mi is a proper component of the intersection of U and

VXA*(Y).
The functions yi, • • • , y„ induced on U by Yx, ■ ■ ■ , Yn respectively

satisfy equations with coefficients in yiw(M) and with leading coefficient 1.

These coefficients may be written as fractions whose numerators and de-

nominators belong to \(W), the denominator being the same for all these

fractions and not belonging to m. It follows that there exists a polynomial

D(X) in the letters X which does not vanish on M and which has the follow-

ing property: if P is a point of M at which D(X) does not vanish, then the

elements of f(77) are integral over ytw(P).

The components of the mutual intersections of the varieties Mk (1 g& g/z)

have dimensions less than w+z> — m, and the same applies to the projections

of these components on Am(X). Similarly, the projections on Am(X) of the

varieties which are singular on Mk are of dimensions less than u+v — m. It

follows from Proposition 5, §3, p. 62, and from Corollary 2 to this proposi-

tion that we can find a point P on M which satisfies the following conditions:

P is simple on M; if a point Q belonging to some Mk is such that prx Q = P,

then Q belongs to only one of the varieties Mk and is simple on Mk; the ele-
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merits of f(C7) are integral over 9cV(P). We shall denote by Pi, • • • , Pg the

distinct points of U whose projection is P. Each Pi belongs to some Mk.

In fact, P is contained in some component M' of the intersection of U and

VXAn(Y), and dim M'^u+v—m by Theorem 1, §4, p. 65. Since P belongs

to prx M' and since the elements of f(C7) are integral over yiw(P), M' has a

finite projection index on Am(X) (cf. the argument used above for Mk). It

follows that dim prx M'^u+v — m. Since prx M'CZM, we have prx M' = M

and M' = Mk for some k.

By construction, P.. belongs to only one of the varieties Mk. We shall

denote by ki the index k such that Pi(ZMk. We denote by:

M the sheet of M at P;

the sheet of Af^ at P^

TJi,- (lgjgJi) the sheets of t7at Pi;

Wa (1 gaga) the sheets of Wat P;

Ts (1 gßgtV) the sheets of V at P.

We shall evaluate in two different ways the sum

EEE i(Mki; Vtr<y$ X £"(F)))j(Ä?4i; X)
i_l  ;=1 /3—1

(observe that the sheets of VXAn(Y) at P.- are the varieties 7^XP"(F)

(1 gßg£>); in virtue of our assumptions on P, If*,, is the only component of

the intersection of Un and VßXEn(Y)).

First, if we sum all terms which correspond to a fixed value of i, we obtain

i(Mki; U-(VXA"(Y))-j(Mki; X) (this, by Theorem 2, §4, p. 67). If we take
the sum of all the terms for which ki has a given value k, we obtain

i{Mk\ U-(VXAn(Y))j(Mk; X) (this, by Proposition 1 above). It follows that

the sum (1) is equal_to EJ_,t(Af»; U-(VXA»(Y)))j(Mk; X). On the other

hand, we have prx TJij= Wa^j), where a(i,j) is some index between 1 and a

which depends on i and j; making use of Theorem 5, §5, part II, p. 42, we

obtain i(Mki; Vir (VßXE»(Y)))j(Mki; X) =i(M; ■ Vß) j(ü{j; X). If we
sum over all combinations (i, j) such that a(i, j) has a given value a, we ob-

tain by Proposition 1 above i(M; Wa - Vß) -j(U; X). If we then sum over all

combinations (a, ß), we get (by Theorem 2, §4, p. 67) i(M; W- V)j(U\ X).

Theorem 6 is thereby proved.

7. Cycles. In analogy with what we did in the case of algebroid varie-

ties, we introduce the notion of cycle on an algebraic variety.

Definition 1. By a cycle of dimension u in An(X) we mean a formal linear

combination of a finite number of u-dimensional algebraic varieties in An(X)

with integral non-negative coefficients. If all varieties which occur with positive

coefficients in the cycle are subvarieties of some variety ß, we say that we have a

cycle on ß.
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The cycles of a given dimension can be added together and multiplied by

non-negative integers. A variety 77 will be identified with the cycle 1 • 77.

Definition 2. Let übe a variety in An(X), and let 77and V be two subvarie-

ties of ß. We say that U and V have a relative intersection cycle on ß if every

component of the intersection of 77 and V is proper with respect to ß. This being

the case, we set (U-V)a = Z*^o(Af; 77, V)M, the sum being extended over all

components M of the intersection of 77 and V. Let 52>a<Ui = X and 51i°ivi= Y

be two cycles on ß, with UiA for iAi', VjA V'/< for jAj''. If whenever afijAO

the symbol (U, ■ V,) a is defined, then we set (X- Y) a = Z^a,^ Ui ■ V,) a; (X ■ Y)o

is called the relative intersection cycle of X and Y on ß. If X and Y are any

cycles, we say that X- Y is defined when (X- Y)a"(X) is defined, and then we set

X-Y=(X-Y)A^X).

Let us consider two affine spaces and^psT'2')- LetXi =2*0*^.1

be a cycle in Ani(X™) and let Xf'E&jUf* be a cycle in A^(X^). Then we

denote by XiXX2 the cycle E^M/mXZTw in A™(X^>) XA^(X^).

Theorem 3a. Let ß; be a variety in A"i(X&) (* = 1, 2), and let Xi and F,-

be two cycles on ßj. If the cycles (AV Fi^ and (AV F2)a2 are defined, then the

cycle ((XiXXt) ■ (FiX F2)) a^&z is defined and is equal to ((AV Fi)ßl)

XttXfY*)^).

This follows immediately from Theorem 3, §4, p. 68.

Theorem 4a. Let X, Y and Z be three cycles on a variety ß, all different from

0. If either one of the cycles {(X- F) a • Z)a and (X-(YZ)a)a is defined, then both

are defined, and they are equal to each other.

This follows easily from Theorem 4, §4, p. 69 (cf. the proof of Theorem 6a,

§8, part II, p. 51).

Theorem 6a. Let X be a cycle and let SI be a variety. Let Y be a cycle on ß.

// ((X ■ ß) • Y) a is defined, then (X- Y)-Slis defined and is equal to ((X ■ ß) • F) n.

This follows easily from the corollary to Theorem 6, §4, p. 72.

Let {Xi, ■ ■ ■ , Xm\ and { Yu • • • , Yn} be two series of letters. If a

variety U in Am+n(X, Y) has a finite projection index on Am(X), we say

that the cycle al.pr.x U is defined and we set al.pr.x U=j(U; X)U. If

X =52iaiUi is a cycle in Am+n(X, Y), and if al.pr.x 77, is defined whenever

a, AO, we say that al.pr.x X is defined and equal to E-a« al.pr.x 77,-.

Theorem 7a. Let X be a cycle in Am+n(X, Y) and let Y be a cycle in Am(X).

Assume that the cycle (al.pr.x X) ■ Y is defined. Then al.pr.x (X-(YXAn(Y)))

is defined and equal to (al.pr.x X) ■ Y.

This follows immediately from Theorem 8, §6, p. 77.
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8. Intersections with hypersurfaces. A variety of dimension n — 1 in

A "(X) is called a hypersurface. The following facts are well known (and can

be established in the same way as the corresponding results for algebroid

hypersurfaces): the prime ideal which corresponds to a hypersurface is a

principal ideal, generated by an irreducible polynomial; conversely, every

irreducible polynomial generates a prime ideal which corresponds to a hyper-

surface. If F is an irreducible polynomial, we shall denote by (F) the hyper-

surface which corresponds to the ideal generated by F, and we shall say that

F = 0 is an equation of this hypersurface.

If F is any polynomial not equal to 0, we set (F) = (Fi) + • • • 4-(Fa) if

F = aF\ • • • Fh is the decomposition of F in the product of a unit a and of

some irreducible polynomials Fi, ■ ■ ■ , Fh (we set (F) =0 if F is a unit).

Proposition 1. Let U be a variety in An(X) and let (P) be an (« —1)-

dimensional cycle such that U- (F) is defined. Then, if M is a variety which

occurs with a coefficient not equal to 0 in U-{F), the function Fu induced by

F on U is a parameter in SHu(M), and the coefficient with which M occurs in

U- (F) is equal to e(9tV(M); Fu). If M is a simple subvariety of U, there exists

exactly one valuation v in SSlu{M) whose domain of values is the set of all non-

negative integers, and e(9cc/(M); Fu) =v(Fu).

Let P be a simple point on M, and let M be the sheet of M at P. Let

Pi, • ■ • , Fk be the irreducible factors of F which vanish at P. If Xi, •■•,!„

are the coordinates in the local space attached to A n(X) at P, the polynomial

Fi(X) can be decomposed in a product of irreducible power series F,j(X) in

K [[X]]. Since 9c(P)/Fiifl(P) is an intersection of prime ideals, we see that

the algebroid hypersurfaces (P,3) are all distinct; they are obviously the sheets

at P of the hypersurfaces (Pi). Let Ui, • ■ • , Ua be the sheets of Uat P. Then

the coefficient of M in U-(F) is clearly equal to the sum 5LcL,i.ji(M; Ua

■(Fij(X)). This is equal to the sum of the coefficients of M in the cycles

Z7«-(P(X)),_that is, to Z«e(9cf/a(AO; F°<X)), where FV"(X) is the function
induced on U„ by F(X) (cf. Proposition 2, §7, part II, p. 48). Let m and u

be the prime ideals which correspond to M and U respectively in ÜTfX];

then m9!(P)=fn is the prime ideal which corresponds to M in 5c(P), and

u9l(P) is the intersection of the prime ideals 0« which correspond to the

varieties t7„. The ring 9l(P)/u9l(P) is a completion SMP) of 9cV(P) and the

ideals üa/u5c(P) are the prime divisors of the zero ideal in this ring. They are

all contained in fn/u9c(P). If we denote by F* the residue class of P^« modulo

iU, e(yiva(M); P^«(X)) is equal to the multiplicity of F* considered as a

parameter in the ring of quotients of m/üa with respect to 9t(P)/ü<M{P). It

follows from formula (2), §2, part I, p. 14, that T,°eWua(M); FV.(X))
is the multiplicity of Fu considered as a parameter in the ring of quotients

of m/u9l(P) with respect to ^(P)/u9KP). By Theorem 4, §4, part I, p. 22
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this multiplicity is equal to the multiplicity of Fu as a parameter in the ring

of quotients 9cr/(Af) of m/u9c(P) with respect to 9c(P)/u9c(P).

Assume that Af is simple on U. Then 9cc/(Af) is a regular local ring of di-

mension 1, and therefore this ring has exactly one valution v whose domain of

values is the set of all non-negative integers and e($lu(M); Fu) =av(Fu),

where a is factor of proportionality which does not depend upon F (cf. end

of §7, part II, p. 48). Since e(9ct/(Af); Fu) is always an integer, a is an integer.

It follows from Theorem 6, §4, p. 72 that e(9ct/(Af); Fu) = l for a suitable

choice of P. Therefore a = 1, and Proposition 1 is proved.

9. Intersection multiplicities and levels of inseparability. All fields to be

considered in this section are supposed to be of characteristic pAO.

Proposition 1. Let Zo/Ko be a finite extension of a field Ko, and let

L/Kq be a finite algebraic purely inseparable extension of K0. Then the ratio

[L:K~o]/ [ZoL:Zo] is bounded from above by a number which depends on Ko and

Z0 only, not on L.

Let {zi, • • • ,zr} be a transcendence base of Zo/Ko- We have [ZoL:K0(z) ]

= [ZoL:L(z)][L(z):K~o(z)]. The second factor is equal to [L:isT0] because

K~o(z) is separably generated over K0. On the other hand, we may also write

[ZoL:K~o(z)] = [ZqL'.Zq] [Za:Ka(z)\. It follows that the ratio under considera-

tion is equal to [Z0:Xo(z)]/ [ZqL:L(z)\. The numerator of this last fraction

being independent of L, Proposition 1 is proved.

Definition 1. The situation being as described in Proposition 1, the maximal

value taken by the ratio [L:Ko]/ [Z0L:Z0] is called the level of inseparability

of the extension Zo/Ko-

It is clear that, for any L, the ratio under consideration is an integer and

a power of p. Therefore the level of inseparability is a power of p. It follows

immediately from the definition that the level of inseparability is 1 if and

only if the extension Zo/Ko is separably generated (40).

Proposition 2. Let Zo/Ko be a finite extension of K0, and let L/K0 be a

finite purely inseparable extension of Ko- A necessary and sufficient condition

for the ratio [L: K0]/ [ZaL: Z0] to be equal to the level of inseparability of Z0/K0

is that LZo be separably generated over L.

Let Li/L be any finite purely inseparable extension of L. Then we have

(1) [Li.Kp]   =     [Li'.L] [L:K0]
[ZoLi'.Zo]      [ZoLi'.ZoL] [ZoL'.Zq]

and the ratio [LüL]/ [ZoLi'.ZoL] is integral. If [L:K0]/ [ZoL:Z0] is equal to

(") Cf. my paper Some properties of ideals in rings of power series, Trans. Amer. Math.

Soc. vol. 55 (1944) Proposition 2, p. 69.
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the level of inseparability of Zo/Ko, then [Z,i:Z,] = \ZoL\.ZoL\ for any finite

purely inseparable extension Li/L of L, which proves that LZo is separably

generated over L. Conversely, if this last condition is satisfied, the ratio

[Z,:2Co]/ [Z0L:Z0] does not change if we replace L by L\. LetL'/K0 be a finite

purely inseparable extension of Ko such that [L':K0]/ [ZoL':Z0] is equal to

the level of inseparability of Zo/Ko, and set Li = L0L'. It follows immediately

from formula (1) above, applied to L' instead of L, that \L\.K0]/ \ZoL\.Zo\

= [L':K0]/ [ZoL':Zo]; in virtue of our choice of L', the equality sign pre-

vails. Proposition 2 is thereby proved.

Proposition 3. Let Zo/Ko be a finite extension of K0 and let Ki/Ko be a

separable algebraic extension of Ko- Then the level of inseparability of ZoKi/Ki

is equal to the level of inseparability of Zo/Ko-

Let L/Ko represent a purely inseparable extension of Ko such that

[L:Ko]/[ZoL:Zo] is equal to the level of inseparability of Zo/Ko- Since Ki

is separably generated over K0, we have [LKi'.Ki] = [L:ÜT0]- Since Z0KX is

separably generated over Z0, we have \ZoK\L'.ZoK\\ = [ZoL:Z0]- Since ZoL

is separably generated over L (by Proposition 2), Z0KiL is separably gener-

ated over K\L. Proposition 3 follows therefore immediately from Proposition 2.

Let now U be a variety in An(X), defined by a prime ideal it in 7C[X].

Let Ko be a subfield of K; if 0C\y * " * j OCn 3.1*6 the functions induced on U by

X\, • • • , Xn, we denote by i?o[t7] the subring K0[xi, • • • , x„]=Xo[x] of

f(Z7), and we denote by Ko(U) the field of quotients of Xo[C/].

Proposition 4. Let U be a variety in An(X) and let M be a subvariety of U.

Let Ko be a subfield of K in which U is definable, and assume that Ko(U) con-

tains a certain number of elements U\, • • • , us which form a system of param-

eters in yiu(M). Then M is definable in some algebraic extension of Ko and

e(yiu(M); »!,•••, u,) is divisible by the level of inseparability of the extension

Ko(M)/Ko-

Let Ko* be the algebraic closure of K0- The first part of Proposition 4

will be proved if we show that M is definable in K0*. Let u and m be the

prime ideals in 7X[X] which correspond to U and M respectively. We set

u* = uT\Kf[X], m* = mr\K?[X]. Since U is definable in K0*, we have

u*K [X] = it. Since Ko* is algebraically closed, the ideal m' = m*K[X] is

prime, and defines a variety M'. It is clear that M' is a subvariety of U and

contains M; moreover, the elements ui, • • • , u, belong to m'/tt- Since these

elements form a system of parameters in 3lu(M), it follows immediately that

M' = M, which proves our assertion.

In order to prove the second assertion of Proposition 4, we may without

loss of generality replace K0 by a field which is algebraic and separable over

K0 (cf. Proposition 3 above). We may therefore assume that the algebraic

closure of Ko is purely inseparable over Ka-
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We can find elements yi, • • • , ym in ÜToftV] such that the functions

yl, ■ • • i y™ induced on M by yi, • ■ • , ym respectively form a transcendence

base of Kq(M)/K0. These functions are algebraically independent over K0*

in Ko*(M) and therefore also on K in K(M) (this, because M is definable

in Ko*)- It follows that yl, • • • , ym' form a transcendence base of K(M)/K

and that M is of dimension m. The field K(ylt • • • , ym) = K(y) is a basic field

of 3lu(M); it follows immediately that yi, • • • , ym, «!,•••,»« are alge-

gebraically independent over K. On the other hand, the dimension 5 of 9cc/(M)

is equal to the difference between the dimensions of U and M; it follows that

dim U = m+s, and therefore that K(U) is algebraic over K(y, u).

We introduce a completion yiu(M) of SSluiM); then K{y) is a basic field

of 9tV(Af), Ui, • • • , u, are analytically independent over K{y) and 9cc/(M)

is finite over K{y) [ [«]]. Let £) be the subring of 9ca(Af) which is generated

by K{y) [ [w] ] and 9cc/(M). Then O is finite over K(y) [[u]] and is therefore a

complete semi-local ring (Proposition 3, L.R., §11, p. 694). The intersections

of D with the powers of the ideal of nonunits in 3tu(M) form a fundamental

system of neighbourhoods of 0 in the semi-local ring topology of £) (this, by

Lemma 7, L.R., §11, p. 695). It follows that the identity mapping of O into

9lc/(Af) is continuous. Since £> contains yiu(M), we have D = $lu(M). Let Z

be the ring of quotients of 3lu(M); then Z contains K{y)((u)) (cf. Proposi-

tion 1, §2, part I, p. 12) and it follows from what we have just proved that

Z is generated by adjunction to K(y)((u)) of the elements of K(U).

Denote by Z0 the subring of Z which is generated by K0(y)((u)) and by

K0{U). Since K0(U) is algebraic over K0{y, u), Z0 may be considered as a

hypercomplex system over K~o(y)((«)). We shall prove that Z coincides with

the hypercomplex system Z' which is deduced from Z0 by extending the field

of coefficients from i£0(y)((w)) to K(y)((u)).

First, it is clear that Z is a homomorphic image of Z'. On the other hand,

Z' is a homomorphic image of the hypercomplex system Z" deduced from

Ko(U) (considered as a hypercomplex system over K~o(y, u)) by extending

the field of coefficients from K~o(y, u) to K(y)((u)). This extension may

be carried out in two steps, first extending to K(y, u) and from there to

K(y)((u)). Since U is definable over K0, the first step leads to K(U). Since

K(y){{u)) is separably generated over K(y, u), we see that Z" is semi-simple.

The same holds a fortiori for Z'. It follows that Z = Z't, where e is an idem-

potent in Z'. Let {fi, • • • , be a base of ZQ/K0(y)((u)); we express e in the

form £?-i£.-f.' with ZhGK(y)((«)). If we express that e is an idem-

potent, we obtain a certain number of algebraic relations with coefficients in

Ko(y)((u)) between the quantities £a. These relations, considered as

equations in the unknowns |i, • • • , £a, have only a finite number of solutions

in the algebraic closure 2 of K(y) ((«)) (because (Z0) 2 has only a finite number

of idempotents). It follows that these solutions are all algebraic over

■Ko(y)((«))• Making use of the fact that K0* is purely inseparable over Ko
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and of a result proved elsewhere, we conclude that each is purely in-

separable overi£o(y)((w)) (41). Therefore, we have t = ep"£Zo for some v>0. Re-

membering that Z0 is a subring of Z, we see that the inclusion e£Zo implies

e = l, whence Z = Z'.

Let xi, • • • , xn be the functions induced by X\, • • • , Xn on 77. Then each

Xi belongs to ytv{M), and is therefore integral over i£(y) [[«]]• It follows

that the normal equation satisfied by Xi (considered as an element of the

hypercomplex system Z) has its coefficients in K{y) [[«]]. On the other hand,

Xi belongs to Zo and therefore the coefficients of the normal equation of x<

are in K0(y)((«)). It follows that these coefficients are in K0(y)((u))

C\K{y) [ [u] ] =Ko(y) [ [«]]. This means that each Xi is integral over

Ko(y) [[«]]• Let Do be the subring of Z0 which is generated by K0(y) [[«]]

and xn. The ring Oo is finite over K~o(y) [[«]] and is therefore a

complete semi-local ring. Since DoCLSHuiM), Oo cannot contain any idem-

potent not equal to 1; since ^o(y)COo, Do is a complete local ring. Let 9JZo

be the maximal prime ideal of Do; 9Jio is contained in the ideal of nonunits of

yiu(M). Let rrto be the prime ideal in 7£o[77] composed of the functions be-

longing to K~o [ U] which vanish on M. An element of nto is a nonunit in yiu(M)

and therefore also in Do", it follows that m0C STJcV The ideal SfJJo^Tfo [ 27] is

prime, contains nto, and has only 0 in common with Ko(y); it follows easily

that yjlof^Ko [ 77] = rrto. Let X\ f * ' * , xn be the functions induced on M by

*!,♦«•, xn; since uL, • ■ ■ , u, are in 5DJ0, we have Do/9Jco=2£o(y') [x{, ■ ■ • ,

x:]=K0(M).

The ring Oo is clearly equidimensional. It follows that [Z0:i^o(y) ((«))]

= e(£)0; «ti • • • i u,)[Ko(M):Ko(y')]. On the other hand, the left side is

equal to [Z:K(y)((u))], that is, to e(^lv(M)\ «i, • • • , u,)[K(M):K(y')].

It follows that e(yiu(M); ui, ■ ■ ■ , «,) is an integral multiple of the fraction

[K0(M):K0(y')]/[K(M):K(y')]. Let L be the field generated by K0 and

(4l) Set Y=K„(y), Y*=Kti*(y). Multiplying by some element of Y[[u]], we

obtain elements £!,•••,£» which are in K(y)((«)) and w.hich are integral over Since

K{y) [[«]] is integrally closed, these elements are power series in the quantities u with coeffi-

cients in K(y). Making use of Lemma 1, §2 in my paper Some properties of ideals in rings of

power series, Trans. Amer. Math. Soc. vol. 55 (1944) p. 72, we see that the coefficients of these

power series are algebraic over Y. Since Y* is algebraically closed in K(y) (cf. Proposition 6a

in my paper quoted above), the coefficients of £j( are in Y*. It will therefore be suffi-

cient to prove that, if an element j;G is algebraic and separable over Y((u)), then

ij£ F((w)). By assumption, ij satisfies an equation F(ij) =0, where F is a polynomial with co-

efficients in Y((u)) and F'(ri)^0. Let u be the maximal prime ideal in F*[[w]], and let h be

an exponent such that i?'(l)£u*+1- Write n~2~Li-o P<(»), where each Pi is a form of degree i,

and let k be an index greater than h. Set '!*=2ZJlJP»(«)i = v~m; using Taylor's formula, we

obtain P(tg,)-\-RkF'(iih)m0 (mod u"). Because 2k>k+h, we see immediately that the coeffi-

cients of Pi, are in the field obtained by adjunction to Y of the coefficients of the polynomial i«.

Thus, all coefficients of the power series r) are in the field obtained by adjunction to Y of the

coefficients of      from which it follows that Y{{u)) for some />0, whence t;E Y((u))

because ?j is separable over Y((u)).
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the field of definition of M. Then L/K0 is a finite purely inseparable alge-

braic extension and [K(M):K(y')] = [L(M):L(y')]. On the other hand, it

follows immediately from the proof of Proposition 1 and from Proposition 3

that [K0(M):R~o(y') ]/ [L(M) :L(y') ] is equal to the level of inseparability of

the extension K0(M)/K0. Proposition 4 is thereby proved.

Theorem 9. Let SI be a variety in An(X) and let U and V be two subvarieties

of SI. Let K0 be a subfield of K in which U, V and SI are definable. Then every

component of the intersection of U and V is definable over a field which is alge-

braic over K0. If M is a proper component of the intersection of U and V with

respect to SI, then ia(M; U- V) is divisible by the level of inseparability of the

extension K0(M)/K0.

Let A "(X') be a copy of the space A "(X) and let V be the copy of V

in An(X'). If A is the diagonal of An(X) XA"(X'), and if M is a component

of the intersection of U arid V, then MA is a component of the intersection

of UX V and A. Let *< and */ be the functions induced on UX V by X; and

X' respectively. Then the n functions %( — #< generate in WuxviMA) an ideal

which is primary for the ideal of nonunits; on the other hand, these functions

belong to K0[UX V']. The first part of Theorem 9 is then proved exactly in

th e same way as the first part of Proposition 4.

If co = dim SI, we can find co indices i\, • • ■ , iu such that ia(M; TJ ■ V)

= e(yivx.v(MA); x'h-xh, ■ ■ ■ , x^-XiJ (cf. Definition 3, §4, p. 67). The

second part of Theorem 9 follows therefore immediately from Proposition 4.
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